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Report of the Board of Selectmen
To the Citizens of Norwell:
FINANCIAL
It was necessary for the Town Treasurer to borrow $75,000. in
anticipation of revenue, in order to meet the Town's obHgations. This
type of borrowing has not been necessary in any year since 1942.
The Board of Selectmen strongly urges that our citizens carefully
study the Assessors' Report which details the overall financial oper-
ations of the Town for the year. We would also suggest a comparison
of these figures with those of 1956 and 1955, particularly taking note
of the comparative financial analysis of these years.
The 29th Annual Accounting of the Florence M. Cushing Mem-
orial Fund covering the year ending August, 1957, reports the princi-
pal amount of $47,071.15; also reporting the total accumulated income
of $4,799.62 and expenditures of $597.49, leaving a balance of
$4,202.13.
A change in the policy of managing this Town Hall maintenance
account has been made, to the end that the Old Colony Trust Com-
pany, Trustee, will now remit the income from this fund each year to
the Town of Norwell, and which income will be placed in a Trust Ac-
count by the Town Treasurer and payments made from this account
for such unusual maintenance requirements as are approved by the
Board of Selectmen.
It has been necessary for the Board of Selectmen to act under
Chapter 44, Section 31 of the General Laws, providing for payment of
liabilities incurred under emergency conditions, in the following in-
stances :
1. Church Hill fire alarm system, damaged by electrical storm,
$1,011.
2. Funds required by the Board of Water Commissioners to con-
tinue their necessary facilities and services, $2,000.
3. Funds required by the Fire Department to continue their
necessary facilities and services, $2,500.
4. Funds for emergency snow removal, $5,000.
The free cash, as of January 1, 1957 was $73,101.52. This balance
was very materially reduced by the vote of the Town in the March
Meeting and the Special Town Meeting in October. The amount
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available is now $23,551.52. With over one-half million dollars being
raised and appropriated yearly, $100,000. or more is a much healthier
figure to maintain in the free cash account. The Board feels that monies
should not be transferred from this account, but should be raised and
appropriated until the free cash account is more substantial.
The State Bureau of Accounts have audited the Town Accounts
and found them in proper order. The summary of their report is in-
cluded elsewhere in this Annual Town Report.
ROADS
The Main Street Project has continued during the past year, and
the reconstruction has been substantially completed, from the Scituate
Town Line, to the general area of Bridge Street. This work continues
to be done under the Chapter 90 Program, which this year included
the additional sum of $11,490.12 which is allocated to the Town under
provisions of Chapter 718, Acts of 1956. We are asking for funds in
this year's budget to continue this project, with the assistance of the
State and County as a Chapter 90 Project.
We have requested assistance from the State and County under
the Chapter 90 Program for highway construction on Pond Street, in
order to meet the grades that will be established by the Town of Rock-
land project on their side of the line.
We requested and obtained assistance from the County and the
State of $6,000 to supplement the $2,000 which the Town voted for
drainage on Main Street, at the junction of South and Prospect Streets.
Brantwood Road and Myers Avenue were surfaced by the build-
ing contractors, in accordance with the agreement with the Town.
The Selectmen have completed the necessary steps involved in
the acceptance of the remaining portions of Doris Avenue, Leigh
Road, and Duncan Drive, Nancy Lane, portions of Gerard, Franklin,
Wilder and Dana Roads, Shady Lane, and Old Meeting House Lane,
which were accepted by the Town at the October Special Town
Meeting.
The Board of Selectmen is planning to again petition the County
for layouts, as follows
:
1. Prospect Street from Grove Street to Main Street.
2. River Street from Stetson Road to Hanover line.
3. Norwell Avenue from Lincoln Street to Central Street.
4. Central Street from Scituate line to Main Street.
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We are anticipating the completion of Main Street, and the
necessity for additional layouts accepted by the Town, in order to
apply for State and County assistance under Chapter 90 for further
road construction. We believe that we would be very remiss in our
duties if we did not urge the Town to take the utmost advantage of
Chapter 90 funds. We are entitled to them, and if we do not apply
and obtain our proportionate, rightful allocation each year, the money
will be used elsewhere to the advantage of other towns in the Com-
monwealth.
UNION BRIDGE
The Legislative Act regarding the reconstruction of Union Bridge
provided a limit of $250,000, of which NorwelFs share was $15,000.
Subsequent engineering studies indicated that a new bridge, including
a draw-span, with the necessary approaches, would cost close to
$500,000.
This recent figure would indicate that the Town of Norwell might
be called upon to double its contribution to the project. After some
correspondence and meetings of Boards between the County Com-
missioners, Selectmen of Marshfield, the Highway Superintendents of
both Towns, and Selectman Allen of Norwell, it was agreed that the
County Commissioners would authorize Selectman Allen to go ahead
with his plan to open the bridge, to demonstrate that the bridge could
be made operable. This experiment was successfully carried out, and
subsequently the County Commissioners employed the engineering
firm of Barnes and Jamis to prepare engineering and cost studies for
the reconstruction of the present bridge. These studies are now under-
way and their results should be soon available to the County and the
Towns.
TRAFFIC RULES AND ORDERS
The Board of Selectmen, under date of December 3, 1956, adopted
new "Traffic Rules and Orders" which were approved by the Trafiic
Division of the Department of Public Works, under date of February
19, 1957, and which became effective in the Town of Norwell upon
filing with the Town Clerk under date of February 22, 1957. Some of
the new traffic signs have been delivered and erected, and others will
be placed in position during the year 1958.
TOWN HALL ANNEX
The Town voted to purchase the West residence abutting
the Town Hall to the north, and several departments which were
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housed in the so-called "Davis" property on the other side of Central
Street have been moved into the partly renovated West residence. Ad-
ditional renovations will be required in 1958, in order to provide the
minimum of requirements for the various departments. It is the in-
tention of the Board of Selectmen to provide additional parking area,
utilizing the land to the rear of the Town Hall Annex, and the Town
Hall, which will be so much needed when the new traffic rules and
regulations controlling the parking in front of the Town Hall go into
effect in 1958.
TOWN HALL
Additional insurance has been placed on the Town Hall, and we
refer to the Insurance Committee's report concerning this matter.
The Town Hall has been repainted and the charges for this work
will be paid for out of the Cushing Memorial Fund. The large, arched
windows in the Town Hall auditorium were repaired and provided
with new steel supports to correct the deflections in these windows
which were tending to destroy them. The Board of Selectmen have
found it necessary to increase the rental rates of the Town Hall, due
to the fact that the present rates, which were established in 1947, are
entirely too low, in face of present-day cost of material, labor and ser-
vices. The new rates will apply, beginning January 1, 1958, and copies
of these rates may be obtained upon application at the Selectmen's
office.
DRAINAGE
Your Board of Selectmen recognized the bad drainage conditions
that exist in many sections of Town, which involves the deterioration
of our roads, and at times creates unsafe travel conditions; and this
matter will receive further study on our part in 1958, and it is our hope
that we can offer the Town a plan by which we can cope with these
problems, and introduce more Chapter 90 support in order to make it
more economical for the Town.
GENERAL
The Selectmen have attended various Plymouth County and State
Association Meetings, as well as the Governor's Conference held in
Amherst. These meetings have contributed a great deal to the Select-
men, and, incidentally, to the Town, in providing advice and counsel,
as well as the experience of various other Town and State officials re-
garding the many complex problems that all of the Towns are faced
with today. The most predominant problem that is discussed, of
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course, is how to provide the finances that are needed to meet the
demand for services and facihties required by our citizens.
Your Board of Selectmen has, since January 3, 1956, been meeting
and functioning under "Rules of Conduct and Procedure" which in-
cludes a written agenda for each meeting, and complete legal minutes
of the business conducted at each meeting. These records are avail-
able to any of the townspeople and can be examined any time at the
Selectmen's office in the Town Hall.
The resignation of Mr. Thomas T. Barstow from the Board of
Assessors and Board of Public Welfare, and the election of other in-
dividuals to those Boards has resulted in a separation of the Boards
which will require additional facilities and equipment, and eventually
considerable additional operating expense for salaries and clerk hire.
The recent action of the Town in voting the control of the removal
of sand, soil, loam and gravel to the Board of Selectmen, will necessi-
tate many hearings, and possibly court action, and costs which will be
a factor in increased Selectmen's and legal expenses.
The Board of Selectmen wishes to express appreciation of the
great amount of work and time spent by various officials, boards, and
committees, in connection with the various activities having to do with
the town affairs. We are particularly appreciative of the cooperative
spirit that has been shown by all during this past year of continued
increase and complexity of town problems.
The Board welcomes any suggestions and criticisms of our opera-
tions, and the Member Clerk of the Board is available at the office
practically every working day, and any member of the Board is avail-
able by appointment at any time, to consider any problem that the
Townspeople may wish to present.
Signed by
THOMAS S. CANN, Chairman
EARLE F. ALLEN, Clerk
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Commonweakh of Massachusetts
Warrant for Annual Town Meeting
Monday, March 4, 1957 at seven thirty o'clock in the afternoon
at Gushing Memorial Town Hall and
Saturday, March 9, 1957 at 12 noon for the
Election of Town Officials
Plymouth, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Norwell, in said
County of Plymouth and Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
GREETINGS:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are
hereby directed to notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town of
Norwell, qualified to vote in elections and Town affairs to meet at the
Gushing Memorial Town Hall in said Norwell, on Monday, the fourth
day of March, 1957 at 7:30 P. M., then and there to act upon the
following articles, to wit:
Article 1. To see if the Town will accept the reports of its officers
and committees as printed in the Town Report, or act on anything
relative thereto.
Article 2. To see what sums the Town will raise and appropriate
or appropriate from available funds, to pay Town debts, expenses, and
charges for the ensuing year and to fix the salary and compensation of
all elective officers of the Town, effective from January 1, 1957, as
provided by Section 108 of Chapter 41 of the General Laws, as
amended, and raise and appropriate the same for the following:
Moderator, Selectmen's Department, Town Accountant, Treasurer,
Tax Title Account, Town Collector, Assessors' Department, Town
Counsel, Town Clerk, Out of State Travel, Elections and Registrations,
Board of ' ppeals. Planning Board, Incidental Disbursements, Town
Hall Maintenance, Town Hall Annex Maintenance, Police Depart-
ment, Dog Officer, Fire Department, Forest Fire Patrol, Civil Defense,
Sealer of Weights and Measures, Moth Department, Dutch Elm Dis-
ease, Elm Tree Beetle, Tent Caterpillar, Tree Warden, Squares and
Triangles, Mowing Bushes, Board of Health, Inspector of Animals,
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School Nurse, School Dentist, Dental Hygienist, School Physician,
Town Dump, Mosquito Control, Highways—Town Account, Chapter
81, Chapter 90, Signs and Road Markings, Snow Removal and Sanding,
Street Lights, Highway Surveyor, Public Welfare, Old Age Assistance,
Aid to Dependent Children, Disability Assistance, Veterans' Benefits,
School Department, Out of State Travel, Vocational Training, Practical
Arts—Adults, Libraries, Water Department, Cemeteries, Maturing
Debt and Interest, Aid to Agriculture, Workmen's Compensation, Ply-
mouth County Retirement Fund, Reserve Fund, Town Reports and
Budgets, Memorial Day, and Recreation Commission, or act on any-
thing relative thereto.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$13,750, or any other sum, from available funds in anticipation of re-
payment by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for Chapter 81,,
Work on the Highways, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 4. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$16,000, or any other sum from available funds in anticipation of re-
payment by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the County of
Plymouth, for Chapter 90, Work on the Highways, or act on anything
relative thereto.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$11,490.12, for the purpose of road construction. Chapter 90, on Main
Street, and to meet said appropriation from the like sum paid or to be
paid to the Town by the Commonwealth under the provisions of
Chapter 718 of the Acts of 1956, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000, or any other sum, for mix and place surface on Old
Oaken Bucket Road, or act on anything relative thereto.
Requested by the Highway Surveyor.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $3,000, or any other sum, for mix and place surface of 2,500
feet on Pleasant Street from South Street toward the Hanover line, or
act on anything relative thereto.
Requested by the Highway Surveyor.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $10,000, or any other sum, for drainage on Norwell Avenue,
High Street and Main Street, or act on anything relative thereto.
Requested by the Highway Surveyor.
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Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to accept the westerly
portion of Doris Avenue as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen
in accordance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at
Gushing Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Clerk's
office, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to accept the easterly
portion of Doris Avenue as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in
accordance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at
Gushing Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's
office, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to accept the southerly
end of Duncan Drive as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in
accordance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at
Gushing Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's
office, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to accept the remainder
of Leigh Road as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accord-
ance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office, or
act on anything relative thereto.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to accept a portion
of Gerard Road as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accord-
ance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office, or
act on anything relative thereto.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to accept a portion of
Franklin Road as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accord-
ance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office, or
act on anything relative thereto.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to accept Nancy Lane
as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accordance with the
description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing Memorial
Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office or act on any-
thing relative thereto.
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to accept a portion of
Shady Lane as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accordance
with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
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Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Clerk's office, or
act on anything relative thereto.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to accept a portion of
Wilder Road as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accordance
with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing Mem-
orial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Clerk's office, or act on
anything relative thereto.
Article 18. To see if the Town will vote to accept a portion of
Dana Road as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accordance
with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Cushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Clerk's office, or
act on anything relative thereto.
Article 19. To see if the Town will vote to accept the westerly
portion of Old Meeting House Lane under the Betterment Act, as a
town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accordance with the descrip-
tion and plan presented at a hearing at Cushing Memorial Town Hall
and now on file at the Town Clerk's office, or act on anything relative
thereto.
Article 20. To see if the Town will vote to accept the easterly
portion of Old Meeting House Lane under the Betterment Act, as a
town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accordance with the descrip-
tion and plan presented at a hearing at Cushing Memorial Town Hall
and now on file at the Town Clerk's office, or act on anything relative
thereto.
Article 21. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town
Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money from
time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year be-
ginning January 1, 1958, and to issue a note or notes therefor, payable
within one year in accordance with General Laws, Chapter 44, Section
4, as amended, and to renew any note or notes as may be given for
less than one year in accordance with General Laws, Chapter 44,
Section 17, as amended, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 22. To see if the Town will choose a Town Director of
the Plymouth County Aid to Agriculture, as provided for by the
General Laws, Chapter 128, Section 41, or act on anything relative
thereto.
Article 23. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the 1956
Dog Tax Refund to the School Department Maintenance Account, or
act on anything relative thereto.
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Article 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,500, or any other sum, for the lay-out and partial develop-
ment of the Jacobs' Playfield, to be located on Main Street directly op-
posite the intersection of Jacobs' Lane, or act on anything relative
thereto.
Requested by the Recreation Commission.
Article 25. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town
Accountant to close out the unexpended balances of the following ap-
propriations the purposes of which have been completed, or act on
anything relative thereto.
Fire Department—Fire Truck $14.04
Highway Department-
River and Green Streets—culvert .40
Brantwood and Knollwood Roads 361.80
Wendell and Douglas Avenues 45.16
Article 26. To see if the Town will vote to purchase or take by
eminent domain in the name of the Town of Norwell for the purpose
of securing to the Town additional land and space, the property held
in the name of Lloyd S. and Beatrice S. West abutting the Gushing
Memorial Town Hall property and to raise and appropriate, or appro-
priate from available funds a sum not to exceed $15,000 for such pur-
pose, or act on anything relative thereto.
Requested by the Planning Board.
Article 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
or appropriate from available funds the sum of $1,000 for the purpose
of remodelling and renovating the property held in the name of Lloyd
S. and Beatrice S. West abutting the Gushing Memorial Town Hall
property if it should be acquired by the Town, or act on anything
relative thereto.
Requested by the Planning Board.
Article 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,056.50, or any other sum, for the payment of unpaid bills
of the year 1956, or act on anything relative thereto.
Richard S. Allen $400.00
Louis G. Bailey, Jr. $1,159.60
Gino Rugani $3,496.90
Article 29. To see if the Town will vote to amend Article X of
the By-laws of the Town of Norwell by adding, after the present
Section 7, the following sections, or act on anything relative thereto.
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Section 8. All contracts for work, labor, materials and equip-
ment, furnished for construction, repair, alteration or improvement of
sewers and water mains of the Town of Norwell and costing one
thousand dollars or more shall be awarded under written contracts on
the basis of competitive bids and to the lowest responsible bidder.
The term "lowest responsible bidder" shall mean the lowest bidder
possessing the skill, ability and integrity necessary to the faithful per-
formance of the work specified in such contracts. Such contracts shall
conform to all statutory requirements.
Section 9. Each and every contract made on behalf of the Town
of Norwell by the Board of Water Commissioners involving an amount
of one thousand dollars or more shall be in writing, shall conform to
all statutory requirements, and shall not be deemed to have been made
or executed until the approval in writing of not less than a majority
of the members of the Board of Selectmen, excluding from such
majority any member of the Board of Selectmen who is then a mem-
ber of the Board of Water Commissioners, is affixed thereto.
Section 10. No member of the Board of Water Commissioners
and no salaried employee or any agent of such member shall sell
materials or furnish labor or equipment to the water department,
whether by contract or otherwise.
Section 11. No contract, as specified in the aforesaid Sections 8
and 9 shall be altered or amended unless the contractors, the Board of
Water Commissioners and not less than a majority of the members of
the Board of Selectmen, excluding from such majority any member of
the Board of Selectmen who is then a member of the Board of Water
Commissioners, shall agree, in writing, thereto.
Requested by:
Herbert A. Lincoln Robert H. Kroeger
Article 30. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $100,000, or any other sum, for the purpose of laying water mains
of not less than six inches, but less than sixteen inches in diameter in
River Street, between Main Street and Tiffany Road and to meet such
appropriation by appropriating a sum from available funds or by
authorizing the Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to
Loring L. Wadsworth
Ralph Painten
Spencer P. Joseph
James A. Liddell
J. Lyman Wadsworth
Walter H. Bishop
Ellsworth E. Rice
Lawrence Soule
Irene M. Bishop
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borrow a sum of money for such purpose by the issuance of bonds and
notes under the provisions of Chapter 44 of the General Laws and acts
in amendment thereof, or in addition thereto, or both, or act on any-
thing relative thereto.
Article 31. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $150,000, or any other sum, for the purpose of laying water mains
of not less than six inches, but less than sixteen inches in diameter in
Central Street, Norwell Avenue and Grove Street from the Curtis
Power residence on Central Street to the present terminal of the water
main on Grove Street and to meet such appropriation by appropriating
the sum of $10,000 from available funds and authorizing the Treasurer,
with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow $140,000 for such pur-
pose, by the issuance of bonds and notes, under the provisions of
Chapter 44 of the General Laws and acts in amendment thereof or in
addition thereto, or both, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 32. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of $18,000, or any other sum, for the purpose of laying water mains of
not less than six inches, but less than sixteen inches in diameter in
Old Oaken Bucket Road, from Central Street to Summer Street, and
to meet such appropriation by appropriating the sum of $10,000 from
available funds and authorizing the Treasurer, with the approval of
the Selectmen, to borrow $8,000 for such purpose by the issuance of
bonds and notes, under the provisions of Chapter 44 of the General
Laws and acts in amendment thereof, or in addition thereto, or both,
or act on anything relative thereto.
Requested by:
Ruth M. Murray Katharine H. Newton
Joseph A. Murray Earl H. Sabans
Article 33. To see if the Town will vote to annul Section 2 of
Article VI of the By-laws of the Town of Norwell by revoking, rescind-
ing and removing said Section 2 and substituting therefor the
following: or act on anything relative thereto.
Section 2. The voters of the Town of Norwell shall elect by
ballot at the annual election of 1958 an Advisory Board of nine
citizens, no one of whom shall, during their respective terms of ofRce,
hold any other office, elective or appointive, in the Town of Norwell
Florence Sabans
Robert G. Burnett
Earle M. Newton
Barbara B. Sweetser
Elizabeth S. Cox
Leonard J. Cox
Ethel F. Burnett
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and shall serve without pay, three for one year, three for two years,
and three for three years, and each year thereafter, three for three
years.
Requested by:
Herbert A. Lincoln Robert H. Kroeger
Loring L. Wadsworth Ellsworth E. Rice
Ralph Painten J. Lyman Wadsworth
Spencer P. Joseph Walter H. Bishop
James A. Liddell Irene M. Bishop
Lawrence Soule
Article 34. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to purchase or take by eminent domain in the name of the
Town of Norwell, the land now known as the Minister's Hayfield, lying
between the State Police barracks and the First Parish Parsonage on
Main Street, for municipal purposes and to raise and appropriate
therefor the sum of $5,000, or any other sum, or act on anything
relative thereto.
Requested by the Fire & Police Building Committee.
Article 35. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $150 for the purpose of maintaining during the ensuing
year, the mosquito control works as estimated and certified to by the
State Reclamation Board in accordance with the provisions of Chapter
112, Acts of 1931, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 36. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Board of
Selectmen and the School Committee, acting jointiy, to appoint a com-
mittee to be known as the Norwell Elementary School Addition Com-
mittee, to consist of five (5) persons, one to be a member of the School
Committee and four ( 4 ) to be chosen from civil engineering, business,
construction or education, for tlie purpose of preparing and submitting
to the Town plans and specifications for constructing and furnishing
an addition with the necessary facilities and alterations to the Norwell
Elementary School; to appropriate $400 for the expenses thereof and
$8,000 to engage an architect to prepare plans and specifications; this
committee to be dissolved one year after completion of addition; or
act on anything relative thereto.
Requested by the School Study Committee.
Article 37. To see if the Town will vote to continue the present
School Study Committee as established pursuant to the vote of the
Town under Article 24 of the 1956 Annual Town Meeting so that
further study and recommendations can be made relative to school
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buildings, playgrounds and athletic fields. The report of this com-
mittee to be made at the next annual Town Meeting or a Special Town
Meeting, or act on anything relative thereto.
Requested by the School Study Committee.
Article 38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $1,000, or any other sum, for the purpose of equipping and
maintaining an emergency vehicle to be under joint operation of the
Fire Department, Police Department and Civil Defense, or act on
anything relative thereto.
Requested by the Civil Defense Director.
Article 39. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from the
Washington Street Cemetery Fund, the sum of $350, or any other
sum, to be used for the preparing and resealing of roads in the Wash-
ington Street Cemetery, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 40. To see if the Town will vote to accept Chapter 41,
Section lOOA, authorizing the town to indemnify (within certain
limits) an officer or employee of the town for expenses or damages
arising from his operation of a publicly owned vehicle within the scope
of his official duties, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 41. To see if the Town will vote to accept Chapter 401
of the Acts of 1956 which provides that the Civil Defense volunteers
shall be classified as employees of the Town for the purposes of
General Laws Chapter 40, Section 5(1) and Chapter 41, Section lOOA,
or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of $150, or any other sum, for the purpose of furnishing
materials and decorating for Christmas, the Town Hall, 3 Fire Stations
and Christmas tree in front of the State Police barracks; and name a
person to have charge of same, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 43. To see if the Town will vote to accept an Act of the
General Court authorizing the Town of Norwell to agree to indemnify
the lessor of certain land proposed to be leased for recreation purposes,
or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 44. To see if the Town will give any instructions to its
elected Town Officers.
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SALE OF FISH RIGHTS
Subsequent Meeting for the Election of Officers
SATURDAY, MARCH 9, 1957
Polls Open 12:00 Noon to 8:00 P. M.
And you are further directed to notify aU legal voters to assemble
at the Center Elementary School, Main Street, on Saturday, March 9,
1957, during the polling hours, then and there to act on the following
article:
Article 45
To bring to the Election Officers, their votes, all on one ballot, for
the following named officers, to wit: one Selectman for three years;
one Assessor for three years, one Member of the Board of Public Wel-
fare for three years, Town Treasurer, Highway Surveyor, Moderator,
and Tree Warden for one year; one Member of the Board of Health,
two Members of the School Committee, Town Clerk, one Member of
the Board of Water Commissioners and one Trustee of the W^illiam J.
Leonard Memorial Library for three years; one Member of the School
Committee, one Member of the Board of Health for two years; and
one Member of the Planning Board for five years.
You are hereby required to notify and warn said inhabitants of
Norwell qualified to vote in Town affairs, in case all the articles in the
foregoing Warrant shall not be acted upon at the meeting called for
the fourth day of March to meet in adjourned session at the Cushing
Memorial Town Hall
MONDAY, THE ELEVENTH DAY OF MARCH, 1957
at seven-thirty o'clock in the afternoon, then and there to act upon
such of the foregoing articles as shall not have been acted upon on
March 4, 1957, or act upon such other articles in said Warrant as the
meeting may deem advisable.
You are directed to serve this Warrant by posting a copy thereof,
attested to by you in writing, at each of five public places in the Town
seven days at least before the time for holding the first meeting called
for in the Warrant. Hereof fail not, and make due return of this War-
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rant with your doings thereon to the Town Clerk of said Town on or
before the fourth day of March, 1957. Given under our hands at
Norwell this twentieth day of February in the year of our Lord 1957.
THOMAS T. BARSTOW, Chairman
EARLE F. ALLEN
THOMAS S. CANN
Board of Selectmen.
February 23, 1957
A true copy attest:
I certify that I have this day posted 8 warrants according to a
vote of the town and make this my return.
GEORGE F. CAVANAGH,
Constable for the Town of Norwell
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Annual Town Meeting
March 4, 1957
Pursuant to the foregoing Warrant, duly executed and return
thereof made to the Town Clerk on the day of the meeting by George
F. Cavanagh, a duly qualified Constable of the Town of Norwell, the
voters met at the time and place therein stated and took the following
action
:
The meeting was called to order at 7:45 P. M. by the Moderator
with 357 registered voters in attendance ( 200 constitutes a quorum )
.
Rev. Lawrence Hinshaw of the Church Hill Methodist Church
oflFered prayer.
Voted to omit reading of the Warrant and the return thereof.
Permission of the floor was granted to Town Counsel, Walter
Keman.
Edward Roach, Donald Wilder, James McKenney, Lawrence
Ranch and Henry McQuade were appointed to serve as tellers and
were sworn in.
Article 1. Motion made, seconded and voted that the Town ac-
cept the reports of its officers and committees as printed in the Town
Report.
Article 2. Motion made, seconded and voted that the Town raise
and appropriate the sums of money, as indicated in the recommended
column of the transcript of articles in the Warrant and budget for 1957
for the Town of Norwell and for the purpose noted OF ALL ITEMS
in Article 2, excepting items 13, 14, 26, 29, 32, 38, 40, 63, 65, 70, 71, 72,
77, 82, 96, 97, 98, 112, 113, 135, 136, 8, 19, 57, 79, 108 and that the town
fix the "per diem" compensation at the rate of $14. per day under items:
8, Selectmen, Inspection and extra days
19, Assessors: Extra days
57, Tree Warden
79, Highway Surveyor
108, Water Commissioners — Supervision
(Mr. Ross moved No. 135 be omitted as that is Transfer), and that the
Town fix the salary and compensation of elective officers of the Town
effective from January 1, 1957.
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No. 14 Motion made, seconded to raise and appropriate the sum
of $4,200. for salary of Collector. Motion lost by vote of 171 for, 201
against.
Motion made, seconded and voted that the town raise and appro-
priate $4,000. for salary of Collector retroactive to January 1, 1957.
No. 13 Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $500. for Tax Title Account.
No. 26 Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $150. for Out of State Travel of Town Clerk.
No. 29 Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appro-
priate $200. for Election Officers ($10. per meeting).
No. 32 Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appro-
priate $250. for Expenses of Planning Board.
No. 38 Motion made, seconded and voted to take up No. 38
after No. 112, 113.
No. 40 Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $3,000. for a Regular Police Officer.
At this point the Moderator appointed and swore in Sanborn
Vincent to serve as Assistant Moderator to have charge of the lobby.
No. 63 Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $2,686. for Aid and Expenses of the Board of Health.
No. 65 Motion made and seconded but failed to carry to raise
and appropriate the sum of $3,200. for Salary of the School Nurse.
Motion made and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of
$3,000. for Salary of School Nurse. So voted.
No. 70 Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $780. for salary in connection with Town Dump.
No. 71 Motion made, seconded to raise and appropriate the sum
of $1,200. for expenses of Town Dump.
No. 72 Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $7,200. for expenses of Mosquito Control.
No. 77 Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $15,000. for Salaries and Evpenses of Snow Removal
and Sanding.
No. 82 A motion made and seconded to raise $2,100. for Salary
of Welfare Agent failed to carry. A motion made and seconded to
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raise and appropriate the sum of $1,980. for salary of Welfare Agent
retroactive to January 1, 1957 was voted.
No. 96 A motion made and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $39,898. for "Operation" of Schools failed to carry.
A motion made and seconded to raise and appropriate the sum of
$37,098. for "Operation" of Schools was voted.
No. 97 Motion made and seconded to raise and appropriate the
sum of $219.64 was voted.
No. 98 Motion made and seconded to raise and appropriate the
sum of $40,725. for "Auxiliary Agencies of Schools" failed to carry.
Motion made to raise and appropriate the sum of $43,725. was voted.
No. 112 and No. 113 Motion made, seconded and voted to pass
over Nos. 112 and 113 until we take up Article 29 of the Warrant.
No. 135 Motion made, seconded and voted to appropriate from
the Overlay Surplus the sum of $8,000. to form a Reserve Fund.
No. 136 Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $2,175.05 for Printing and distribution of Town
Repyorts and Budgets.
Article 3. Motion made, seconded and voted to appropriate the
sum of $13,750. from available funds in anticipation of repayment by
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts for Chapter 81, Work on the
Highways.
Article 4. Motion made, seconded and voted to appropriate the
sum of $16,000. from available funds in anticipation of repayment by
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts and the County of Plymouth, for
Chapter 90, Work on the Highways.
Article 5. Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $11,490.12 for the purpose of road construction,
Chapter 90, on Main Street and to meet said appropriation from the
like sum paid or to be paid to the Town by the Commonwealth under
the provisions of Chapter 718 of the Acts of 1956.
Article 6. A motion made, seconded and voted to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $3,000. for mix and place surface on Old Oaken
Bucket Road.
Article 7. Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appro-
priate the sum of $3,000. for mix and place surface of 2,500 feet on
Pleasant Street from South Street toward the Hanover Line.
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Article 8. Motion made, seconded and voted to amend Article 8
to read $3,000. for Main Street and Norwell Avenue only.
Motion made, seconded and voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $3,000. for drainage of Main Street and Norwell Avenue only.
Article 9. A motion made and seconded to accept the westerly
portion of Doris Avenue was left unfinished as a motion was made,
seconded and voted to adjourn until Monday, March 11th at 7:30 P. M.
as called for in the Warrant.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
Adjourned Town Meeting
March 11, 1957
The adjourned Town Meeting was called to order by the Moder-
ator at 7:30 P. M. with 378 voters in attendance.
Douglas Donahue, Percy Hanson, John Clark, Henry McQuade,
were appointed tellers and sworn in by the Moderator. Rev. Lawrence
Hinshaw offered prayer.
Article 9. Motion made and seconded to accept the westerly
portion of Doris Avenue as a Town Way as laid out by the Selectmen
in accordance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at
the Gushing Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Clerk's
office. After much discussion of proposed amendments, postpone-
ments, etc., a motion made to indefinitely postpone action on Article
9 was seconded and so voted.
Article 10. Motion made, seconded and voted to indefinitely
postpone action on Article 10.
Article 11. Motion made, seconded and voted to indefinitely
postpone action on Article 11.
Article 12. Motion made, seconded and voted to indefinitely
postpone action on Article 12.
Article 13. Motion made, seconded and voted to accept a portion
of Gerard Road as a Town Way as laid out by the Selectmen in accord-
ance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Clerk's ofiice.
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Article 14. Motion made, seconded and voted to accept a portion
of Franklin Road as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in ac-
cordance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gush-
ing Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Clerk's office.
Article 15. Motion made, seconded and voted to accept Nancy
Lane as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accordance with
the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing Memorial
Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office.
Article 16. Motion made, seconded and voted to accept a portion
of Shady Lane as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accord-
ance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office.
Article 17. Motion made, seconded and voted to accept a portion
of Wilder Road as a Town Way as laid out by the Selectmen in accord-
ance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office.
Article 18. Motion made, seconded and voted to accept a portion
of Dana Road as a Town Way as laid out by the Selectmen in accord-
ance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office.
Article 19. Motion made, seconded and voted to accept the
westerly portion of Old Meeting House Lane under the Betterment
Act, as a Town Way as laid out by the Selectmen in accordance with
the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing Memorial
Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office.
Article 20. Motion made, seconded and voted to accept the
easterly portion of Old Meeting House Lane under the Betterment
Act, as a Town Way as laid out by the Selectmen in accordance with
the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing Memorial
Town Hall, and now on file at the Town Glerk's office.
Article 21. A motion made, seconded and voted to authorize the
Town Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen, to borrow money
from time to time in anticipation of the revenue of the financial year
beginning January 1, 1958, and to issue a note or notes therefor, pay-
able within one year in accordance with General Laws, Ghapter 44,
Section 4, as amended, and to renew any note or notes as may be given
for less than one year in accordance with General Laws, Ghapter 44,
Section 17, as amended.
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Article 22. Motion made, seconded and voted to choose William
D. Jacobs as Town Director of the Plymouth County Aid to Agricul-
ture, as provided for by the General Laws, Chapter 128, Section 41.
Article 23. Motion made, seconded and voted to appropriate the
1956 Dog Tax Refund of $1,059.42 to the School Department Main-
tenance Account.
Article 24. Motion made and seconded to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2,500. for the lay out and partial development of the
Jacob's Playfield to be located on Main Street, directly opposite the
intersection of Jacob's Lane. After much discussion the vote was
taken but the motion failed to carry by a vote of 134 in favor and 244
against.
Article 25. Motion made, seconded and voted to authorize the
Town Accountant to close out the unexpended balance of the follow-
ing appropriations the purpose of which have been completed:
Fire Department - Fire Truck $14.04
Highway Department
River & Green Streets — Culvert .40
Brantwood & Knollwood Roads 361.80
Wendell & Douglas Avenue 45.16
Article 26. Motion made and seconded to purchase in the name
of the Town of Norwell, the property held in the name Lloyd S. and
Beatrice S. West abutting the Gushing Memorial Town Hall property
and to transfer from available funds a sum not to exceed $15,000. for
such purpose. The Advisory Board requested Mr. Crombie who made
the motion to accept an amendment that "raise and appropriate" be
substituted for "transfer from available funds". The substitution was
accepted.
A motion was made, seconded and voted to purchase in the name
of the Town of Norwell, the property held in the name of IJoyd S. and
Beatrice S. West abutting the Gushing Memorial Town Hall property
and raise and appropriate the sum not to exceed $15,000. for the
purpose.
Article 27. A motion was made, seconded and voted to raise and
appropriate the sum of $1,000. for the purpose of remodelling and
renovating the property now held in the name of Lloyd S. and Beatrice
S. West abutting the Gushing Memorial Town Hall after it has been
purchased by the Town.
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Article 28. Motion made, seconded and voted 390 for 2 against
to raise and appropriate the sum of $5,056.50 for the payment of un-
paid bills of the year 1956 as follows:
Article 2. No. 38. A motion was made, seconded and voted to
raise and appropriate the sum of $2,260. for expenses of Town Hall
Annex.
Article 29. Motion made and seconded to accept article as read.
An amendment was made to postpone action on the Article until a
Board of Inquiry reported on the Water Board operations. The amend-
ment was moved by Chester Rimmer. It was moved to amend
the amendment by appointing a committee to investigate the alleged
contention existing between the Selectmen and the Water Board. This
motion was ruled out of order by the Moderator.
It was then moved that Article 29 be referred to a committee for
study — one member of the committee to be appointed by the moder-
ator, one by the water board, and one by the selectmen; this com-
mittee to report at the next town meeting. This motion to commit to
a committee was not voted. Then the original motion to accept Article
29 was superceded by a motion by Robert Kroeger to indefinitely post-
pone action on the article. The motion to postpone was defeated.
Then the previous question was moved and voted. Then the main
motion to accept Article 29 failed to carry.
Article 30. Original motion made to accept the Article as read
taking $25,000. from available funds, said funds being available from
an unexpended water department balance under Article 16 of the
Annual Town Meeting of March, 1955, and borrowing in the amount
of $75,000. This motion was amended to read $20,000. to be taken
from available funds $80,000. from borrowing. This amendment failed
to carry. A second amendment was offered by Mr. Ross indicating
that $25,000. be taken from the unexpended water account voted under
Article 16 of the March Town Meeting of 1955, $15,000. from the Ex-
cess and Deficiency Fund, and $40,000. by borrowing. At this time,
after much discussion, the previous question was moved and voted.
The amendment failed to carry by a vote of 169-130. Then the vote
on the main motion failed to carry by a vote of 190-101.
Richard S. Allen
Louis C. Bailey, Jr.
Gino Rugani
$400.00
1,159.60
3,496.90
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Article 31. A motion was made to postpone indefinitely. This
motion was amended to postpone action under Article 31 to March 18
at 7:30 P. M. The amendment failed to carry. It was then voted to
postpone indefinitely action under Article 31.
It was moved to adjourn to Wednesday at 7:30 P. M. This motion
was amended to read Monday at 7:30 P. M. The amendment carried—
170 for — 85 opposed. Then the main motion to adjourn to Monday
at 7:30 P. M. carried. The meeting was declared adjourned at 12
midnight.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
Second Adjourned Town Meeting
March 18, 1957
Meeting opened at 7:45 P. M. with 202 present (Quorum 200).
Alan Chase, James King, John Clark, Henry McQuade and Rudolph
Young were appointed tellers and sworn in by the Moderator.
Article 31. Motion made and seconded to reconsider Article 31
but failed of passage.
Article 32. A motion was made, seconded and voted to in-
definitely postpone action on Article 32.
Article 33. Motion made, seconded and voted to indefinitely
postpone action on Article 33.
Article 34. Motion made and seconded to authorize the Board
of Selectmen to purchase or take by right of eminent domain in the
name of the Town of Norwell the land now known as the Minister's
Hayfield lying between the State Police barracks and the First Parish
Parsonage on Main Street, for municipal purposes and to raise and
appropriate therefor the sum of $5,000. This requires a two-third
vote. The Parish was not willing to sell the land and the Advisory
Board was not in favor of the purchase. A suggestion was made to
wait and find a location not so dangerous an entrance into our main
artery of traffic, since neither the Police or the Fire Department was
in immediate need of the facilities.
After much discussion the motion was put to vote but failed to
pass.
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Article 35. A motion was made, seconded and so voted to raise
and appropriate the sum of $150. for the purpose of maintaining dur-
ing the ensuing year, the mosquito control works as estimated and
certified to by the State Reclamation Board in accordance with the
provisions of Chapter 112, Acts of 1931.
Article 36. Motion made, seconded and voted to instruct the
Board of Selectmen, three (3) members of the School Committee, and
the Moderator, acting jointly, to appoint, not later than April 1, 1957,
a committee to be known as the Norwell Elementary School Addition
Committee to consist of five (5) persons, one (1) to be a member of
the School Committee and four (4) to be chosen from the fields of
business, construction, or education, for the purpose of bringing in
preliminary plans and preliminary specifications at a special Town
Meeting for constructing an addition with the necessary facilities and
alterations to the Norwell Elementary School; to appropriate $400. for
the expenses thereof and $2,500. to engage an architect to prepare
preliminary plans and preliminary specifications; this committee to be
dissolved one year after completion of addition.
Article 37. Motion made, seconded and voted that a committee
consisting of the Selectmen, the Moderator and three members of the
School Committee appoint a School Study Committee to make ad-
ditional studies and recommendations relative to school buildings,
playgrounds and athletic fields; this committee to consist of seven
citizens of the Town of Norwell and it will be their duty to make re-
commendations at the next special or annual town meeting.
Article 38. Motion made and seconded but failed to carry to
raise and appropriate the sum of $1,000. for the purpose of equipping
and maintaining an emergency vehicle to be under the joint operation
of the Fire Department, Police Department and Civil Defense.
Article 39. Motion made, seconded and voted to appropriate
from the Washington Street Cemetery Fund the sum of $350. to be
used for the preparing and resealing of roads in Washington Street
Cemetery.
Article 40. Motion made, seconded and voted to indefinitely
postpone action on Article 40.
Article 41. Motion made, seconded and voted to indefinitely
postpone action on Article 41.
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Article 42. Motion made, seconded and voted to amend Article
42 to read Selectmen to appoint a committee of three, one from the
East Ward, one from the South Ward and one from West Ward for
the purpose of soliciting funds for furnishing material and decorating
for Christmas, the Town Hall, 3 Fire Stations and Christmas tree in
front of State Police barracks. Motion made, seconded and voted to
carry out the instructions of the above motion.
Article 43. Motion made, seconded and voted to accept an Act
of the General Court authorizing the Town of Norwell to agree to in-
demnify the lessor of certain land proposed to be leased for recreation
purposes.
Article 44. Motion made, seconded and voted that the Town
authorize and instruct the Advisory Board to continue its capital out-
lay survey, making adjustments and revisions as necessary, and cause
same to be printed each year in the Transcript of the Warrant.
Voted to instruct the Selectmen to appoint a committee of tliree
(3) to be known as the Town Insurance Survey Committee. It shall
be their duty to make a comprehensive survey of all town insurance
whether existing, proposed or desirable, to determine if the Town has
adequate and sufficient coverage and if possible savings could be af-
fected. It shall also be the duty of this committee to report their
findings at either the next Annual Town Meeting or prior Special Town
Meeting and to make their recommendations, said recommendations
to be in accordance with advice of Town Counsel.
Resolution that the Board of Selectmen appoint a Committee to
study juvenile delinquency in Norwell. Amendment offered "juvenile
delinquency" be changed to "Organized Youth Program in Norwell".
Amendment carried.
Motion made, seconded that Selectmen do not print in the War-
rant when adjourned meeting shall be held. Motion carried.
Resolution that the Town require from an awarding authority,
through the medium of the Annual Report, a full and detailed explan-
ation if a contract for services or material is awarded to other than the
apparent low bidder. This report should clearly indicate that every
effort was made to waive informalities in the low bid, without jeopard-
izing the Town's position, that rebids for the item or service has been
taken.
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James DiNardo made a report of progress of the Regional School
Committee. No action taken.
Fish Rights auctioned by the Moderator.
1st Fish Right purchased by Charles H. Crombie for $5.
2nd Fish Right purchased by Paul Bailey for $3.
The business of the Warrant finished, the meeting was adioumed
at 9:15 P. M.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
Appropriations— Annual Meeting
March 4, 11, 18, 1957
Moderator-Salary $ 50.00
Selectmen — Salaries and Expenses
Chairman, Additional Salary 200.00
Member Clerk, Additional Salary 900.00
Members (3) Salary ^ 900.00
Expenses 488.00
Clerical Assistance 1,144.00
Town Hall Clerk 2,500.00
Inspections and Extra Days ($14.00 per day)
Assessors — Salaries and Expenses
Chairman, Additional Salary 200.00
Member Clerk, Additional Salary 1,200.00
Members (3) 900.00
Expenses 2,000.00
Clerical Assistance 1,144.00
Extra Days ($14.00 per day)
Board of Public Welfare
Chairman 500.00
Others (2) 300.00
Agent Salary 1,980.00
Clerk 650.00
Aid and Expenses 3,000.00
Old Age Assistance
Administration 100.00
Aid 26,000.00
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Aid to Dependent Children
Administration 25.00
Aid 1,500.00
Disability Assistance
Administration 25.00
Aid 4,000.00
Veteran's Expenses
Aid and Expenses 6,000.00
Salary 4,000.00
Expenses 2',420.50
Treasurer
ijcticXL y
Expenses 1,000.00
Tax Title Account 500.00
Town Accountant
oaiary 0 nnn c\c\z,uuu.uu
ExDPnsps 1 25 00
Town Clerk
Salary Z,UUU.UU
Expenses l,5oU.U(J
Out or State Travel 1 KA AA150.00
Elections and Registrations
Registrars (3) 105.00
C^lerK 1 A AA15U.UU
Election Omcers — ($10. per meeting) OAA AAzUu.OU
Expenses 1,200.00
Police Department
Chiefs Salary 4,500.00
Regular Officer 3,000.00
Payroll 5,962.00
\jrt;iifcjrcii jjjxpciibcb JL,OOU.^U
CrLiiser Expenses 2,924.68
Fire Department
General Payroll 5,000.00
Stewards 720.00
Expenses 7,540.00
- General Equipment 1,901.00
Forest Fire Patrol Expenses 200.00
Civil Defense
Expenses 1,000.00
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Highway Department
Salary Highway Surveyor $14. per day
Town Account — Salaries & Expenses 3,000.00
Chapter 81 - Salaries & Expenses 6,250.00
Chapter 90 - Salaries & Expenses 4,000.00
Signs and Road Marking 400.00
Snow Removal and Sanding 15,000.00
Street Lights Expenses 3,232.00
Article 6 - Old Oaken Bucket Road, Mix and Place 3,000.00
Article 7 — Pleasant Street from South St. toward
Hanover Line, Mix and Place 3,000.00
Article 8 - Drainage on Norwell Ave. & Main St. 3,000.00
Remodel West Property, Art. 27 1,000.00
Board of Health
Chairman 150.00
Salaries (2) Members 200.00
Aid and Expenses 2,686.00
School Nurse Salary - Retroactive to Jan. 1, 1957 3,000.00
School Nurse — Transportation 500.00
School Dentist - Salary 2,200.00
Dental Hygienist - Salary 494.00
School Physician - Salary 720.00
Town Dump
Salary 780.00
Expenses 1,200.00
Tree Warden
Salary $14. per day
Expenses 2,800.00
Moth Department — Salary & Expenses 1,800.00
Dutch Elm Disease — Expenses 4,000.00
Elm Tree Beetle 500.00
Tent Caterpillar 250.00
Squares & Triangles — Salary & Expense 300.00
Mowing Bushes 480.00
Inspector of Animals — Salary & Expense 240.00
Dog Officer 250.00
Sealer of Weights and Measures 175.00
School Department
School Committee Clerk 300.00
Others (4) 300.00
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Schools
General Control 5,016.00
Instruction 213,608.00
Operation 37,098.00
Maintenance 219.64
Auxiliary Agencies 43,725.00
Out of State Travel 40.00
Capital Outlay 2,473.00
Vocational Training — Tuition & Transportation 1,150.00
Practical Arts Adults — Expenses 680.00
Libraries
Wm. J. Leonard 750.00
James Library 1,000.00
Town Counsel
Retainer Fee 1,200.00
Extra Legal Expenses 2,000.00
Appeal Board Expense 150.00
Planning Board Expenses 250.00
Water Department
Water Commissioners Salary (3) 75.00
Supervision $14. per day
Expenses 7,750.00
Services 3,750.00
Clerical Assistance 572.00
Incidental Disbursements — Expenses 1,200.00
Town Hall Maintenance
Salary — Custodian 2,860.00
Overtime 800.00
Expenses 3,000.00
Town Hall Annex
Salary Custodian 360.00
Expenses 2,260.00
Mosquito Control - Expenses 7,200.00
Mosquito Control - Chapt. 112, Acts of 1931 - State Reel. Bd. 150.00
Cemeteries
Veterans Graves Expense 400.00
Washington St. Gem. Expenses 800.00
Memorial Day Appropriation 375.00
Recreation Commission Expenses 50.00
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Aid to Agriculture Contribution 100.00
Insurance
Workmen's Compensation 2,500.00
Plymouth County Retirement 3,880.20
Town Reports and Budgets — Printing & Distribution 2,175.05
Maturing Debt and Interest
Elementary School
Principal 15,000.00
Interest 4,387.50
High School Addition
Principal 15,000.00
Interest 5,437.50
Grace F. Cole School
Principal 25,000.00
Interest 9,758.33
Water Loan 1947
Principal 5,000.00
Interest 2,306.25
Water Loan 1951
Principal 3,000.00
Interest 210.00
Water Loan 1955
Principal 22,000.00
Interest 4,994.00
Water Loan 1956
Principal 4,986.20
Interest 715.00
Unpaid Bills - Water
Richard S. Allen 400.00
Louis C. Bailey, Jr. 1,159.60
Gino Rugani 3,496.90
Elem. School Addition — Committee Expenses 400.00
Elem. School Addition - Preliminary Plans 2,500.00
Art. 26 - Purchase of West Property 15,000.00
TOTAL $662,795.75
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TRANSFERS
From Overlay Surplus to form a Reserve Fund $8,000.00
Art. 3 from Available Funds for Chapt. 81 - Work on High. 13,750.00
4 from Available Funds for Chapt. 90 - Work on High. 16,000.00
23 Dog Tax Refund to School Maintenance Account 1,059.42
39 from Wash. St. Cem. Fund to resealing of road in Cem. 350.00
I do hereby certify the foregoing to be a true list of the sums
raised and appropriated or appropriated from available funds at the
Annual Town Meeting held March 4, 11, 18, 1957.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
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Annual Town Election
Subsequent Meeting for the Election of Officers
Saturday, March 9, 1957
Polls opened 12 Noon - Closed 8 P. M.
Pursuant to the Warrant, the voters met at Gushing Memorial
Town Hall, Saturday, March 9, 1957 at 12 Noon. Polls closed at 8
P. M. Moderator Silvia was in charge and swore in the following
election officers: Annie Capell, Bobbe Miner, Agnes Albert, Minna
Senger, Ruth Murray, Julia Rosebach, Betty Power, Carol Marsh,
Mabel Szydlowski.
Harry Pinson was in charge of the ballot box.
913 ballots cast
913 checked in
913 checked out
913 reading of ballot box register
Upon being canvassed and counted in open meeting, the votes
were found to be for the following persons.
Assessor Moderator
Earle F. Allen
Paul B. MacDonald
Chester Rimmer
Horace Ross
Harland Farrar
Blanks
462
410
1
3
1
36
Joseph M. Silvia
Clem Thomas
Herbert Lincoln
John Whittemore
Frederick M. Truelove
W. A. Gaudette
Blanks
Chester Rimmer
Charles Taylor
Paul Bailey
795
1
4
10'
Selectman
Earle F. Allen
Harland W. Farrar
Paul B. MacDonald
Horace Ross
Blanks
478
404
1
5
25
Perry H. Osborn
Douglas Donahue
Arnold Joseph
Douglas Mitchell
Edward A. Joseph
Joseph Pilalas
Roy P. Baldwin
Blanks
Charles Taylor
Robert Barry
Arthur Merritt
Highway Surveyor
783
1
6
1
3
1
1
114
1
1
1
Board of Public Welfare
Earle F. Allen
Harland W. Farrar
Paul B. MacDonald
Horace Ross
William Horsch
Richard Carlisle
Blanks
456
417
33
1
4
1
1
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Treasurer
Margaret Crowell 843
Fred Rosebach 1
Blanks 69
Town Clerk
Nellie L. Sparrell 823
Phyllis Beauregard 1
George Joseph 1
H. W. Turner 1
John Marsh 1
Vera Hurley 1
Blanks 85
Tree Warden
Wesley H. Osborne, Jr. 821
T. Hunter Merritt 1
Walter Brown 1
Johik Burns 1
Richard Gaudette 1
Richard Carlisle 1
Arthur Merritt 1
Peirce Browner 1
Bernard White 1
Blanks 84
Board of Health S years
John P. McDonough 257
Loring Wadsworth 621
Richard Cugnasca 1
Blanks 34
Board of Health 2 years
Augustine Thibodeau 744
Dr. Ruth Towne 1
Dr. Charles Rounds 1
Richard Davis 1
Loring L. Wadsworth 1
John P. McDonough 1
Blanks 164
School Committee 3 yrs. Elect 2
Gunvor Armstrong 565
Paul R. Lyons 326
George H. Whitcher, Jr. 563
John J. Piotti 3
Charles Taylor 1
Norman Swain 1
Robert Litchfield 1
Robert Zildjian 1
Horace Ross 1
Joseph M. Silvia 1
Blanks 363
School Committee, 2 years
William G. Vinal 802
Edward Anderson 1
Ellsworth Farrar 1
Gertrude E. Carlisle 1
Tom Tolman 1
Wilhelm Visser 1
Blanks : j^Qg
Water Commissioner
Augustine Thibodeau 529
Thomas P. Woods, Jr. 262
Charles E. White 1
Blanks 121
Planning Board, 5 years
Charles H. Crombie 628
John Petze 212
Frank Warren 1
Blanks 72
Library Trustee
Lillian E. Griffin 809
Vera Herlihy 1
Leo Rosa 1
Blanks 102
Loring Wadsworth, Perry Osborn, Wesley Osborne, Thibodeau,
Sparrell sworn in by Moderator, who was sworn in by Town Clerk,
who also swore in Allen, Armstrong, Whitcher, Vinal, Crombie and
Griffin on Monday, March 11, 1957.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
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The Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Warrant for Special Election
Pljonouth, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Norwell
GREETING:
In the name of the Commonwealth you are hereby required to
notify and warn the inhabitants of said town who are qualified to vote
in Elections to meet in
the Elementary School on Main Street
Saturday, the Eighth Day of June, 1957
at 12:00 Noon for the following purpose:
To bring in their votes to the Election Ofiicers for the Election of
1 Member of Board of Assessors To Fill Vancancy
1 Member of Board of Public Welfare To Fill Vacancy
The polls will be open from 12 noon to 8 P. M.
Hereof fail not and make return of this warrant with your doings
thereon at the time and place of said meeting.
Given under our hands this 20th day of May, 1957. A true copy,
Attest.
EARLE F. ALLEN
THOMAS S. CANN
Selectmen of Norwell
A true copy. Attest
HARLAND W. FARRAR
Constable.
May 27, 1957
Special Election
Pursuant to the foregoing Warrant, the voters met at the Elemen-
tary School, Saturday, June 8, 1957 at 12 Noon and took the following
action. Polls closed at 8 P. M.
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Moderator Joseph M. Silvia was in charge and swore in the
following election officers: Annie Capell, Bobbe Miner, Agnes Albert,
Minna Senger, Ruth Murray, Julia Rosebach, Betty Power, Carol
Marsh, Mabel Szydlowski.
Harry Pinson was in charge of the Ballot Box.
559 ballots cast
559 names checked in
559 names checked out
559 reading of ballot box register
Upon being canvassed and counted in open meeting, the votes
were found to be for the following persons.
Assessor Board of Public Welfare
W. Clarke Atwater 291 Ralph H. Coleman 394
Paul B. MacDonald 243 Charles E. Sherman 65
Horace Ross 11 Barbara B. Sweetser 87
Ralph Coleman 2 Horace Ross 8
Blanks 12 Blanks 5
The Moderator swore in W. Clarke Atwater and Ralph H. Cole-
man. Meeting adjourned.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Toum Clerk.
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Town of Norwell
Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Warrant for Special Town Meeting
Monday, October 14, 1957
at seven thirty o'clock in the afternoon at
Gushing Memorial Town Hall
Plymouth, ss.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Norwell, in said
County of Plymouth and Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
GREETINGS:
In the name of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, you are
hereby directed to notify and warn the inhabitants of the Town of
Norwell, qualified to vote in elections and Town affairs to meet at the
Gushing Memorial Town Hall in said Norwell, on Monday, the four-
teenth day of October, 1957 at 7:30 P. M., then and there to act upon
the following articles, to wit:
Article 1. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$180,000, or any other sum, for the purpose of constructing and origin-
ally equipping and furnishing an addition to the present Elementary
School on Main Street, and determine whether the money shall be
provided for by appropriation from available funds in the Treasury,
or by borrowing under authority of Chapter 645 of the Acts of 1948,
as amended, or both, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 2. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from avail-
able funds in the Treasury the sum of $16,000., or any other sum, for
the purpose of remodeling, reconstructing, or making repairs to the
present Elementary School on Main Street, including the construction
of a heating plant and additional kitchen equipment and facilities, or
act on anything relative thereto.
Article 3. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Norwell
Elementary School Addition Committee appointed pursuant to the
vote of the Town at the 1957 Annual Town Meeting to bring in work-
ing drawings and a firm bid for constructing and furnishing an addition
to the present Elementary School on Main Street and vote to appro-
priate $10,000., or any other sum, for such purpose from available
funds in the Treasury, or act on anything relative thereto.
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Article 4. To see if the Town will vote that the Norwell Elemen-
tary School Addition Committee appointed pursuant to the vote of the
Town in the 1957 Annual Town Meeting be authorized to execute and
deliver for and on behalf of the Town all contracts and agreements it
shall consider necessary to construct, originally equip, and furnish an
addition to the present Elementary School on Main Street, or act on
anything relative thereto.
Article 5. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$100,000., or any other sum, for the purpose of laying water mains
of not less than six inches, but less than sixteen inches in diameter in
River Street, between Main Street and Tiffany Road and to meet such
appropriation by appropriating a sum of $20,000. from available funds
from the remaining appropriations under the following articles:
and by authorizing the Treasurer, with the approval of the Selectmen,
to borrow $80,000., or any other sum, for such purpose by the issuance
of bonds and notes under the provisions of Chapter 44 of the General
Laws and acts in amendment thereof, or in addition thereto, or both,
or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 6. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum of
$2,000., or any other sum, from available funds in the Article 16 Ac-
count, voted at the 1955 Annual Town Meeting, for the purpose of
developing wells or well fields, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 7. To see if the Town will vote to accept the westerly
portion of Doris Avenue as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in
accordance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at
Cushing Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Clerk's
office, subject to the provisions of law relating to the assessment of
betterments, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 8. To see if the Town will vote to accept the easterly
portion of Doris Avenue as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen
in accordance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at
Cushing Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Clerk's
office, subject to the provision of law relating to the assessment of
betterments, or act on anything relative thereto.
Annual Meeting, 1955: Article 16
Article 17
Annual Meeting, 1956: Article 19
Article 20
$19,036.08
840.95
88.91
34.06
$20,000.00
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Article 9. To see if the Town will vote to accept the southerly
end of Duncan Drive as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in
accordance with the description and plan presented at a hearing in
Gushing Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Clerk's
office, subject to the provisions of law relating to the assessment of
betterments, or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 10. To see if the Town will vote to accept the remainder
of Leigh Road as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accord-
ance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office, sub-
ject to the provisions of law relating to the assessment of betterments,
or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 11. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from,
available funds in the Treasury the sum of $2,000., or any other sum,
to provide new transportation for the Ghief of Police, or act on any-
thing relative thereto.
Article 12. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from'
available funds in the Treasury the sum of $800., or any other sum, for
the purpose of purchasing and installing playground equipment for
the Play Lot on Prouty Avenue, or act on anything relative thereto.
Requested by the Recreation Commission.
Article 13. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from
available funds in the Treasury the sum of $6,000., or any other sum,
in anticipation of repayment by the Gommonwealth of Massachusetts
and the Gounty of Plymouth for Chapter 90, Work on Main Street at
South and Prospect Streets, or act on anything relative thereto.
Requested by the Highway Surveyor.
Article 14. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from,
available funds in the Treasury the sum of $600., or any other sum, for
expenses for the Regional School District Planning Committee, or act
on anything relative thereto.
Requested by the Regional School District Planning Committee.
Article 15. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from<
available funds in the Treasury the sum of $400., or any other sum, for
the purpose of making repairs to the Town Hall Annex, or act on
anything relative thereto.
Article 16. To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following
as a By-Law of the Town:
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Article XII Removal of Soil, Loam, Sand or Gravel.
1. No person shall remove any soil, loam, sand or gravel from
any land in the Town of Norwell not in public use unless such re-
moval is authorized by a permit issued by the Board of Selectmen.
Such permit may contain such limitations and conditions as the Board
of Selectmen shall determine.
2. No such permit shall be issued except upon written applica-
tion therefor to the Board of Selectmen and after a public hearing
thereon by the Board of Selectmen held pursuant to a written notice
thereof given at the expense of the applicant at least seven (7) days
prior thereto by advertisement in a newspaper of general circulation
in the Town of Norwell, and by mailing a copy of such advertisement
to all owners of land abutting upon the land with respect to which the
permit is sought as appears on the most recent tax title.
3. The provisions of this By-Law shall be deemed not to apply
to the removal of soil, loam, sand or gravel as may be required to be
excavated for the purposes of constructing foundations for buildings
or other allowable structures for which permits have been issued, or
for the purpose of constructing ways in accordance with lines and
grades approved by the Planning Board or for the purpose of con-
structing engineering works for public service.
4. The penalty for violation of this By-Law shall be as follows:
For the first offense, fifty dollars; for the second offense, one hundred
dollars; and for each subsequent offense, two hundred dollars.
Or act on anything relative thereto.
Article 17. To see if the Town will vote to amend Section VIII
of the Zoning By-Law of the Town of Norwell by designating the
present provisions of that Section as "A" and adding to that Section a
subsection "B" so that Section VIII in its entirety will be as follows
:
Section VIII, Signs and Trailers.
A. In the Residential District, only the following types of signs
may be erected or placed.
1. Real estate signs advertising rental, lease or sale of the
premises and not exceeding 12 square feet in area.
2. Signs or bulletin boards incidental to and on the same lot
with a permitted use not exceeding a total of 12 square
feet for all signs nor exceeding 8 square feet for each sign.
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B. No automotive type of trailer, whether mobile or immobile,
put in place upon any land within the Town shall be occupied
for living purposes or business purposes within the Town.
Requested by the Planning Board.
You are hereby required to notify and warn said inhabitants of
Norwell qualified to vote in Town affairs, in case all the articles in the
foregoing Warrant shall not be acted upon at the meeting called for
the fourteenth day of October to meet in adjourned session at the
Gushing Memorial Town Hall
TUESDAY, THE FIFTEENTH DAY OF OCTOBER, 1957
at seven-thirty o'clock in the afternoon, then and there to act upon
such of the foregoing articles as shall not have been acted upon on
October 14, 1957, or act upon such other articles in said Warrant as
the meeting may deem advisable.
You are directed to serve this Warrant by posting a copy thereof,
attested to by you in writing at each of five public places in the Town
seven days at least before the time for holding the first meeting called
for in the Warrant. Hereof fail not, and make due return of this War-
rant with your doing thereon to the Town Clerk of said Town on or
before the fourteenth day of October, 1957. Given under our hands at
Norwell this twenty-fourth day of September in the year of our Lord
1957.
THOMAS S. GANN, Chairman
EARLE F. ALLEN
THOMAS T. BARSTOW
Board of Selectmen.
A True Copy: Attest
HARLAND W. FARRAR,
Constable of Norwell
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October 4, 1957
Special Town Meeting
October 14, 1957
Meeting called to order by the Moderator at 7:30 P. M. with 215
registered voters present.
Rev. Napoleon W. Lovely, pastor of the First Parish Unitarian
Church offered prayer.
It was voted to omit the reading of the Warrant and return
thereof.
Motion made, seconded and voted to admit Town Counsel Walter
Kernan, Supt. of Schools Clifton E. Bradley and Harold McKnight
and an associate in the firm of architects who have planned the pro-
posed addition to the Main Street Elementary School Building.
It was voted to admit non voters to be seated in that part of the
balcony nearest the street.
The Moderator appointed Harry L. Chase, Jr., Charles E.
Standish, Jr., John L. Slocum and Daniel R. Ramsay as tellers and
swore in same.
Article 1. Article 1 failed to pass by a vote of 62 for and 244
against.
Article 2. It was unanimously voted to indefinitely postpone
action on Article 2.
Article 3. It was voted by a majority vote to instruct the Norwell
Elementary School Addition Committee appointed pursuant to the
vote of the Town at the 1957 Annual Town Meeting to bring in work-
ing drawings and a firm bid for constructing and furnishing an ad-
dition to the present Elementary School on Main Street and vote to
appropriate $10,000. for such purpose from available funds in the
Treasury.
Article 4. It was unanimously voted to indefinitely postpone
action on Article 4.
Article 5. Article 5 failed to pass by a vote of 91 for and 201
against.
A motion to reconsider Article 5 failed to pass by a majority vote.
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Article 6. It was voted to appropriate the sum of $2,000. from
available funds in the Article 16 Account, voted at the 1955 Annual
Town Meeting, for the purpose of developing wells and well fields.
Article 7. Voted unanimously to accept the westerly portion of
Doris Avenue as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accord-
ance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Clerk's office sub-
ject to the provisions of law relating to the assessment of betterments.
Article 8. Voted unanimously to accept the easterly portion of
Doris Avenue as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accord-
ance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office sub-
ject to the provisions of law relating to the assessment of betterments.
A motion to adjourn was ruled out of order because it did not
specify time or place.
Article 9. Voted 167 for, 4 against to accept the southerly end
of Duncan Drive as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accord-
ance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office, sub-
ject to the provisions of law relating to the assessment of betterments.
Article 10. Voted 133 for, 3 against to accept the remainder of
Leigh Road as a town way as laid out by the Selectmen in accord-
ance with the description and plan presented at a hearing at Gushing
Memorial Town Hall and now on file at the Town Glerk's office sub-
iect to the provisions of law relating to the assessment of betterments.
Article 11. Unanimously voted to appropriate from the E. & D.
funds in the Treasury the sum of $2,000. to provide a new cmiser for
the Police Department.
Article 12. Voted by a majority vote to appropriate from avail-
able funds in the Treasury the sum of $800. for the purpose of pur-
chasing and installing playground equipment for the play lot on
Prouty Avenue.
Article 13. By a majority vote, it was voted to appropriate from
the E. & D. Account, the sum of $6,000. in anticipation of repayment
by the Gommonwealth of Massachusetts and the Gounty of Plymouth
for Ghapter 90 Work on Main Street at South and Prospect Streets.
Article 14. By a majority vote it was voted to appropriate from
available funds in the Treasury the sum of $600. for expenses for the
Regional School District Planning Gommittee.
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Article 15. By a majority vote, it was voted to appropriate from
the E. & D. Funds in the Treasury the sum of $400. for the purpose of
making repairs to the Town Hall.
Quorum questioned. Tellers reported 182 present. Motion made,
seconded and voted to reconvene in Gushing Memorial Town Hall,
Tuesday, October 15 at 7:30 P. M.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
Adjourned Town Meeting
October 15, 1957
Meeting called to order by the Moderator at 7:30 P. M. with 84
registered voters present.
A motion was made to adjourn which the Moderator ruled out
of order.
A motion was then made to adjourn sine die, which was refused
by the Moderator. The Moderator then read from Bolton's "Manual
for Town Meetings" and Cushing's Manual.
A motion was made to adjourn until Monday, October 21, 1957
at 7:30 P. M. which was amended to read Tuesday, October 22nd
same time and place. This amended motion was seconded and unani-
mously voted: To adjourn until Tuesday, October 22nd, 1957 at
7:30 P. M. in Gushing Memorial Town Hall.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
Adjourned Town Meeting
October 22, 1957
The moderator called the meeting to order at 7:30 P. M. As a
count of those present showed 150, the Moderator declared a recess
of twenty minutes, at the end of which time there were 242 present.
A motion was made to reconsider Article 1. This motion was
not seconded.
Article 16. It was moved, seconded and voted to amend Article
16 by deleting from the last line Section 3 thereof the words "or for
the purpose of constructing engineering works for public service." By
a vote of 166 for, 62 against it was voted to adopt the following By-
Law of the Town of Norwell.
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Article XII Removal of Soil, Loam, Sand or Gravel.
1. No person shall remove any soil, loam, sand or gravel fiom
any land in the Town of Norwell not in public use unless such re-
moval is authorized by a permit issued by the Board of Selectmen.
Such permit may contain such limitations and conditions as the Board
of Selectmen shall determine.
2. No such permit shall be issued except upon written applica-
tion therefor to the Board of Selectmen and after a hearing thereon
by the Board of Selectmen held pursuant to a written notice thereof
given at the expense of the applicant at least seven (7) days prior
thereto by advertisement in a newspaper of general circulation in the
Town of Norwell, and by mailing a copy of such advertisement to all
owners of land abutting upon the land with respect to which the per-
mit is sought as appears on the most recent tax title.
3. The provisions of this By-Law shall be deemed not to apply
to the removal of soil, loam, sand or gravel as may be required to be
excavated for the purposes of constructing foundations for buildings
or other allowable structures for which permits have been issued, or
for the purpose of constructing ways in accordance with lines and
grades approved by the Planning Board.
4. The penalty for violation of this By-Law shall be as follows:
For the first offense, fifty dollars; for the second, one hundred dollars;
and for each subsequent offense, two hundred dollars.
Motion made, seconded and voted 156 for, 64 against to desig-
nate the present provisions of that Section VIII as "A" and adding to
the section a subsection "B" so that Section VIII in its entirety shall
be as follows:
Section VIII, Signs and Trailers.
A. In the Residential District, only the following types of signs
may be erected or placed.
1. Real estate signs advertising rental, lease or sale of the
premises and not exceeding 12 square feet in area.
2. Signs or bulletin boards incidental to and on the same
lot with a permitted use not exceeding a total of 12
square feet for all signs nor exceeding 8 square feet for
each sign.
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B. No automobile type of trailer, whether mobile or immobile
shall be occupied for living purposes or business purposes
within the Town.
Motion made, seconded and unanimously voted to adjourn.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
Approval by Attorney General George Fingold of By-Law and
Zoning By-Law voted at Second Adjourned Town Meeting October
22, 1957.
December 10, 1957
Mrs. Nellie L. Sparrell
Town Clerk
Norwell, Mass.
Dear Madam;
I return herewith by-laws adopted by the town of Norwell on
October 22, 1957, under article 16 and 17, with the approval of the
Attorney General noted thereon.
Very truly yours,
FRED W. FISHER
Assistant Attorney General
TOWN BY-LAW
Article XII, Removal of Soil, Loam, Sand or Gravel.
1. No person shall remove any soil, loam, sand or gravel from any
land in the Town of Norwell not in public use unless such removal is
authorized by a permit issued by the Board of Selectmen. Such per-
mit may contain such limitations and conditions as the Board of
Selectmen shall determine.
2. No such permit shall be issued except upon written application
therefor to the Board of Selectmen and after a public hearing thereon
by the Board of Selectmen held pursuant to a written notice thereof
given at the expense of the applicant at least seven (7) days prior
thereto by advertisement in a newspaper of general circulation in the
Town of Norwell, and by mailing a copy of such advertisement to all
owners of land abutting upon the land with respect to which the per-
mit is sought as appears on the most recent tax list.
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3. The provisions of this By-Law shall be deemed not to apply
to the removal of soil, loam, sand or gravel as may be required to be
excavated for the purpose of constructing foundations for buildings or
other allowable structures for which permits have been issued, or for
the purpose of constructing ways in accordance with lines and grades
approved by the Planning Board.
4. The penalty for violation of this By-Law shall be as follows:
For the first offense, fifty dollars; for the second offense, one hundred
dollars; and for each subsequent offense, two hundred dollars.
Boston, Mass., December 10, 1957
The foregoing by-law is hereby approved.
GEORGE FINGOLD, Attorney General
ZONING BY-LAW
Section VIII, Signs and Trailers.
A. In the Residential District, only the following types of signs
may be erected or placed.
1. Real estate signs advertising rental, lease or sale of the
premises and not exceeding 12 square feet in area.
2. Signs or bulletin boards incidental to and on the same lot
with a permitted use not exceeding a total of 12 square
feet for all signs nor exceeding 8 square feet for each
sign.
B. No automotive type of trailer, whether mobile or immobile,
put in place upon any land within the Town shall be oc-
cupied for living purposes or business purposes within the
Town.
Boston, Mass., December 10, 1957
The within amendment to by-laws is hereby approved.
GEORGE FINGOLD, Attorney General
Foregoing By-Laws and approvel thereof by Attorney General
George Fingold published in Norwell News December 19, 1957,
December 26, 1957 and January 2, 1958.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
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Marriages Recorded in Norwell During 1957
January 26. Married in Beverly, Mass., John H. Bushek of
Beverly and Nancy L. Whitcomb (Lund) by Rev. William H. Gysan,
Minister.
January 26. Married in Norwell, Mass., Kenneth Raymond Os-
good, Jr. of Hanover and Carmella Mary Molla of Norwell by Rev.
Norbert H. Mclnnis, Priest.
February 1. Married in Nashua, N. H., William Paul Robertson
of Norwell and Linda Anne Adams of Norwell by Jerome L. Silver-
stein, Justice of the Peace.
March 1. Married in Quincy, Mass., David Michael McNulty of
Hanover and Priscilla Jane Oman of Norwell by Rev. Frank J. Bauer,
Clergyman.
March 3. Married in Norwell, Robert E. Curran of Randolph
and Ann M. C. Feneck of Norwell by Rev. Norbert H. Mclnnis, Priest.
March 3. Married in Bridgewater, Mass., John Allen McManus
of Norwell and Kay Frances Hazard of Bridgewater by Percival J.
Quill, Priest.
March 11. Married in Exeter, N. H., James Ralph DeVito, Jr. of
Hull, Mass. and Linda Jane Peachey of Norwell by Robert Shaw,
Justice of the Peace.
April 28. Married in Boston, Mass., Henry John Walter of Nor-
well and Pauline Barlas of Mattapan (Boston) by Rev. John Zanits,
Priest.
April 28. Married in Norwell, George H. Spooner of Bridgeport,
Conn, and Sally S. Haskins of Norwell by John K. Buckley, Priest.
June 8. Married in Boston (Jamaica Plain), William S. Higgins,
Jr. of Norwell and Eileen F. Lyons of Jamaica Plains by Rev. John A.
Kamandulis, Priest.
June 9. Married in Norwell, Lawrence W. Litchfield of No.
Weymouth and Dorothy A. Howes of Norwell by Rev. William G.
Sewell, Clergyman.
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June 14. Married in Cohasset, Richard Kollock McMullan of
Norwell and Elizabeth Crocker of Cohasset by Bradford H. Tite,
Rector.
June 15. Married in Norwell, James Lee McKenney of Norwell
and Jean Marie Joseph of Norwell by Rev. Norbert H. Mclnnis, Priest.
June 15. Married in Norwell, George Edward Pierce of Falmouth
and Phyllis Marie Tribou of Norwell by Allan D. Creelman, Clergy-
man.
June 29. Married in Boston, Walter Scott Osborne of Norwell
and Carol Anna Stone of Quincy by Peter V. Corea, Clergyman.
June 30. Married in Norwell, Francisco Moniz, Jr. of New
Bedford and Marjorie Katherine Brown of Norwell by Norbert H.
Mclnnis, Priest.
July 6. Married in Boston, Thomas J. Coughlin, Jr. of Norwell
and Adele M. Twomey of Boston (West Roxbury) by Rev. Joseph P.
Kelly, S. J., Priest.
July 7. Married in Quincy, Clifford F. Torrey of Norwell and
Ellen M. Foster of Weymouth by Bedros Baharian, Clergyman.
July 7. Married in Hingham, Robert Hatch of Norwell and
Eleanor D. Beck of Hingham by Walter F. Swensen, Minister of the
Gospel.
August 9. Married in Boston, Hubert C. Stottlemire of Jackson-
ville, Florida and Roberta L. Paulson of Norwell by Thomas B. Uber,
Chaplain, LCDR, U. S. Navy.
August 10. Married in Swanzey, N. H., Charles Robert Gardner
of Norwell and Dorothy Leona Cobbett of West Hanover by Herbert
J. Buhler, Jr.
August 17. Married in Hartford, Conn., Richard Allen Bentfield
of Norwell and Joycelyn Jean Belfschneider of Glendale, California
by William T. Knapp, Clergyman.
August 31. Married in Norwell, Walter A. Black of Norwell and
Edna E. Gardner of Norwell by C. Phillip Bosserman, Minister.
September 7. Married in Marshfield, Samuel Fulton Carr of
Norwell and Ann Elizabeth Jones of Marshfield by Rev. John Scan-
nell, Priest.
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September 7. Married in Norwell, David M. Blanchard of Car-
thage, N. Y. and Joan Desjardins of Norwell by Myles D. Blanchard,
Clergyman.
September 7. Married in Northampton, Ronald C. Mason of
Norwell and Josephine Mularz of Northampton by Joseph Stanczyk,
Priest.
September 8. Married in Norwell, John N. Dexter, Jr. of Norwell
and Mary Marguerite Sweener of Norwell by Norbert H. Mclnnis,
Priest.
September 14. Married in Hanover, Robert A. Felker of
Concord, N. H. and Jean L. LaHar of Norwell by Rev. Robert L. Jones,
Rector of St. Andrew's Church.
September 14. Married in Rockland, Peter D. Dickman of Nor-
well and Althea M. Campbell of Norwell by John A. Sabean, Clergy-
man.
September 20. Married in Norwell, David H. Forkey of Chicopee
and Norma L. Swain, of Norwell by Napoleon W. Lovely, Clergyman.
September 21. Married in Norwell, John David MacAdams of
Fairfield, Conn, and Judith Ann Babcock of Norwell by Norbert H.
Mclnnis, Priest.
September 29. Married in Norwell, John Joseph Kinsley of Wey-
mouth and Lenore Amelia Zibetti of Norwell by Norbert H. Mclnnis,
Priest.
September 29. Married in Norwell, William H. Waechter of
Erie, Pa. and Diane M. Cellini of Norwell by Norbert H. Mclnnis,
Priest.
October 26. Married in Hanover, Willard Wilder Robinson of
Norwell and R. Anne Corkum of Hanover by Rev. John J. Brown, R. C.
Priest.
November 2. Married in Quincy, William John Blemings of
Short Hills, N. J. and Joan Eileen White of Norwell by Rev. R. Berwyn
Daniel, Clergyman.
November 16. Married in Hingham, Bryan H. Reed of Norwell
and Carol V. Sealund of Hanover by Donald E. Bloor, Clergyman.
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November 17. Married in Braintree, Peter Paul Erickson of Nor-
well and Margaret Elaine Trenouth of Weymouth by John R. Dal-
linger, Clergyman.
November 17. Married in Holbrook, David Atherton Hills of
Norwell and Edith May Stem of Holbrook by Charles E. Cook,
Minister of the Gospel.
November 25. Married in Scituate, Charles K. Bodine, 3rd of
Norwell and Judith Ann Douglas of Norwell by William M. Wade,
Justice of the Peace.
November 29. Married in Nashua, N. H., Henry Sewall Cham-
pion of Westwood and Emma Irene Bletzer Klein of Norwell by
Charles O. Richardsen, Minister of the Gospel.
December 22. Married in Hanover, John Irving Henderson of
Norwell and Patricia Ann Bradford of Hanover by John G. Gaskill,
Minister.
December 27. Married in Fitzwilliam, N. H., Richard Boyd Long
of Norwell and Virginia Floris Helvi Smedberg of West Boylston by
Willard M. Blodgett, Justice of the Peace.
December 28. Married in Norwell, Frederick Dewey Cameron
of Concord and Deborah Wilson Shain of Georgetown, Maine by
Napoleon W. Lovely, Minister.
December 29. Married in New Britain, Conn. Richard V. Pelton
and Margaret E. Tenney both of Norwell by Rev. E. Wallace Mast.
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Parents Be Sure to Record the Birth of Your Child With Given
Name in Full
READ THE LAW
"Parents, within forty days after the birth of a child, and every house-
holder within forty days after a birth in his house, shall cause notice
thereof to be given to the clerk of the town where such a child is
bom.****"—General Laws, Chapter 46, Section 6.
Send postcard to Town Clerk asking for blanks upon which to
make return. If left to hospital to make return, information may reach
Town Clerk too late for publication in Town Report of birth year.
Some of the Many Reasons Why Births Should Be Recorded
To establish identity.
To prove nationality.
To prove legitimacy.
To show when child has the right to enter school.
To show when the child has the right to seek employment under
the child labor law.
To establish the right of inheritance of property.
To establish liability to military duty, as well as exemption there-
from.
To establish age and citizenship in order to vote.
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LIST OF PERSONS QUALIFIED TO SERVE AS JURORS
IN THE TOWN OF NORWELL
From July 1, 1957 to July 1, 1958
Bailey, Marshall H., Ill, Grove Street, Proprietor, M. H. Bailey & Sons,
Norwell
Barron, James F., Jr., Stetson Road, Executive, United Fruit Company,
80 Federal Street, Boston
Bullard, Janet L., Main Street, Housewife, At Home, Husband's Oc-
cupation, Shopkeeper, Cape Codder, 710 Bridge Street, North
Weymouth
Cooley, John Blake, Main Street, Elevator Constructor, Hedge &
Mattheis, Co., 285 Dorchester Ave., Boston
Cornwell, Burr I., Bowker Street, Manufacturer's Sales Engineer,
Self-employed
Cunningham, Edward J., River Street, Executive, Mass. Hospital Ser-
vice Co., 38 Chauncy Street, Boston
Delaney, James T., Grove Street, Driver, Boston Edison Co., 39 Boyl-
ston Street, Boston
Hansen, Donald, Main Street, Field Secretary, M.S.P.C.A., 180 Long-
wood Ave., Boston
Hart, Frederick R., Jr., River Street, Sales Engineer, D. S. Kennedy &
Co., Cohasset, Mass.
Honkonen, Charles J., Pleasant Street, Retail Milk Salesman, H. P.
Hood & Sons, 75 Adams Street, Quincy
Kincaid, Edwin B., Main Street, First Aid Man, Avery & Saul, 115
Rindge Ave. Ext., Cambridge
King, James T., Stetson Road, Electrical Engineer, Industrial Elec-
tronics, Co., Inc., Hanover
Leonard, Milton A., Pine Street, Publisher's Representative, Cowles
Magazines, Inc., 448 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y.
Lloyd, George H., Tiffany Road, Traffic Consultant, George H. Lloyd,
51 Sleeper Street, Boston
MacKay, Esther J., Norwell Avenue, Real Estate, Self-employed,
Norwell
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Maglathlin, Robert N., Grove Street, Electrical Engineer, Electronics
Systems, Inc., 43 Leon Street, Boston
Massey, Wilfred E., Duncan Drive, Marine Electrician, Bethlehem
Steel Co., Quincy
McNiff, Thomas A., Main Street, Factory Worker, American Sand-
paper Co., Water Street, Rockland
Merrill, George A., Old Meeting House Lane, Claim Adjuster, Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co., 175 Berkeley Street, Boston
Merritt, Raymond F., High Street, Foreman, White Bros. Milk Co.,
50 French Street, No. Quincy
Mills, William B., Main Street, General Sales Manager, New York Air
Brake Co., 3529 Washington Street, Boston
Muzrall, Arthur H., Duncan Drive, Electric Arc Welder, Bethlehem
Steel Co., Quincy
Nagle, Francis J., 166 Franklin Road, Ass't. Credit Manager, Rust
Craft Publishers, Dedham
Pelton, Richard V., Pine Street, Administrative Assistant, Monitor
Controller, Grove Street, Rockland
Piotti, John J., Central Street, Retired, Post Office Department, Boston
Queen, John W., Jr., Main Street, Horse Trainer & Driver, Self-
employed, Norwell
Ranch, Lawrence K., Church Street, Control Engineer, B. F. Good-
rich Co., Nichols Ave., Watertown
Reed, Robert R., Grove St., Advertising, Direct Mail, Self-employed,
Norwell
Repass, George Herbert, Green Street, Ass't. Superintendent, Plymouth
Cordage Co., No. Plymouth
Ross, Ida W., River Street, Housewife, At Home, Husband's Occupa-
tion, Salesman, Eastern Appliance Co., 281 Vassar Street, Cam-
bridge
Rounds, Frank W., Jr., River Street, Writer, Lecturer, River Street,
Norwell
Sanborn, Ralph D., Main Street, Mechanical Engineer, Arthur D.
Little, Inc., 30 Memorial Drive, Cambridge
Sandberg, Florence H., Main Street, Free Lance Artist, Main Street,
Norwell
Tetrault, Joseph E., 56 High Street, Chief Draftsman, Albert & J. M.
Anderson Mfg. Co., 289 A Street, Boston
Virtue, Henrietta T., Mt. Blue Street, Housewife, At Home, Husband's
Occupation, Customer s Representative, Laidlaw & Co., 80 Feder-
al Street, Boston
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Vogel, Gustav D., Stetson Road, BPX Foreman, N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co.,
1070 Hancock Street, Quincy
Wallace, Alice L., Main Street, Antique Dealer, Main St., Norwell
Wallace, Ray H., Jr., George Road, Executive, Gen. Spray Equip. Co.,
1054R Great Plain Ave., Needham
Warfield, G. Richard, Jr., Main Street, Farmer-Landscaper, Warfield
Farm, Main Street, Norwell
Watson, Richard E., 101 High Street, Welder, D. S. Kennedy Co.,
Cohasset
Webber, Wilton G., Jefferson Avenue, Printer, Dowchex, Inc., 137
Perkins Avenue, Brockton
Wells, Alden R., Tiffany Road, Ass't. Treasurer, Plymouth Cordage
Co., No. Plymouth
Woods, Thomas P., Jr., Dana Road, Salesman, Allyn & Bacon, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, N. J.
Yetman, William J., 116 High Street, Proprietor, Yetman's Statistical
Service, 19 Congress Street, Boston
Yonge, Arthur M., Prospect Street, Fire Prevention Engineer, Liberty
Mutual Ins. Co., 175 Berkeley Street, Boston
Young, Harold A., Main Street, Service Station Attendant, Hilltop
Service Station, Main Street, Norwell
JURORS DRAWN
January 1, 1957 to January 1, 1958
Bailey, Beatrice C, River Street, Housewife
Blackball, Allan J., River Street, Superintendent, Christian Service,
Methodist Church, 36 Hull Street, Boston
Bond, John C, Old Oaken Bucket Road, Proprietor, Franklin Publish-
ing Co., Park Street, Rockland
Crombie, Lee C, Tiffany Road, Part-time Secretary
Nagle, Francis J., 166 Franklin Road, Ass't. Credit Manager, Rust
Craft Publishers, Dedham
Sanborn, Ralph D., Main Street, Mechanical Engineer, Arthur D.
Little, Inc., 30 Memorial Drive, Cambridge
White, Shirley L., Franklin Road, Clerk-Typist, Bethlehem Steel Co.,
118 E. Howard Street, Quincy
Yetman, William J., 116 High Street, Proprietor, Yetman's Statistical
Service, 19 Congress Street, Boston, Mass.
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REGISTRATION OF VOTERS
Qualifications.
Any person who has lived in the State one year and in the Town
six months may register.
Some evidence showing six months residence must be shown,
such as a light or gas bill.
If a naturalized citizen, naturalization papers must be presented
at time of registration.
Time to Register.
Besides dates set for registration, any qualified resident may
register with the Town Clerk any week day during the year, except
Saturday and those days during which registrations are closed by law.
On December 31, 1957 there were 2,479 registered voters in the
Town of Norwell.
ENROLLED MILITIA
754 men were eligible for Military Duty, April 1, 1957.
DOG LICENSES ISSUED IN 1957
290 Males @ $2.00
68 Females @ $5.00
211 Spayed Females @ $2.00
13 Kennels @ $10.00
5 Kennels @ $25.00
$580.00
340.00
422.00
130.00
125.00
Total Amount Collected
Less Fees
$1,597.00
134.80
Amount Paid to Town Treasurer $1,462.20
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DOG LICENSES
All dogs must be licensed at the age of 3 months and all licenses
are due on or before March 31st. Tags and receipts are usually here
by March 8th, therefore it is suggested you come to Town Election
prepared to pay your dog tax at that time. Payments may be made in
person, by check or money order made payable to the Town of Norwell
and mailed to the Town Clerk.
All licenses unpaid on June 1st must be turned over to the Con-
stable for collection. PAY PROMPTLY and save the Town the ex-
penses of overdue notices and collection by the Constable.
FISH AND GAME LICENSES ISSUED IN 1957
67 Resident Citizen Fishing @ $3.25 $217.75
65 Resident Citizen Hunting @ $3.25 211.25
56 Resident Citizen Sporting @ $5.25 294.00
18 Resident Citizen Minor Fishing @ $1.25 22.50
8 Resident Citizen Female Fishing @ $2.25 18.00
1 Resident Citizen Minor Trapping @ $2.25 2.25
1 Resident Citizen Trapping @ $7.75 7.75
2 Non-Resident Citizen Hunting @ $15.25 30.50
Total Amount Collected $804.00
Less Fees 54.50
Paid to Dept. of Fisheries and Game $749.50
NELLIE L. SPARRELL,
Town Clerk.
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Report of the Board of Health
To the Board of Selectmen:
As was to be expected, the business transacted by the Board of
Health has greatly increased.
The Board has continued inspection of proposed sewerage in-
stallations, motels, overnight cabins, eating places, etc., bacterial ex-
aminations of dishes and eating implements at restaurants and water
analyses, at reasonable fees.
The Board sponsored a rabies clinic which was conducted by Dr.
Richard E. Cugnasca.
There were two major problems in 1957 which concerned the
Board, one being the water shortage and the other the epidemic of
Asian Flu.
The Board met with the Board of Fire Engineers concerning the
water shortage. With their cooperation, residents of the town were
supplied water from the fire trucks, under the direction of the Board
of Health.
We were fortunate in obtaining Asian Flu serum for the essential
personnel in the town, namely Police, Fire Department, town em-
ployees, school personnel. It was made available to all named, how-
ever many did not take advantage of the opportunity of immunization.
Dental Health programs were presented at the Cole Elementary
School, Center Elementary School, Junior High and High School un-
der sponsorship of the Board of Health.
Polio clinics have been completed.
Cases of communicable diseases have been reported, as follows:
Chicken pox
German measles
Infectious Hepatitis
Measles
Mumps
Scarlet Fever
Whooping Cough ...
Syphilis
10
14
1
8
54
5
3
2
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Once again we wish to remind parents that it is their duty to re-
port any disease dangerous to pubHc health to the Local Board of
Heolth as prescribed by State law, either by phone, or in writing.
Nine premature births were reported to the Board of Health.
The following animal bites were reported.
Dog bites 33
The following licenses were issued:
Milk — in stores or eating places 14
Vehicle Milk 7
Pasteurization Plant 1
Day Camps and Kindergartens 4
Tourist Camps 5
Trailer parks 2
Complaints of any nature relative to health conditions must be
made in writing over the signature of the complainant, otherwise no
action will be taken.
Three DPT clinics are held yearly at the Town Hall. All residents
of the town are eligible to attend.
HARLAND W. FARRAR, Chairman
AUGUSTINE J. THIBODEAU
LORING L. WADSWORTH
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Report of the Zoning Board of Appeals
To the Board of Selectmen:
The Norwell Zoning Board of Appeals has heard or acted upon
five petitions during the year as follows:
1. 1956 Pending Decision—John W. Ellis for permission to add
an attached garage to his single dwelling on Knollwood Road. Petition
denied.
2. June 6—Mr. and Mrs. Edward F. Farmer for permission to
build a single family residence on their lot in Jacobs Lake Shores with
insufficient frontage. Petition granted.
3. October 16—Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Murray for permission to
reduce the area of their residential lot on 3 Coolidge Road by 100
square feet below the area required. Petition granted.
4. October 16—C. G. Countie for permission to add garage and
breezeway to his home on Douglas Avenue. Decision pending.
5. December 11—Catherine J. Shepard for permission to place
two trailers as dwellings on her property on Washington Street having
less than the required area. Decision pending.
Respectfully submitted,
SANBORN VINCENT, Chairman
FREDERICK R. HART, JR., Secretary
*RICHARD H. BROOKS
PAUL B. MacDONALD
EARLE M. NEWTON
* Resigned
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Report of the Norwell Civil Defense Agency
This annual report offers your Civil Defense Director the oppor-
tunity of clarifying for the residents of Norwell the function of Civil
Defense in disaster relief.
In the first place, under Chapter 639, Acts of 1950, every town is
required to have a Civil Defense Unit of its own — this unit to operate
under the State Civil Defense Agency. A Director must be appointed
by the Selectmen and it is his job to organize, administer and operate
such an agency. The Selectmen have the final authority, but it is the
job of the Director to act as their direct representative.
The job of the Director is to coordinate disaster relief. It is not
his function to tell the head of each public safety unit how to do their
particular job. It is his function to see that cooperation and coordin-
ation exist as far as possible between the various disaster relief units
of the town, and it is the obligation of the Selectmen to see that this
cooperation is carried out.
It is the job of the Civil Defense Director to seek outside help only
if the disaster is beyond the capabilities of regular resources and es-
tablished mutual aid resources, and only if the heads of the disaster
units have so advised him.
This coordination is applicable in emergencies both of a local or
state-wide nature, or in a natural ( hurricane, etc. ) or war-caused dis-
aster. The only real difference in routine is that in a natural disaster,
the Red Cross is responsible for civilian welfare — feeding, housing,
etc. In a war-caused disaster. Civil Defense is responsible for this
care of civilians, but in either case, both bodies work together. The
difference is primarily one of directional and financial responsibility.
We hope that this brief outline serves to clarify the responsibilities
and obligations of your Civil Defense Agency.
During the past year, your local unit worked actively for the three
days of the Forest Fire Emergency in May, as well as in the state-wide
tests. We again helped out as solicitors and aides at the annual visit
of the Red Cross Bloodmobile in April. We have recently completed
a Standard and an Advanced Red Cross First Aid course under the
direction of Dr. Ruth A. Towne.
Your Director and Deputy Director both attended the three-day
conference for Directors at the State School in Topsfield in November.
Certain changes in organization have been made and listed below
are those who, as a staff, are primarily responsible for this job.
W. CLARKE ATWATER, Director
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NORWELL CIVIL DEFENSE AGENCY
Director W. Clarke Atwater
Deputy Director Kenneth J. Bradeen
CHIEFS OF SERVICES AND ASSISTANTS
Welfare Ralph H. Coleman, 2nd Deputy Director
Mrs. Helen E. Norris
Red Cross Chapter
Board of Health
Engineering Paul C. Rasmussen, 3rd Deputy Director
Intelligence Arthur H. Vinal
Rescue Loring L. Wadsworth
Fire Service Officer T. Curtis Power and John Adams
Police Service Officer Richard W. Souther
Medical Dr. Raymond G. Vinal
Executive Officer Dr. Richard E. Cugnasca
Administration Mrs. W. Clarke Atwater
Mrs. D. Frank Mederos
Communications Stearns Poor
Miss Hope Poor
Transportation Thomas H. Campbell
John Campbell
Mrs. Richard D. McMullan
Wardens * Mrs. Joseph Murray
Mrs. T. Curtis Power
Supply Gordon Lambert
Information Mrs. Frank L. Sweetser, Jr.
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Report of the Police Department
Board of Selectmen
Norwell, Massachusetts
Gentlemen
:
Please accept the following as a report of progress for the year
Complaints 516 Ambulance Trips 98
Investigations 275 Arrests 39
Auto Accidents 43 Court Complaints 66
Motorists Booked 247 Court Appearances 51
Defective Equipment 426 Insane Commitments 1
Break and Enter 22 Summons 83
Larceny 49 Emergency Messages 11
Prowlers 36 Assists to other depart-
Missing Persons 19 ments 75
Fires 72 Auto Transfers 556
Crime cost Massachusetts taxpayers an estimated 600 million
dollars in 1956. The F.B.I. estimate for the first six months of 1957 in-
dicates city crime increased 2.7%, and for the same period, rural
crime showed an increase of 14.7%. While still quoting statistics, the
F.B.I, recommends 2.35 police officers per 1000 population to combat
this national disgrace.
When we consider the above facts and look at our own figures for
the year, we find that Norwell, while no worse, is relatively not much
better than any average community of comparative population.
We wish to thank you and all other departments for their cooper-
ation. We are particularly indebted to tlie State Police for use of
their lockup and teletype facilities.
Respectfully submitted.
KENNETH J. BRADEEN,
Chief of Police.
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Report of the Veterans' Agent
To the Board of Selectmen:
The administration of Veterans' Benefits in Town government
provides the opportunity for immediate attention to the emergency
needs of qualified veterans and their dependents, pending provision
for more permanent assistance if required from the Veterans Admin-
istration of the National Government.
Benefits are provided under State law and regulations of the
Commissioner of Veterans' Services; payments are subject to approval
of this State agency, and when so approved are reimbursed to the town
to the amount of 50% of the expenditure.
We have been glad to assist veterans eligible to receive benefits
as well as friendly advice and assistance on many matters of concern
to veterans and their families.
WILLIAM G. SPRADLIN,
Veterans' Agent.
Report of the State Auditors
October 23, 1957
To the Board of Selectmen
Mr. Thomas S. Cann, Chairman
Norwell, Massachusetts
Gentlemen:
I submit herewith my report of an audit of the books and ac-
counts of the town of Norwell for the period from October 13, 1955
to June 24, 1957, made in accordance with the provisions of Chapter
44, General Laws. This is in the form of a report made to me by Mr.
William Schwartz, Assistant Director of Accounts.
Very truly yours,
HERMAN B. DINE,
Director of Accounts.
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Mr. Herman B. Dine
Director of Accounts
Department of Corporations & Taxation
State House, Boston
Sir:
As directed by you, I have made an audit of the books and ac-
counts of the town of Norwell for the period from October 13, 1955,
the date of the previous examination, to June 24, 1957, and report
thereon as follows:
An examination and verification was made of the financial trans-
actions as recorded on the books of the several departments receiving
or disbursing money for the town or committing bills for collection.
An analysis was made of the town accountant's ledgers for the
period covered by the audit. The receipts were checked with the
treasurer's books and the payments were compared with the warrants
authorizing them and with the treasurer's records of payments. The
appropriations and reserve fund transfers, as entered on the ledgers,
were checked with the town clerk's records of financial votes passed
by the town meetings and with the authorizations of the advisory
board.
The necessary adjusting entries resulting from the audit of the
several departments were made, and a balance sheet, which is ap-
pended to this report, was prepared showing the financial condition
of the town on June 24, 1957.
The books and accounts of the town treasurer were examined and
checked. The receipts were analyzed and compared with the records
of the several departments collecting money for the town and with
other sources from which money was paid into the town treasury,
while the payments were compared with the selectmen's warrants
authorizing the treasurer to disburse town funds.
The cash book footings were verified, and the cash balance on
June 24, 1957 was proved by actual count of the cash in the ofiice and
by reconciliation of the bank balances with statements furnished by
the banks of deposit.
The payments made on account of maturing debt and interest
were compared with the amounts falling due and with the cancelled
securities on file.
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The transactions of the trust and investment funds in the custody
of the town treasurer were verified, and the savings bank books and
securities representing the investments of these funds were examined
and Hsted.
The tax titles and tax possessions held by the town were examined.
The amounts transferred from the tax levies to the tax title account
were reconciled with the collector's accounts, and the redemptions of
tax titles and sales of tax possessions were compared with the treas-
urer's receipts. The foreclosures were verified, and the tax titles and
tax possessions on hand were listed and reconciled with the account-
ant's ledger.
The records of payroll deductions on account of Federal taxes,
retirement system membership, and other insurance were examined,
checked, and reconciled with the accountant's ledger controls.
The books and accounts of the town collector were examined and
checked. The taxes, motor vehicle and trailer excise, assessments,
and water liens outstanding at the time of the previous examination, as
well as all-subsequent commitments, were audited and compared with
the assessors' warrants issued for their collection. The payments to
the treasurer were verified, the recorded abatements were checked
with the assessors' records of abatements granted, the taxes trans-
ferred to the tax title account were proved, and the outstanding ac-
counts were listed and reconciled with the respective controlling
ledger accounts.
The records of departmental and water accounts receivable were
examined and checked. The commitments were proved, the collect-
ions were checked with the treasurer's recorded receipts, the abate-
ments were verified, and the outstanding accounts were listed and
reconciled with the respective ledger controls.
Verification of the outstanding accounts was made by mailing
notices to a number of persons whose names appeared on the books as
owing money to the town, the replies received thereto indicating that
the accounts, as listed, are correct.
The town clerk's records of dog and sporting licenses issued and
of miscellaneous receipts were examined and checked, the payments
to the State being verified by comparison with the receipts on file and
the payments to the townl)eing checked with the treasurer's cash book.
The surety bonds furnished by the town officials for the faithful
performance of their duties were examined and found to be in proper
form.
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The available records of departmental cash collections by the
selectmen, the board of health, and the sealer of weights and measures,
as well as by the police, fire, and school departments, and by all other
departments in which money was collected for the town, were ex-
amined and checked. The recorded collections were compared with
the payments to the treasurer, and the cash balances in the depart-
ments, including petty cash advances, were proved by verification of
the cash on hand.
In addition to the balance sheet, there are appended to this re-
port tables showing reconciliations of the treasurer's and the
collector's cash, summaries of the tax, motor vehicle and trailer excise,
assessment, tax title, tax possession, departmental, and water accounts,
together with schedules showing the condition and transactions of the
trust and investment funds.
For the cooperation extended by the town officials during the
progress of the audit, I wish, on behalf of my assistants and for myself,
to express appreciation.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM SCHWARTZ,
Assistant Director of Accounts.
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Report of the William J. Leonard Memorial Library
To the Selectmen of the Town of Norwell:
Gentlemen
:
Once more it is with great pleasure and satisfaction that we, the
staff of the William J. Leonard Memorial Library submit our annual
report.
There are, as of December, 1957, 585 registered borrowers. A
total of approximately 5,000 volumes have been circulated in the past
year.
Not only have a great number of the new residents of the town
availed themselves of library facilities, but we were happy to serve so
many of the "Norwellites" of long standing.
The increased enrollment in the Norwell schools is reflected in
the steadily growing circulation in Juvenile titles and school required
reading. In cooperation with the school department, in the year of
1958 we shall purchase as many books on the school required reading
lists, as our budget will allow. These will include books in the high
interest level — low readability level. In this department we are work-
ing along with remedial reading teacher. There has been such an in-
crease in teen-age patronage, we feel that a greater number of juvenile
title must be added, without decreasing our purchases of adult fiction
and non-fiction.
May we take this opportunity to thank Combination No. 2 of the
Norwell Fire Department for their many favors, and we gratefully
acknowledge the gifts of magazines and books that we have received
from our well wishers and thank them sincerely for their generosity.
Your librarian would also like to take this opportunity to thank
one and all for making her first few months on the staff so pleasant.
We look forward in 1958 to seeing our regular borrowers, as well
as those who have not already visited with us. The library hours are
Tuesday evenings 7 - 9 P. M. at which time Mrs. Dorothy Cann is on
duty and Friday afternoons 2:30 to 4:30 P. M. at which time Mrs.
Mildred Carr is at the desk.
Respectfully submitted,
MILDRED M. CARR, Librarian and Trustee
DOROTHY E. CANN, Assistant Librarian
WILLIAM O. PROUTY, Trustee
ALFRED H. PROUTY, Trustee
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Report of the James Library Committee
To the Board of Selectmen:
The James Library is a privately endowed subsidiary of the First
Parish of Norwell operating under the direction of a Committee
eelcted annually by the First Parish. Funds for operating the Library
are derived largely from endowed income. This is supplemented by
gifts of money and books from individuals and community groups.
Work of considerable importance is volunteered each year by the
James Library Associates who also contribute a social atmosphere with
Saturday afternoon teas. Besides these resources there is a long-
standing arrangement by which the James Library Committee makes
available the services of the Library to all residents of Norwell on an
equal basis in return for a grant voted by the Town in annual meeting.
The demand for services increased steadily and rapidly as the
population grew and new programs were developed. Loan collections
of non-fiction from the James Library have been placed in elementary
school classrooms, upon request, as supplements to the school library.
Special collections have been set up in the Library in cooperation with
school teachers to facilitate work on class projects, science fair, and
historical backgrounds. The North River Garden Club and the Nor-
well Art Association contribute to and share the use of the Library
facilities in their areas of special interest. Individuals representing
404 homes borrowed 10,003 books during the first eleven months of
the year 1957. There has been special attention to the development
of the Juvenile division.
Maintenance costs on the building continue to rise but by use of
voluntary labor and careful planning it has been possible to make es-
sential repairs and to remodel the main floor in the interests of
efficiency and improved service. In these things we owe much to the
thought and labor of our Chairman. Expansion of the book collection
has required the installation of shelves on the second floor.
Like all institutions dependent largely on endowment we have
suffered from the continued inflation of the economy. Costs rise faster
than income. But with the continued interest and support of the com-
munity we hope to maintain and increase the contribution of the
Library to the culture, edification and enjoyment of all the residents
of our Town.
Respectfully submitted,
The James Library Committee
REV. N. W. LOVELY
MRS. WILLIAM C. BENNETT
MRS. WILDER A. GAUDETTE
MISS MILDRED T. HASTINGS
MR. JOHN M. GOODNOW
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Report of the Fite Department
To the Board of Selectmen and Citizens of Norwell:
The following report is submitted by the Board of Fire Engineers
covering the activities of the Department during the past year.
One hundred and fifty-seven calls were received and are listed
below.
Grass and Wood Fires 93
Buildings (includes electrical, chimney and
burners 25
Automobile Fires and Accidents 6
Town Dump 9
Resuscitator Calls 8
Trailer Fire 1
Mutual Aid 3
Lost Child 3
False Alarm 9
157
The past year has been an active year for the Department due to
the lack of rain and the resulting fire hazards. Assistance was given
to Plymouth during the forest fire and many man hours were devoted
to fighting local grass and wood fires during the season and, more
especially, during the May 1st to May 10th period. Expenses incurred
by the Department at the Plymouth fire and during the emergency
period will be reimbursed by the Town of Plymouth and the State of
Massachusetts.
Improvements were completed on the Center Station and the new
Maxim 750 GPM pumper was delivered to the Department. The alarm
system has been improved by incorporating all fire phones under one
listing.
Members of the three Fire Companies volunteered their time for
the delivery of water to many residents who were in need of such
service.
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A new portable resuscitator is now in service at Ridge Hill and
the purchase of another during the coming year, for the Church Hill
area, will give complete coverage of the Town.
Respectfully submitted,
WARREN MERRITT, Chief
T. CURTIS POWER, Deputy Chief
JOHN ADAMS
FREDERICK WILLIAMS
FRANCIS W. FALCONER, Clerk
Report of the Sealer of Weights and Measures
To the Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen
:
51 calls Scale and Gas Pumps
5 calls Oil Trucks
John D. Dickman, Salary and Expense $119.84
W. & L. E. Gurley, Supplies 25.21
W. & L. E. Gurley, Supplies 5.32
A. G. Gordon, Insurance
Equipment at Town Hall 10.70
Working Equipment 13.93
$175.00
Appropriation $175.00
Expenses 175.00
0.00
Respectfully submitted,
JOHN D. DICKMAN,
Sealer of Weights and Measures.
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Report of the Norwell Visiting Nurse Association, Inc.
To the Selectmen:
The program from January 1, 1957 to December 31, 1957 has been
as follows:
1. Home nursing care.
2. Well Child Clinics.
3. High School Dental Clinic.
4. Hospital beds, crutches, wheel-chairs, commodes, etc. are
available to all the townspeople.
5. An automobile for nursing and school service.
6. Maintenance of Health Clinics at the request of Town, County
and State.
7. Charity.
8. Nursing Scholarship to a High School student— awarded in
1957 to Miss Natalie Carruthers.
The Treasurer's report will show our source of revenue and ex-
penditures.
We wish to thank all the people who generously contributed to
our Rummage Sales and Membership Drive.
To the following personnel, many thanks.
Weekly Dental Clinic.
Dr. Donald B. Parsons, assisted by Mrs. Charles E. Rounds, Mrs.
James P. Hall, Mrs. D. Frank Mederos and Mrs. Edward J. Cunning-
ham.
Well Child Clinic.
Dr. Alice Butler, assisted by Mrs. Harold B. King, Mrs. Thomas
T. Barstow, Mrs. Ernest W. Haskins, Jr., transportation and Mrs. James
L. Bartels during Mrs. Barstow's absence.
Nursing Service.
Miss Catherine A. Roe, assisted by Mrs. Mildred Wilcox.
Dr. Donald Parsons has resigned from the High School Dental
Clinic sponsored by the V.N.A. He will conduct a much more exten-
sive dental education program in both the Elementary and High
Schools.
The Annual Meeting and Tea will be held on Wednesday, March
5, 1958 at 2:30 P. M. at the Parish House, Norwell Center. Speakers
will be Mrs. Hannah E. Stetson, Deputy Sheriff of Plymouth County
Farm, and Mrs. Ruth K. Arnold. Subject — Rehabilitation Program
of Plymouth County Farm.
Tea Chairman, Mrs. W. Clarke Atwater.
All are invited to attend.
Respectfully submitted,
GRACE L. SPARRELL, R. N.
President.
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Well Child Clinic.
During the year the Well Child Clinic handled 150 appointments
with Dr. Alice Butler, Pediatrician. There were 15 clinics and 69
children having appointments, 28 of whom received free transporta-
tion for each visit.
The clinic is not self supporting. It is one of the many services
given to the public by the V.N.A.
RENA J. KING, Chairman.
REPORT OF THE ANNUAL DRIVE
Mrs. Theodore M. Dyer, Chaiman, Mrs. Robert B. Mederos,
Publicity Mrs. Earle F. Allen, Treasurer.
In September, 1957, letters were sent to the residents of Norwell,
announcing our annual appeal for membership. There was a very
welcome response from two hundred and sixty-seven families, over
fifty of which are new memberships.
The amount contributed was $607. This is very gratifying to
have so many families participating in the support of our various
projects.
EMILY T. ALLEN, Asst. Treasurer.
OFFICERS
President Mrs. Ernest H. Sparrell
Vice President Mrs. Thomas T. Barstow
Secretary Mrs. S. T. Bittenbender
Treasurer Mrs. Humphrey W. Turner
Ass't. Treasurer Mrs. Earle F. Allen
Members of the Advisory Board
Mrs. Harold B. King Mrs. A. W. Gilmour
Mrs. Edward P. Keefe Mrs. W. Clarke Atwater
Mrs. Theodore M. Dyer Mrs. Charles E. Rounds
Mrs. Ernest W. Haskins, Jr.
Associate Members in Advisory Capacity
Church Rev. N. W Lovely
Medical Dr. Raymond G. Vinal
Welfare Mr. Thomas S. Cann
Schools Mr. Frederick A. Small
Red Cross Mrs. Peirce Fuller
Publicity Mrs. Robert B. Mederos
Rummage Sales Mrs. Gentry Clark
Honorary Members
Mrs. H. Day Atwater Mrs. Frank E. Donovan
Mrs. C. Campbell Baird Mr. James H. Barnard
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Norwell Visiting Nurse Association Statement
January 1, 1957 to January 1, 1958
Receipts
Nursing Fees $583.00
Dental Clinics
High School $127.50
Elementary 282.25
Hygienist 258.85
668.60
Well Child Clinic 135.00
Rummage Sales
Spring 1,567.29
Fall 1,567.53
3,134.82
Stock Dividend 69.70
Interest 101.41
Transportation (Town) 500.00
Membership 607.00
Total Receipts $5,799.53
Payments
Nurses Salaries
Miss Roe
Relief nurse
Dental Clinics
Dr. Parsons
Supplies
WeU Child Clinic
Transportation
Retirement
Charity
Social Security
Clerical
Telephone
Equipment
Scholarship
Medical Supplies
1,075.00
381.62
1,456.62
1,000.00
558.29
1,558.29
571.00
626.58
51.80
80.00
23.70
28.81
99.00
52.70
100.00
27.63
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Insurance 11.60
General Expense 56.50
Printing and Advertising 164.47
Dues 3.00
Total Payments $4,911.70
Balance $887.83
Proprietorship
South Scituate Savings Bank $2,639.55
U. S. Bond 500.00
Mass. Inv. Trust Stock 2,000.00
Rockland Trust Co. 1,353.59
Lillian Brooks Fund 50.00
$6,543.14
Respectfully submitted,
LOIS C. TURNER,
Treasurer.
Report of the School and District Nurse
To the Selectmen of the Town of Norwell
Gentlemen
:
Morbidity
Infant Welfare visits
Well-Child Conferences
Immunization Clinics
Communicable disease visits
T.B. Follow-up visits
Antepartal visits
Postpartal
In-service courses in Public Health Nursing
Conferences with health officers
Respectfully submitted,
CATHERINE A. ROE,
Public Health Nurse.
1,531
143
14
4
67
3
14
28
2
11
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Report of the Tree Warden and Moth Superintendent
To the Citizens of Norwell:
The work of the Tree Warden and Moth Superintendent depart-
ments consists mainly of insect pest control, removal of diseased elm
trees, tree planting and general work on roadside trees.
The Gypsy Moth Survey, which is carried on with the help of the
Department of Natural Resources, indicated that Norwell is practical-
ly free from the pest. By keeping a check such as this, I feel certain
that an infestation could be controlled quickly by airplane spraying.
Although not an insect pest, poison ivy is now included in the
Moth Department. A substantial amount of roadside spraying was
done this year for this public nuisance.
Seventy verified diseased elm trees were removed from the road-
sides this year. This includes all the public diseased trees except for
several which are experimental trees. These will be removed if and
when the characteristic wilt of the disease appears.
Due to the drought, this year was an extremely difficult one for
transplanting trees. However, the large majority of the fifty-four (54)
street trees which were transplanted this year, have survived.
With the fine location of the town nursery, we now have a varied
selection of shade trees which should produce about one hundred
(100) trees for planting in 1958.
I would like to express my appreciation and thanks to the citizens
of NorweU for their cooperation in carrying out my work.
Respectfully submitted,
WESLEY H. OSBORNE, JR.
Tree Warden and Moth
Superintendent.
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Report of the Washington Street Cemetery Committee
To the Selectmen and Residents of the Town of Norwell:
The members of the Washington Street Cemetery Committee re-
port that they have carried out their plans of upkeep for the past year.
Due to the extreme drought conditions the large circle had many
dead spots, and we found it necessary to re-seed. At the same tim^
we refilled all sunken graves.
We hope to continue this program throughout the rest of the
cemetery as money becomes available.
We re-tarred the roadways as a continuation of improvement.
Again we wish to say to all legal residents of our Town that any
member of the Cemetery Committee will be glad to assist them in
selecting a lot therein.
The citizens of the Town lost two valuable members of the Com-
mittee through the resignations of Richard H. Brooks and Stewart
Bowker, for both of these men put much time and effort into the)
cemetery so that it could become a place of beauty.
Your Committee wishes to thank you for the privilege of serving
you, and for your cooperation in keeping the cemetery a credit to the
community.
Respectfully submitted.
The Washington Street Cemetery Committee
WILLIAM D. JACOBS
GEORGE BENNETT
WILDER A. GAUDETTE
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Report of the Inspector of Animals
To the Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
I herewith submit my report as Inspector of Animals for the Town
of Norwell for the year 1957.
Quarantine of dogs having bitten persons:
Inspection of barns and listing of animals in Norwell for the
Division of Livestock Disease Control.
Respectfully submitted.
Number of dogs quarantined
Number of calls
33
64
RICHARD E. CUGNASCA, D.V.M.
Inspector of Animah^
Report of the Dog Officer
To the Selectmen of the Town of Norwell:
Gentlemen:
I submit my report as dog officer for the year 1957.
Dogs returned
Complaints investigated
Stray dogs
Dead dogs picked up and buried
Injured dogs taken to veterinarian
11
15
19
6
6
Respectfully submitted,
ROBERT L. MOLLA,
Dog Officer.
A PROGRESS REPORT ON
THE PRELIMINARY GENERAL PLAN
NORWELL TOWN PLANNING BOARD
MARCH, 1958
GOALS OF PLANNING FOR MORWELL
The main goals of planning for Norv;ell are to keen the
Town the pleasant place for living that It Is today, and to
Improve Its services and facilities to the extent that the
cltleens want and can afford.
This means preservlnp the Town's rural character and
natural beauty, and providing good schools, recreation, and
municipal utilities.
It means also taking In a considerable amount of new de-
velopment that Is Inevitable because of the growth of the ex-
panding Boston metropolitan area and the Improved highway
connections, without sacrificing the main goals.
There follows a more detailed outline of the goals that
are guiding Norwell's planning:
1. To keen the feellnf of openness, by encouraging groups
of good-standard houses on fairly large lots, alternat-
ing with views of the rolling countryside and woods.
2. To confine most residential construction to areas plan-
ned for growth, Vfhlch can be most economically provided
vrlth schools, water, and municipal services.
3. To discourage residential construction In scattered and
inaccessible locations Involving excessive costs for
road maintenance, snow removal, and school transporta-
tion
.
U
.
To protect and enhance the natural resources of the Town,
for their best use for private and public recreation and'
rural activities.
5. To provide sites for future needed schools, recreation,
and other public uses.
6. To develop the minimum of additional miles of main roads
necessary to provide for through traffic and circulation
within the Town.
7. If It proves practical, to encourage a small amount of
non-nuisance industrial development at locations not
detrimental to residence.
8. To Preserve sites for commercial uses at key locations
to beat serve the needs and convenience of residents.
9. To increase the taxable resources of the Town, to the ex-
tent that this is consistent with the above ob.lectives.
10. To keep down the cost of providing new and needed tax-
eupported servioen and faollltlgs.
PROGRESS IN PLANNING FOR NORWELL
For a number of years the Norwell Planning Board has
been concerned with the need for a long-range plan for the
development of the Town. This kind of careful look into the
future is necessary, as a guide to the day-to-day decisions
that the Town must make — on amendments to the zoning, on
regulating new subfllvielons, on scheduling and raising money
for new school construction, water main extensions, and oth-
er public works.
The Planning Board has normal and regular responsibili-
ties in connection with these day-to-day decisions. As an
unpaid board, the time its members can devote to their duties
is limited to evenings and week-ends. Nevertheless, in 1955
the Board decided to undertake a series of studies that would
build tovrard preparation of a long-range General Plan.
Working through a number of committees, the Board with
a limited amount of advice on procedure from a planning con-
sultant collected much of the Information on which the plan-
ning must be based.
A map was prepared, showing the use of every Piece of
land in the Town. The acreage in use was calculated, for
residence, business, institutions, schools and public build-
ings, gravel Pita, farming, and so forth.
Studies were made of needs for recreational space and of
opportunities for recreational development; of programmed ex-
tentions of water lines; of the recent history of the rate of
house-building and subdivision, location, lot-size and the
like
.
The Board early realized, however, that in view of its
limited time and experience, further technical assistance
would be necessary in Interpreting this information, identi-
fying trends, and preparing the General Plan itself. For
this purpose the Board asked for and the Town Meeting appro-
priated the sum of $2,500 in 1956.
In order to save the Town, as much expense as possible,
the Board deferred spending the bulk of this money while it
carried out its "do-it-yourself" planning studies. In 1956,
the Board learned that Norwell was eligible for financial
aid for planning, under a program administered by the Divi-
sion of Planning of the State Department of Commerce which
makes available Federal funds to match local funds. This
would make possible nearly twice as much technical and pro-
fessional services as the Town had appropriated money for.
Later in the same year the Planning Board began negoti-
ations. It was learned that the price for this extra help
was a long delay, while contracts were being worked out with
the State agency and between the State and the U.S. Housing
and Home Finance Agency. It was not until the middle of fall
of 1957 that all contracts vrere signed and a start could be
made
.
The Board had selected as its consultants Adams, Howard
and Greeley, a Cambridge firm of wide experience in town and
city planning. The consultants have worked closely with the
Board, using all of the material earlier prepared, and be-
cause this groundwork had been done it was possible to pro-
duce quickly the Preliminary General Plan which is here pre-
sented.
NEXT STEPS IN PUNNING
During the next few months the Planning Board hopes to
receive comments and criticism on this first draft of a plan.
The consultants will also be working, on basic studies of eco-
nomic trends.
Early in the summer the plan will be revised to meet
whatever changes the Board has then decided on. Then recom-
mendations on zoning revision will be developed, and a six-
year program of public works expenditures. The final report
is expected in the early fall, in time for full community
discussion before the Board frames proposals and holds pub-
lic hearings on items for the next Town Meeting.
A PRELIMINAHY GENERAL PLAN FOR NORWELL
The Preliminary Qeneral Plan presented on this page has as Its purpose to
help to achieve the goals listed on the first page of this leaflet.
The Dlan Is not a proposed zoning map (though It may be used to guide fu-
ture changes In zoning). It le, rather, a generalized description of the way
Norwell should develoD by 1975.
This le not a comnletely ideal plan. It tries to be practical. It proDoses
a scheme of development that the Town can achieve" and afford, If Norwell decides
that this Is what It wants. To make the clan come true, the Town must use all
the tools It has: the zoning by-law, subdivision controls, and careful spending
of limited tax resources on land purchase and public works, only where and when
they will do the most good.
This Is not a "final" plan, for Norwell will go on growing and changing
long after 1975. That date was chosen, because It Is about as far ahead as we
can see at all clearly. Before then, things will probably happen that we do not
foresee; the plan will have to be revised and kept alive.
Long-range planning is not something that a Town does only once. If Norwell
wants to keep control of Its future, the process of looking ahead must be con-
tinuous. The goals of planning, however, are likely to be more permanent.
WHAT KIND OF TOWN?
The Planning Board believes that it speaks for the majority of Norwell citi-
zens In saying that Norwell wants to be In the future the same kind of town that
It Is today — only better.
The list of goals on the previous page spells this out: a residential com-
munity, of open and rural character, with only such nonresidential usee as are
needed to serve the citizens. Other commerce and Industry should be let In only
If and where it will be a tax asset without destroying the character and quality
of the Town.
Recent growth, however, is endangering the Town's rural character. There Is
still Plenty of empty land, but the new houses are tending to line all the ex-
isting roads. If this keeps on, as people go to and from their houses or look
out their windows they will not see any "country" — only suburb. This suggests
the need to work out new ways of guiding the development that will occur in the
future.
ORO'^TH - WHAT KIND OF PEOPLE?
Norwell is now made up of all kinds of people: a wide range of income
groups; small families and large, living in houses from small to big; "old" fam-
ilies and "new" families; houses grouped in "village" clusters, and houses iso-
lated in the country.
This variety is normal and healthy. Norwell wants to keep it.
Recent growth, since World War II, has been rapid. The Town has been caught
up in the surge of metronolitan expansion, which is bound to continue in the yearc
ahead.
Most of the new families that have come to Norwell have young chll'lren. This,
Indeed, is why they came. Single people, and couples too young or too old to
have children of school age, tend to stay in the central part of the metroDolltan
area.
This is something that will probably continue. Towns like Norwell vlll be
the bedrooms and nurerles for Greater Boston. Norwell cannot hope to return to
the days when it was a small, independent rural community; it will become more
and more a part, and specialized, part, of the metropolis.
For a number of years to come, therefore, Norwell's average family size wlU
continue to Increase, as will the proportion of the total population that is of
school age. This poses special problems of schools and recreation.
GROWTH - HOW MANY PEOPLE? HOW SOON?
Pressures for growth in the future will be even greater than in the past.
The completion of the Southeast Expressway, with an interchange at Route 123(Main Street) in Hanover Just beyond the Norwell line, will bring Norwell even
closer to Boston and to employment opportunities throughout the region.
It is not possible to predict future population accurately, for a town with
so large an undeveloped area as Norwell, which is so small a part of the metro-
politan area. It is possible, however, to make a reasonable guess st the prob-
able upper and lower limits of future growth.
Judging by what has been happening within Norwell, it is reasonable to ex-pect future growth to range between 50 and 75 new houses each year. From 1950
^ average was 70; the rate has fallen off slightly. The average to
1975 will not be less than 50; it could be higher than 75. Making a reasonable
°" ange of 1975 population from 7,500

Juriplnp by what has been haopenlnp- to this nsrt of the
metro-DOlltan area, Norv;ell has been provlnp faster than the
eubreplon. Using reasonable forecasts for Sreater Boston as
a whole and for this part of It, If Norwell's share continues
to Increase at the same rate Its range of 1975 population
would be from 9,000 to 16,000.
Under the foreseeable pressure for development. It will
probably be Impossible to hold the 1975 population below
7,500. Rapid grov/th, however — to reach the high 16,0C0
flpure — would Intensify present problems of providing
enough schools and of preserving rural character.
As a basis for planning, it Is sensible to choose a
rate of growth that will be most favorable for Norwell. This
Preliminary Cleneral Plan alms at a 1975 population of 10,000:
construction of about 1,500 new houses by that time, and a
total of about 2,700 families.
RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
At present only 8h0 acres — 6% of the total land area
— is in residential use. Bulldable undeveloped land, not
counting swamps and steep slopes, amounts to 8,U60 acres.
The preliminary plan proposes that half of the new
growth be concentrated In four general areas. Three are al-
ready definable concentrations: the small-lot area along
Route 3, the area around Norvrell Center, and the area at the
southern end of Town. The fourth area proposed Is around
Main and South Streets not far from the Interchange with the
new Expressway; this will soon become the most accessible
part of the whole Town.
The idea Is to permit and encourage development around the
center of each of these areas on smaller lots, averaging
about of an acre (still large enough not to require a
sewer system). This Is to promote economy of both public
and private development and service costs, and to maintain
the rural qualities of large open space and undisturbed woods
and farm land elsewhere.
It is expected that about half of the new houses, how-
ever, would be built on larger lots (averaging 2 acres),
along existing roads av/ay from these centers, and in new
large-lot subdivisions.
There would also be some scattered building in open
land, with holdings of 5 acres or more. Most of the land
shown in white on the plan, hov;ever, would still be open
and rural by 1975.
The total of new land that would be developed to bring
the population to 10,000 would be about 1,100 acres, less
than 15^ of the available bulldable empty land.
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
The increased population will need added business ser-
vices. At present about 35 acres are devoted to Business
use, along Route 3 and in Norwell Center.
The plan proposes concentration of business growth in
two locations along Route 3, expansion of Norviell Center,
and a new neighborhood-service center at South and Main
Streets to serve the proposed new "neighborhood" there.
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
An area for light industrial development is tentatively
proposed west of the planned Expressway, in a section well
insulated from residential areas.
Economic studies still to be undertaken will throw need-
ed light on whether Industry can be practically encouraged
in Norwell. The Town, however, neither needs nor wants ex-
tensive industrial development.
With a population more than doubled by 1975, Norwell
will need a greatly expanded school plant. It is estimated
that there will be nearly 1,700 children of elementary school
age, 700 in Junior high school, and 550 In senior high school.
The plan proposes four sites for elementary schools:
the two present sites, one in the Norwell Center area, and
one in the southern part of Town.
Hovt many buildings should be built by 1975 depends on
educational decisions on the best school size. The need will
be for about 65 classrooms. This could be met by two 21-roombuildings (through additions) on the present sites, and eith-
er one 21-room building on one of the two new sites, or two
12-room buildings, one on each of the new sites.
Since growth will surely continue after 1975, all four
sites will eventually be needed. If the Town should decide
on small (12 to Ik room) schools, five sites would be needed
by 1975, and still more later. The present recommendation
Is for "campus"-type schools on not more than four sites,
each large enough so that expansion can take place without
crowding.
The plan also proposes two connected sites for the fu-
ture Junior and senior high schools, enlarging the present
high-school site. The number of pupils expected Justifies
large sites with expansion-room. This recommendation calls
for one "campus "-type Junior high school; if the Town de-
cided on smaller schools, two Junior high-school sites would
be needed.
RECREATION
Active recreation space, for organized games and sports,
is planned to be 'provided mostly at the school sites. A few
small new playgrounds may be needed near the recent new hous-
ing developments where lots are quite small. In other parts
of Town, lots are too large to provide neighborhood play-
grounds near all houses.
"Natural" recreation space is one of Norwell's great nat-
ural resources. If future generations are to enjoy it, land
at key locations must be preserved while it Is still unspoil-
ed.
The plan proposes a number of large natural reservations
along North River, in which small areas could be developed
for swimming, boating, and picnicking. Also shown is a wild-
life preserve on the east shore of Jacob's Pond, with oppor-
tunities for scouting and nature study. The plan also sup-
ports the proposed State Park at the north of the Town, to be
kept as a natural reserve.
At this stage, the planning responsibility is to recom-
mend that ample land be set aside to take care of any future
recreational needs, leaving to later years decisions on de-
tails of program and facility. Natural land and water areas,
if once lost to development, can never be recovered.
CIRCULATION
The plan depends principally on the present system of
streets and roads. Only a few new streets are shown, to bet-
ter connect the various parts of Norwell. It would be hoped
that most of these would be constructed as parts of new sub-
divisions.
With the building of the Expressway, this and the old
Route 3 will take care of the north-south travel needs of
this general area.
Still to be studied is the Impact on Main Street from
the Expressway, and increased travel from Scltuate to Boston
through Norwell. A two-lane road may not be enough. Alter-
natives would be a general widening all through Norwell, or
a new highway built to higher standards parallel to Main
Street, or some combination of widening and new route.
A PREUMINARY PLAN - PLEASE COMMENT
This plan has not been adopted by the Planning Board. It
is the first draft, prepared by the consultants for review by
the Board and the Town. Comments and criticisms will be wel-
comed during the next few months, while the Board is consid-
ering what changes should be made before going ahead with zon-
ing revisions and capital program studies.
Submitted by the NORWELL PLANNING BOARD
C. Herbert Repass, Chairman
H. Phillip Causer
Ralph H. Coleman
Albert Maverick III
Frederick C. Truelove, Clerk
February, 1958
Assisted by
Adams, Howard & Greeley
Planning Consultants
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THE RECREATION COMMISSION
Second Annual Report
To the Citizens of Norwell:
After months of negotiations with the Society for the Preservation
of New England Antiquities it became apparent in December of 1956
that the Recreation Commission would be able to obtain the use of the
land now known as Jacobs' Playfield. For those who are not ac-
quainted with this area, it is located near Assinippi, across Main Street
from Jacobs Pond and encompasses approximately 16 acres.
The Recreation Commission, anticipating the acquisition of this
land, placed Article No. 24 in the Warrant of the Annual Town Meet-
ing of March 1957. Article No. 24 requested $2,500.00 to start develop-
ment of the Jacobs' Playfield. Voters at the Town Meeting did not
pass this article so it appeared that the planned development would
have to be postponed for some time.
On April 24, 1957 the Commission entered into a 15-year lease
with the Society at the rental fee of $1.00 per year with an option for
renewal. The Commission felt at that time that despite the Town's
action in March that one of its most important functions was to ob-
tain land whenever possible at low cost for future development.
To the surprise of the Commission, shortly after signing the lease,
a volunteer group requested permission to develop a portion of the
overall plan at Jacobs' Playfield. The proposition was to build a
junior-size baseball field at their own expense.
The Commission gladly agreed and work began on June 2, 1957
on this project. A stone wall was removed and the rough grading was
completed before the drought made further work inadvisable. The re-
placing of the loam and final grading will be completed this Spring.
The seeding will probably be left to the Fall.
With that job well under way the Commission turned to another
problem. A committee appointed previous to the founding of the
Commission called the Recreation Planning Committee, had suggested
that certain lots in the Jacobs Lake Sub-division be set aside for a
play lot for small children. At the request of some of the residents,
the Commission asked permission from the Selectmen to make use of
certain lots on Prouty Avenue which the Town owned. Unfortunately
just prior to our request, one of the lots was sold. However, the Com-
mission was given permission to use lots 50, 51 and 52 on Prouty
Avenue.
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In order to make the best use of this land it was felt advisable to
erect playground equipment. Therefore, Article No. 12 was placed
in the Warrant of a Special Town Meeting held on October 14, 1957,
requesting $800.00 for this purpose. This article was approved by the
Town.
Bids were requested for a swing, slide, and basketball back-stop.
The following companies quoted for the above:
1. Milton Bradley $545.46
2. M. E. O'Brien 500.00
3. J. L. Hammett 440.30
The bid of J. L. Hammett was accepted. Subsequently quotations
were requested from several local contractors for grading, erection of
the purchased equipment, building a sand box, and supplying sand to
fill the box. No bids were received. Therefore the Commission di-
vided the work into two sections and accepted the following bids:
For erecting the purchased equipment and
building a sand box:—
Arthur Axon $235.00
For grading and supplying the required
sand:—
Joseph Pilalas $40.00
Work has been started on this project and, weather permitting,
will be completed by the Annual Town Meeting.
Investigations are still being carried on to find available land that
would be suitable for recreational purposes. The Commission feels
there is a particular need in the Norwell Homes area, however, the
search is not being confined to just this area, but is actually Town-
wide.
One more word about the Commission itself. The year began
with William G. Vinal as Chairman. However, he was forced to re-
sign as Chairman due to pressure of work on other Town Committees.
He did remain on the Commission as a member. Joseph Creedon then
stepped into the niche left by Mr. Vinal. Mr. Creedon proved to be a
very able Chairman and it was under his direction that most of the
work in this report was accomplished. Unfortunately for the Com-
mission, late in the Fall of 1957 Mr. Creedon was forced to resign al-
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together because his business made it necessary for him to move to
the Springfield, Mass. area. A new Chairman was elected but the
open position on the Commission had not been filled when this report
was written.
The Recreation Commission work this year will consist of com-
pleting the projects already started and to try to improve the recre-
ational facilities to the extent that seems advisable and that is consis-
tent with the budget requirements of the Town of Norwell.
Respectfully submitted,
JAMES T. KING, Chairman
MARY OSBORN KNAPP, Secretary
WILLIAM G. VINAL
JAMES ROBERTSON
JOSEPH S. CREEDON
Report of the South Shore Mosquito Control Project
To the Citizens of Norwell:
Submitted herewith is the report of the South Shore Mosquito
Control Project of its activities in the Town of Norwell for the year
ending December 31, 1957.
The Town of Norwell appropriated $7,350 for mosquito control
in 1957. This money was used for mosquito control in the Town of
Norwell by the South Shore Mosquito Control Project, a cooperative
eflFort embracing the City of Quincy, and Towns of Braintree, Cohasset,
Duxbury, Hingham, Hull, Marshfield, Norwell, Scituate and Wey-
mouth. In addition, the Project worked under contract for the U. S.
Naval Ammunition Depot. This government area lies in the middle
of our Project and thus affects four of our towns. The cooperation of
the Navy Department in this matter has, this past year, helped people
in this area and will in the future be of greater benefit.
Type of Control Program
The basic program of control continued to be based on drainage
in the off-season and larvaciding of all areas found to be breeding
during the mosquito season. This program was supplemented by ap-
plication of D.D.T. dust to selected areas during the period when the
swamps were frozen. Fog generators and a mist blower were used
to combat flying mosquitoes.
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Encephalitis
As a result of the dry weather and/or other factors not yet recog-
nized, Eastern Equine Encephalomyelitis did not appear in humans
in Massachusetts this past summer. However, since the threat is defin-
itely present, the Project has, the past year, acquired additional ground
equipment of the types most useful during Encephalitis outbreaks.
During the period when Encephalitis is most likely to occur, the Pro-
ject will be in contact with the Massachusetts Department of Health,
the U. S. Public Health Service and other mosquito control agencies
in a cooperative effort to recognize the danger signs so that work can
be directed against the suspected species of mosquitoes.
Last spring the U. S. Public Health Service established a research
laboratory at Taunton to study the disease. During the past summer
basic data was gathered, procedures established, and personnel
trained. The long term aims of this laboratory's work are incrimin-
ation of a vector or vectors, the development of means for recognizing
potentially dangerous years, and a method of attack to prevent
epidemics.
An area wide mosquito control effort is our only present defense
against the disease. The recent formation of a Plymouth County
Mosquito Control Project will be of great benefit to this Project. For
the first time we are completely surrounded by areas in control dis-
tricts and migrations of mosquitoes into the district will be reduced.
Aerial Spraying
The spring spraying of all fresh water swamps too large to be
treated by hand was done in the latter part of April.
2,584 acres were sprayed in the Town of Norwell.
Ground Spraying
The ground crews circulated on a schedule throughout their
sections of the Project. They varied from this circuit to treat in the
vicinity of complaints or to treat places found to be breeding by the
superintendent or the inspector. They then returned to their rounds.
Catchbasin Spraying
Three catchbasin units were operated the past season. These
units are compressed air sprayers mounted on three-wheeled motor-
cycles.
This phase of the work is particularly important in built up areas
since one drainage basin can produce thousands of mosquitoes per
week throughout the summer.
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Drainage
Since last summer was dry, less spraying was necessary, therefore
the crews were able to do ditching and stream clearance from time to
time. The addition of this work to regular off-season drainage will
save further spraying next summer.
In November the Project purchased a hydraulic trencher mounted
on a tractor suitable for use in marshy conditions. This machine will
be used in conjunction with the saltmarsh trench cleaner, as well as in
fresh marsh drainage work.
Adult Mosquito Control
During the past year an additional fogging machine was in oper-
ation and a donated mist blower was used. The present three adulti-
ciding machines will enable us to do spot adulticiding at a pace beyond
that of past years and will be good insurance in the event of an
Encephalitis outbreak.
Equipment on Hand
1 Ford F-350 truck
3 Ford F-250 trucks
1 Ford F-lOO truck
1 International 1 ton truck, four-wheel drive
1 Dodge 1 ton platform truck
1 Ford Ranchwagon - \
1 Oliver OC-6-68 tractor with scavel plow
1 Oliver OC-4-68 tractor with hydraulic trencher
1 Trailer for transporting tractors
1 Cushman Truckster (catchbasin unit)
2 Harley Davidson Servi-cars (catchbasin units)
3 50 gal. Bean hydraulic sprayers
2 Todd Insecticidal Fog Applicators
1 Lawrence Mist-blower
1 Hoffco power brushing tool
1 Gorman-Rupp centrifugal pump
1 Homelite power saw
Pack sprayers and dusters
Various hand ditching tools
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Plans for Winter
Throughout the months between the past and coming mosquito
breeding seasons much attention will be given to ditching. Work on
the saltmarsh will be done in the fall and early spring and the colder
winter months will be spent in the more protected fresh water areas.
When snow and ice conditions are right, prehatch dusting, as was
done the last four years, will be done.
In addition to the ground dusting noted above, further experi-
mental prehatch applications of D.D.T. dust will be made from the air.
Plymouth County Retirement System
The employees of the Project were accepted into the Plymouth
County Retirement System on January 1, 1957. The Commission feels
that having the employees enrolled in the System works to the benefit
of the Project since it lessens the likelihood of experienced employees
leaving to take other jobs.
Plans for Next Year
All phases of the work carried out in the past will continue. Catch-
basin spraying will be done with Dieldrin, a newer insecticide which
is eflFective longer than D.D.T. and thus reduces, by at least one, our
applications resulting in a modest saving in labor costs. This saving
can be used to further implement the policy of the Commission to
drain all feasible places and thus cut the cost of repetitive spraying.
This policy has made it possible to keep total expenditures at a con-
stant level in spite of increased labor and material costs.
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Report of the Board of Water Commissioners
To the Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen
:
The following is the report of the Board of Water Commissioners
for the year ending December 31, 1957.
GENERAL SYSTEMS AND SUPPLY
In July, 1956, the new supply well on Pleasant Street, the pumping
station, and the standpipe went into regular service, supplying munici-
pal water to all of the consumers connected to the mains, with the ex-
ception of approximately 50 water takers located on Tiffany Road and
River Street.
December 31, 1957 marks the end of 18 months of continuous
operation of our new water system. During this time water was
pumped, as follows:
1956 - first six months of operation: 20,000,000 gallons
1957 - twelve month of operation: 60,000,000 gallons
Minimum daily consumption — Approximately 350,000 gallons
Notwithstanding the drought conditions in Plymouth County dur-
ing 1957, your Board of Water Commissioners did not find it neces-
sary to place any restrictions on the use of water, and encountered no
difficulty in keeping an adequate supply and pressure at all times, for
both fire-fighting and domestic consumption.
The number of consumers has increased over the last few years,
as follows
:
Number, as of December 31, 1952: 400
1954: 441
1956: 600
1957: 725
We attribute part of the 1957 increase to the drought conditions
which affected many private wells.
NEW WATER SOURCES
During the past few years, your Board of Water Commissioners
has continued to search for new sources of underground water supply.
We have employed many methods of investigation, and sought advice
from many sources, and recently found indications of new under-
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ground supplies in an area oflF Grove Street, to the northwest. We
have had the water tested and it is of very high quaHty, and so far our
quantity tests are very encouraging, but we are sinking new test wells
in addition to the ones already put down, in order to give us positive
information of the extent of the area involved.
POLICY
The Board has issued outlines of policy from time to time. We
wish to point out that we welcome the comments of any interested
townspeople. We hope that if there are any questions in the minds of
any voters in regard to the department, that they will feel free to at-
tend a Board meeting to talk over such matters.
TIFFANY ROAD AREA
This area is still being supplied by the Town of Hanover, and we
wish to point out that this Board in its Annual Report in 1953 did ad-
vise the Town of Norwell that the Town of Hanover had notified the
Town of Norwell that they would not renew the water contract, which
expired on September 14, 1954, in its entirety, and they (Hanover)
would expect Norwell to find other sources of supply, as soon as pos-
sible, so that the demand on their (Hanover) system could be pro-
gressively decreased.
Your Board of Water Commissioners, subsequent to receipt of the
legal termination notice from the Town of Hanover to terminate the
water supply to the Tiffany Road area, inserted an Article in the
Warrant for the November 14 meeting of 1956, again in the regular
Town Meeting in 1957, and again in the October 14 meeting, which
Article in all cases was not approved by the Advisory Board, nor voted
by the Town of Norwell.
Subsequent to several meetings by the Water Boards of both
towns, there was a meeting held December 3, 1957 in Hanover, at
which time both Water Boards, as well as the Advisory Boards and
Boards of Selectmen of both towns were present, and as a result of
this meeting the consensus of opinion was that the matter should be
turned back to the two Water Boards for a solution, and agreement on
a program of installing water mains in River Street in Norwell, to con-
nect the present Norwell municipal system to the Tiffany Road area,
and thus relieve the Hanover system of this load.
The two Boards have agreed to a three-year program, whereby
the Norwell Board of Water Commissioners will complete the install-
ation of the mains, doing one third per year during the next three
years, and completing same by 1960; and the Hanover Board of Water
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Commissioners agree to supply the water for this area during that
period.
FINANCIAL
The size of the system continues to grow and with this growth its
expenses and income have both increased. The income from water
sales and meter rentals in 1957 is in round figures $23,500 and from
services $1,652.
Because of this increased activity it was necessary to ask the Ad-
visory Board for an additional $1,000, and the Selectmen for $1,500
for the General Expense Account, and $500 for the Services Account.
LAND-TAKING
The owners of the property which was taken for the location of
the Town Well were unwilling to accept the $3,500 awarded by the
Water Commissioners. They brought suit for damages for this prop-
erty, for $10,250. A trial was held and the jury awarded them $5,000.
The Board of Water Commissioners regret that George F. Cav-
anagh decided not to run for re-election to the Board in March, 1957.
Commissioner Cavanagh was one of the original Board of Water Com-
missioners voted into office when the system was started.
The Board of Water Commissioners and the Town of Norwell owe
Commissioner Cavanagh a debt of gratitude for the tremendous
amount of time, labor and effort which he put into the Water Depart-
ment, with very little compensation, for the benefit of the Town of
Norwell.
The Board of Water Commissioners welcomes the new Com-
missioner, Augustine J. Thibodeau, who has shown an aggressive in-
terest in the Water Department and its problems. We are fortLmate
to have his services, and although he was recently immobilized with
a heart attack, we look forward to a speedy recovery and renewal of
our mutual activities.
The Board wishes to express its appreciation of the townspeople's
cooperative spirit. The Department is experiencing the usual growing
pains that are so evident in other departments and activities of the
Town, and while we attempt to keep the townspeople informed of our
activities, we appreciate additional requests at any time for such in-
formation.
Respectfully submitted,
JACOB LEE TURNER, Chairman
EARLE F. ALLEN
AUGUSTINE J. THIBODEAU
Board of Water Commissioners.
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Report of the Board of Assessors
Continuing the comparisons that were drawn in 1954, 1955, and
1956, the following data is presented:
1956 1957
Gross Amount Raised $781,526.38 $760,499.75 — 3%
Amount raised by tax 422,030.80 519,511.24 + 22%
Real Estate Valuation 8,340,970.00 8,857,575.00 + 6%
Personal Property 395,880.00 371,090.00 — 6%
Increase in Tax Rate 48.00 56.00 + 16%
Number of Houses 1,325 1,379 + 4%
Number of Polls 1,331 1,353 + 16%
A comparison with the 1956 Report continues to show a decline in
the ratio of increased taxable property to an accelerating increase in
expenditures, which serves to increase the tax rate.
Personal Property
Requests for Abatement 9 Amount Abated $226.05
Requests Granted 8
Real Estate
Requests for Abatement 70
Requests Denied 12 Amount Abated $3,584.10
Requests Granted 58
Requests for Statutory Exemptions:
Requests Denied
Request Granted 76 Amount Exempted $8,762.32
The overlay fund for the current year was set at $12,000. The
Veterans' Exemptions account for approximately 2/3 of the overlay
fund and is fast nearing the point where it represents a dollar on the
Tax Rate.
The Roard of Assessors is asking for a substantial increase in their
Expense Account this year, in order to accelerate the collection of
data and the institution of new records, in order to provide the basis
for more equitable valuation of both land and buildings. Also, ad-
ditional funds are required to provide office facilities and equipment,
inasmuch as the Roards of Assessors, Selectmen, and Public Welfare
have been split to the extent that these increased facilities will be re-
quired in order for the officials to perform their duties; and in addition,
more clerical hours of work will be required to carry out the functions
of the split boards.
The Assessors have been very active during the past year in at-
tending the various state and county assessors association meetings, in
order to obtain as much help as possible from state officials and other
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assessors in connection with our accelerated program on the records
and valuation. Chairman of the Board Allen, and a new member, W.
Clarke Atwater, attended the Assessors' School held in Amherst, at the
University of Mass., under the auspices of the Bureau of Municipal
Research, which is held during September 4, 5, and 6, and both Asses-
sors were certified as having satisfactorily completed this course in
Assessment Procedures.
EARLE F. ALLEN, Chairman
THOMAS S. CANN
W. CLARKE ATWATER
1957 RECAPITULATION
TOWN
Appropriated at Annual Town Meeting
From Surplus
;676,295.75
54,764.02
STATE
State Parks and Reservations
State Audit of Municipal Accounts
Underestimates of 1956
COUNTY
County Tax
Tuberculosis Hospital Assessment
Underestimates of 1956
1,020.52
59.40
326.30
11,032.86
4,916.39
84.51
$731,059.77
1,406.22
Overlay of Current Year
16,033.76
12,000.00
$760,499.75
ESTIMATED RECEIPTS
Income Tax — School Aid $45,986.55
Income Tax — State Tax Apportionment 4,482.10
Corporation Taxes 9,497.61
Old Age Tax (Meals) 1,085.94
Motor Vehicle and Trailer Excise 42,822.32
Licenses 1,163.50
Fines 186.42
Taxes for State, County, and City or Town Purposes, Including Overlay
On Personal Estate $20,781.04
On Real Estate 496,024.20
On Polls 2,706.00
Total Taxes Assessed $519,511.24
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Special Assessments — Moth 60.00
Health and Sanitation 189.50
Charities (other than federal grants) 3,297.14
Old Age Assistance (other than
federal grants) 20,531.15
Veterans' Services 2,674.66
Schools 16,000.00
Water 14,070.27
Interest 701.98
State Assistance for School Contruction
(Chapter 64 5, Acts of 19 48) 22,317.90
Town Hall Rentals 567.00
185,634.04
Overestimates of previous year 590.45
Available Funds 54,764.02
240,988.51
Net Amount to be raised by Taxation $519,511.24
TABLE OF AGGREGATES
Number of Persons Assessed Indiv. Corp. Total
Personal Estate Only 28 12 40
Real Estate Only 1512 40 1552
Both Personal and Real Estate 81 25 106
Total Number of Persons Assessed 1698
Number of Polls Assessed 1353
Value of Assessed Personal Estate
Stock in Trade $79,775.00
Machinery 19,350.00
Live Stock 8,985.00
All other tangible
Personal Property 262,980.00
Total Value of Assessed Personal Estate
Value of Assessed Real Estate
Land, exclusive of
Buildings $1,195,850.00
Buildings, exclusive
of Land 7,661,725.00
Total Value of Assessed Real Estate
Total Valuation of Assessed Estate
Tax Rate per $1,000 $56.00
(School Tax
(General Tax
$28.00)
$28.00)
$371,090.00
8,857,575.00
$9,228,665.00
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Number of Live Stock Estimated Under Section 36, Chapter 59
Horses 25
Cows (Milch) 17
Yearlings 14
Swine 9
Sheep 9 5
Fowl 1800
All Other 124
Number of Acres of Land Assessed 12,160
Number of Dwelling Houses Assessed 1,379
Public Welfare Report— 1957
The number of cases of Welfare in all catagories remained about
the same as last year. Aid to Dependent Children seems to be the
catagory which might increase in the future. Costs for most cases
continue to increase due to Hospital and Medical expenditures. The
State has again changed the manner in which payments are made to
vendors, which increases the work-load of administration.
The Welfare Board has hired Mrs. Pearl Gilmore as Clerk-Stenog-
rapher under Civil Service.
Due to the resignation of Thomas T. Barstow from the Welfare
Board, a special election was held and Ralph H. Coleman was elected
to fill the unexpired term.
Total Appropriations - 1957 $38,080.00
Balance U. S. Grants Jan. 1, 1957 22,879.75
Receipts U. S. Grants in 1957 22,504.09
EXPENDITURES - 1957
Aid $51,302.55
Administration 7,158.63
Balances to Suplus Revenue 1,942.92
Balances to U. S. Grants Jan. 1, 1958 23,059.74
Total Expenditures - 1957 58,461.18
Estimated Share Federal, State and other Towns 41,955.98
Estimated Net Cost to Norwell for Aid and
Administration 16,505.20
Board of Public Welfare
THOMAS S. CANN
EARLE F. ALLEN
RALPH H. COLEMAN
HELEN E. NORRIS, Agent
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
School Committee
ERNEST W. HASKINS, JR., Chairman
NELLIE L. SPARRELL, Secretary
Professor WILLIAM G. VINAL
GEORGE H. WHITCHER, JR.
GUNVOR N. ARMSTRONG
Superintendent of Schools
CLIFTON E. BRADLEY
Office: Salmond School, Hanover, Tel. TA 6-2433
Residence: 339 Center St., Hanover Center, Tel. TA 6-2353
School Physician
RAYMOND G. VINAL, M. D.
School Nurse
CATHERINE A. ROE
School Dentists
DONALD W. PARSONS, D.M.D.
DONALD C. MacLEOD, D.M.D.
Janitors
ROBERT PIKE
HAROLD YOUNG
GORDON LAMBERT
GEORGE ALEXANDER
High School
High School
Elementary School
Grace F. Cole School
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SCHOOL CALENDAR
Dec. 21 - Jan. 4, 1958
January 6, 1958
February 22 — March 1
April 4
April 19-26
May 30
June 19
September 4, 1958
October 13
October 24
November 11
Nov. 26 (noon), 27 & 28
December 23
Dec. 24 - Jan. 3, 1959
January 5, 1959
February 16-20
1958-1959
Christmas Vacation
Elementary Schools open
Vacation — one week later than usual
Good Friday — No School
Vacation — one week later than usual
Memorial Day
Elementary Schools close
High School closes
Schools Open
Cokimbus Day observance
Teachers' Convention
Veterans' Day
Thanksgiving Recess
Full Day
Christmas Recess
Schools Open
Vacation
PRACTICAL ARTS COURSES
The State Department of Education sponsors a program of eve-
ning Practical Arts courses open to any adult resident of the Town.
These courses are planned to encourage the development of creative
leisure time activities.
In the fall of 1957 Norwell offered two beginners and one ad-
vanced class in sewing under the direction of Mrs. John P. Mc-
Donough, and a course in furniture refinishing under the direction of
Mr. C. May. These were three hour classes given one night a week
for two ten week periods. There will be an exhibition of the students
work at the end of the course, which will be open to the public.
A complete list of the courses offered by the state is available at
the office of the school superintendent. Any of these courses requested
by twelve or more may be offered in the 1957-58 program. The com-
mittee would welcome any suggestions from interested townspeople.
Respectfully submitted,
MARY HAKANSON
ROSEMARY CUNNINGHAM
WARREN WHEELER
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Report of Superintendent of Schools
It gives me pleasure to submit my fifteenth annual report to the
School Committee and the citizens of Norwell.
By far the most pressing educational problem is the keeping
ahead on our building program to take care of the rapidly increasing
school enrollments. If we are to maintain a good educational system
that will do for each child what every parent rightfully expects, then
we must always be two or three years ahead in the planning of to-
morrow's schools. Unfortunately schools do not get built until the
need has been demonstrated by overcrowding and temporary facil-
ities, with the net result that we are always in a critical position. Pro-
jected enrollments for the next several years amply prove that we need
more schools.
Three committees have been working on school building problems
this past year. The Elementary School Building Committee should
have an addition on the elementary school by the end of 1958. The
Regional School Study Committee has made its recommendation for
a Hanover-Norwell Regional High School. The over all study com-
mittee has several articles indicating that the Grace Farrar Cole ad-
dition committee should become active at once, and giving as an
alternate to the regional idea the building of its own high school. In-
creases in enrollments indicate that Norwell will have a continuing
building problem for several years to come.
Enrollments
Grades 1-12 Projected Enrollments
Oct. 1, 1951 518 1958 1197
1952 614 1959 1307
1953 699 1960 1409
1954 786 1961 1507
1955 870
1956 966
1957 1029
It is not difificult to understand what will continue to happen to
the Norwell enrollment. It is easiest explained by saying that our
entering groups will be from 150-160 children, while our graduating
groups are quite small, 31 this year, 51 next year, so that each year we
are picking up a net increase.
However, the changes are taking place at about four places, in-
stead of all at the bottom. We will have to increase the rooms as
L
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follows in September 1958— Seniors to two groups; Grade 7 to three
groups; Grade 6 possibly four groups and Grade 1, six groups.
We wiU immediately fill four of the six rooms when the new ele-
mentary addition is ready. By September 1959 we will be without
space unless a six-room addition is ready at the Grace Farrar Cole
School.
All around the country greater emphasis is being placed on the
teaching of mathematics and science. This is a laudable move, but an
equal or greater emphasis must be placed on the teaching of the
humanities, and the development of better statesmen. Thus history,
geography, language, economics and government all must be available
and be stressed. The man who bargains on an international level will
be just as important, or more so, than he who creates a missile. There-
fore, a change in the curricula of our secondary schools is to be ex-
pected. This will be a natural outgrowth of the increase in the size
of the class entering our secondary schools, whether local or regional,
and is aheady taking place.
The quality of education which we have in Norwell is determined
largely by the calibre of the teachers secured and retained. Each
year there is a great eflFort made to maintain the high standard of the
teaching staflF. Many factors contribute to this process of getting the
best possible teachers, but an adequate salary schedule puts us in a
competitive position. In August the School Committee voted a
$3,300.00 minimum, which became mandatory under the State law.
In December, after hearing the recommendation of a special Salary
Study Committee, the School Committee voted that its minimum on
January 1, 1958 would be $3,600.00 and that automatic raises, which
usually came in January, would be delayed until September. Since
bills have been placed in the legislature for a $4,000.00 minimum, it
would appear that the top in teachers salaries has not yet been reached.
Many communities in the State have been unable to secure fully
qualified teachers under the new certification law, and Norwell is no
exception. Such teachers are given a year to get their credentials in
order.
Two staff members retired this year. Mrs. Rose Vose, who has
been our commercial teacher since September 1949, retired in June,
but has returned a number of times during the fall as a substitute
teacher. Dr. Willis Parsons, who initiated our dental program retired
in December after serving the schools of Norwell for many years as
school dentist. We expect to see both of these fine people frequently
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since their interest and dedication to our Norwell youth will not cease
with their leaving.
There are 30 local pupils between the ages of 7-18 enrolled in
private schools, and 9 in parochial schools. Two pupils are attending
St. Coletta and another school where they can secure better individual
attention. Two pupils were attending agricultural and vocational
schools on October 1st and two more entered later. The private-
parochial school group comprise 3.7% of the total school age group.
Approximately 1/3 of the children entering our first grades have had
experience in a private kindergarten.
Both of the elementary buildings are making use of a special-help
teacher where pupils for various reasons are able to secure more in-
dividual help than they can get in the classroom. Emphasis is placed
on keeping these children in the regular grades situation, but supple-
menting their work in the area of their greatest need.
Budget With such rapid growth continuing budgets have no where
to go but up. Costs reflect greater numbers, increased general costs,
and rising teacher salaries. The additional State aid never keeps
abreast of the increase, but tax payers should realize that when they
vote the appropriation in Town Meeting that there is a general receipt
to the Town of approximately $77,500.00 which is used to reduce the
tax rate.
In addition we had a receipt of $9,149.49 Federal money from
Public Law 874 "in lieu of tax money for those children whose parents
work on federal property". This likewise reduces the amount needed
for schools.
Major repairs have been delayed to be done when workmen are
erecting the addition. The Elementary School exterior painting was
completed, and one room done. At the Cole School all work done was
covered by the builder s guarantee. Some work on the grounds will
go over until this spring, likewise under the guarantee. At the High
School, which is now 20 years old, replacement of water pipes will
have to be done, probably on a 2 or 3 year basis. Routine painting
should continue to be done on a yearly basis so that the worst is al-
ways being improved, and there is no great amount in any one year.
Schools belong to the people, therefore we expect to work very
closely with parents in keeping our schools on a high educational level.
It is encouraging when the P. T. A. and similar organizations work
directly with our schools. We are encouraged by the large number
of organizations which are giving thought to the schools, and financial
help to students through scholarships and awards.
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Reports of the various branches of the School Department follow.
School work must be done by dedicated people. I am proud to be a
part of this team, which this year is working with 1,029 Norwell pupils.
I especially appreciate the continued efforts of the School Committee
which seeks to have better schools for our people.
Respectfully submitted,
CLIFTON E. BRADLEY,
Supt. of Schools.
REPORT OF SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
Mr. Clifton E. Bradley,
Superintendent of Schools,
Norwell, Massachusetts
Dear Sir:
Please accept my report as school physician for 1957.
Regular physical examinations have been completed in the high
school, junior high school, and grades one and four in both Elementary
schools.
Routine eyesight and hearing tests were done, and growth
measurement recorded on the health cards.
Parents were notified of unusual or correctible physical defects.
Except for some colds, contagion continues to be generally less.
The Board of Health collaborated with immunizations against
Polio, Diphtheria, Tetanus and Pertussis.
In the past twenty years, I have noticed a definite trend of im-
proved health in our school children. Very few are unable to partici-
pate in the growing physical education program.
The very successful addition of track and cross country to the
High School athletic program is filling a competitive need in that age
group.
The present inadequate facilities will soon be more strained.
Miss Roe continues to be of great assistance on examinations, re-
cording and effective liaison with students, parents and teachers.
I recommend that the "school nurse" should be a full time position.
Sincerely yours,
RAYMOND G. VINAL, M. D.
School Physician
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REPORT OF THE HIGH SCHOOL PRINCIPAL
Mr. Clifton E. Bradley
Superintendent of Schools
Norwell, Massachusetts
Dear Mr. Bradley:
Herewith is submitted the annual report of the high-school
principal.
At present the high school building contains grades seven through
twelve, a natural and desirable educational unit. Grade six now oc-
cupies two classrooms pending the time there is available a sufficiency
of space in an elementary school building. We exist, educationally,
as a junior-senior high school, with grades seven and eight the junior
unit, and grades nine through twelve the senior high school. In terms
of numbers, there are currently 428 pupils attending classes in the
high school building. Projected figures indicate that grades seven
through twelve may enroll 952 pupils by the year 1968. This con-
dition of real and anticipated growth, of course, is one of the major
issues necessitating planning now for the extension of plant facilities
at the secondary level.
The junior high grades provide learning experiences in English,
social studies (American history and world geographv), science,
mathematics, literature, composition, spelling, writing, industrial arts,
home economics, music (vocal and instrumental), art and physical
education. The work at this level is departmentalized with the
faculty members working with the young people in their respective
areas of specialization. The junior high years constitute a period of
transition from pre-adolescence to a degree of maturity in the upper
grades. A school is a junior high school only to the extent in which
its courses of study and administration conform to the needs of the
adolescent youth. Your junior high school subscribes to this philos-
ophy and attempts to translate it into practical procedure during each
day of the school year.
The Norwell Senior High School offers three different approaches
to later Iffe situations. College preparatory subjects give to the college-
minded youth an adequacy of readiness to cope most satisfactorily
and successfully with the requirements of any post-secondary school.
Business or commercial subject offerings prepare the young person for
further training in the business area or for immediate vocational en-
deavor after high school graduation. General subject selections are
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offered to those pupils who have no manifest or immediate objectives
as such. These young people are carefully guided into areas that ap-
pear to best serve their abilities, interests and ambitions.
Subjects offered to senior high school pupils are college English
I, II, III and IV; general English I, II, III and IV; Latin I and II;
French I, II and III; algebra I and II; plane geometry; solid geometry;
trigonometry; general mathematics; review mathematics; general
science; biology; physics; chemistry; United States history; world
history; phychology; civics; problems of democracy; shorthand I and
II; typewriting I, II, and III; transcription; business machines; art;
mechanical drawing; engineering drawing; automotives; industrial
arts; home economics; food preparation and service; clothing; vocal
music; instrumental music; music appreciation; driver education; and
physical education.
As in the junior high school, work is departmentalized and the
teaching is by a competent, well-trained, and experienced staff.
In the area of the cocurricular a well-balanced program is offered.
Athletic activity includes soccer, softball, baseball, basketball, track,
volleyball, field hockey, and archery. Team contests between groups
within the school and between schools are organized and supervised
in the interests of good physical education. Gymnasium classes are
provided for all pupils. Club programs, assemblies, student council
activities. National Honor Society projects, and socials all supplement
the academic in the process of developing young people in their en-
tire personalities.
Believing that democratic society calls for alert and intelligent
leadership, the Norwell Junior-Senior High School has initiated a
plan for identifying those pupils who might be considered better-than-
average actually and/or potentially in academic achievement. These
superior pupils are exposed to an enrichment program in the areas of
their abilities and interests. They are given, with supervision and
guidance, the opportimities for exploration and research that strength-
en their understanding, increase their knowledge, and broaden their
perspective. We believe that this phase of education is vital to a sur-
viving and strong American way of life.
Educational and vocational guidance is an organized depart-
mental unit at Norwell High School. This department works intimately
with all the pupils to help them in planning for their future educa-
tional and vocational needs and in making school and life adjustments.
Guidance serves here as the word implies; it neither asserts nor directs,
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but rather assists young people to establish their own goals and ob-
jectives, and motivates and guides them along paths of endeavor com-
mensurate with their desires and capabilities.
Plant facilities at Norwell High School are now inadequate. Needs
in terms of space and equipment are apparent in relation to gym-
nasium, auditorium, laboratory, general classroom, and special purpose
areas. This writer recommends consideration of the advisability of
maintaining the present junior-senior high school as a junior high
school housing grades seven, eight, and nine; and the construction of
a new senior high school for the top three grades.
The Norwell Junior-Senior High School is no longer a small
school — not small in terms of pupil enrollment nor in the nature of
its operation. It offers a well-balanced program in the academic and
in the cocurricular. Educationally it is geared to grow with an in-
crease in pupil population and in compatibility with changing concepts
in an ever-shifting scene of world events. Provided with an adequacy
of physical plant, staff, and "tools of the trade", the Norwell educa-
tional system can continue to function to produce a pupil product
second to none.
I am very grateful to the Superintendent of Schools, the School
Committee, the faculty and staff members, and the citizens of the
Town of Norwell for their constant interest and cooperation.
Respectfully submitted,
FREDERICK A. SMALL,
Principal
Norwell High School
Mr. C. E. Bradley
Supt. of Schools
Hanover, Mass.
Dear Mr. Bradley:
Following four months of double sessions during which time we
experienced the utmost cooperation from Mrs. Osborn and staff at
Norwell Elementary School, the student body and faculty of Ridge
Hill moved into their beautiful new building.
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The thrill of a new building was felt by both pupils and faculty
and after a short period of adjustment teaching and learning sched-
ules resumed.
On March 3, 1957, dedication of the building took place and it
was officially named Grace Farrar Cole School in honor of a teacher
whose life work was well appreciated by the people of Norwell.
From January through June of 1957, ten of our twelve rooms were
occupied. At present all twelve classrooms are occupied and we also
have a very active remedial reading room. The following table will
show the distribution of pupils in Grace Farrar Cole School as of
December 17, 1957:
Gr. 1 Gr. 2 Gr. 3 Gr. 4 Gr. 5 Gr. 6 Total
78 61 43 44 42 33 301
The greatest number of pupils in any one classroom is now thirty-
three and the least is twenty-one. Come next September, it appears
we will be in need of two more classrooms. Tentative plans have been
made for the use of the cafeteria and the auditorium as classrooms to
handle a fifth and a sixth grade class.
In the fall Miss Jean Murray and Mrs. Janet German became our
new first grade teachers. Mrs. Jean McCusker, second grade, replaced
Mrs. Grace Alvey who now is handling our extra help program. Mrs.
Rachel Hardin is teaching fifth grade along with Mrs. Victoria Hunt
who returned in September after teaching our sixth grade during the
months of May and June. Mr. Everett Leonard is now our sixth grade
teacher.
We are very pleased with the helpful and enthusiastic cooperation
we are receiving from our "room mothers". Our thanks go to the
P.T.A. for supplying the initiative in starting this system and to the
many parents who have volunteered their services that it may be a
success. We trust this cooperation will continue to grow thus making
our system of education ever stronger.
Academically speaking the first and foremost job of the elemen-
tary school is to teach each child how to read. Reading consists not
only of sounding out words on a written page but more important, an
ability to think. A good reader is one who reads thoughtfully and this
is what we are endeavoring to produce from each of our pupils. With
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this goal in mind Cole School has initiated a special help program
directed by Mrs. Grace Alvey. Sometimes referred to as remedial
reading, in actuality it encompasses a far greater territory. This plan
provides,—
1. Testing
2. Phonic help for all grades
3. Remedial reading
4. Speech assistance
5. Teacher guidance
6. Parent conferences
Since September a testing program has been put into efiFect where-
by all first grade pupils received a readiness test in October and an-
other in January. Mental ability tests are now given in the second and
again in the fifth grade so that each child will have received two tests
before leaving for junior high school. Achievement tests are given in
May of each school year and are most helpful in showing the accom-
plishments and weaknesses of each individual so that instruction may
be applied accordingly.
Also, in recognition of the advancing educational standards, we
are developing an over-all library service in fiction, non-fiction, and
research for students and faculty.
The faculty of Cole School wishes to thank all of you— taxpayers,
building committee, school committee, and school administrators who
are making it possible for us to guide the learning activities of your
children in such a wonderful educational environment.
It was a pleasure to see so many parents attend open house
November 13 and 14, held in recognition of National Education Week.
The faculty welcomes opportunities to discuss mutual interests with
parents. If we may be of service please do not hesitate to call us.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM W. HAYS, Principal
Grace Farrar Cole School
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Mr. Clifton E. Bradley
Superintendent of Schools
Hanover, Massachusetts
Dear Sir:
Herewith is the annual report from the Norwell Elementary
School, Main Street.
Our enrollment when school started in September was 294. At
present it is 304.
We were very fortunate in having all teachers return in Septem-
ber. This always tends to make an easy, pleasant and profitable start.
Only favorable reports have been received concerning our new
report card.
Many parents took advantage of our Open House during National
Education Week and visited school. Ninety per cent of the pupils
were represented either by parents or grandparents. We were pleased
to see so many fathers.
Last June, we had Visitation Day for first graders entering in
September. This proved very helpful to the little folks and made our
"first day" in September run very smoothly.
We have cooperated with the Board of Health when they gave
Booster and Polio Shots.
The testing of eyes and ears has been carried on as in former
years. The school physician has given the physical examinations.
The attendance has been very good except for a few days this
last fall when an "epidemic" raced through our building. Then nearly
one third of the children were absent.
The usual field trips were taken in the spring. The following
places were visited: the Children's Museum, King's Castle, Plymouth
Cordage and the Maparium at the Christian Science Publishing
Society.
This year each room has been allotted a room mother. This has
worked out very well and they have proved very helpful. This pro-
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ject was worked out by Mrs. William Cook, working through our
P. T. A.
We are short of room and hope that this situation will be taken
care of soon.
I feel that this year has been a very successful one. Standards
are being kept high. Our pupils compare favorably with those enter-
ing from other schools.
In closing, I wish to thank the school committee, superintendent,
and school personnel for the unfailing support which they have given
me.
Respectfully submitted,
ELLA F. OSBORN, Principal
Norwell Elementary School
REPORT OF THE SCHOOL DENTIST
AND SCHOOL HYGIENIST
To the Board of Health and
Superintendent of Schools
Norwell, Massachusetts
Gentlemen:
This report marks the end of a 31 year period that I have served
as your school dentist.
Many thanks for the co-operation of teachers, parents, school
officials, school nurse and the Board of Health. All have united to
make my efforts for the children a little easier.
With the increased enrollment of pupils, it has become harder to
complete the pupils in all grades.
Increased educational work by the hygenist and referral to private
dentists may be the answer in relieving some of the clinic load.
Respectfully submitted,
W. B. PARSONS, D.M.D.
LILLIAN HIGGINS, D.H.
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REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
Mr. Clifton E. Bradley
Superintendent of Schools
Norwell, Massachusetts
Dear Sir:
The following is the report of the School Nurse for 1957:
Assisted School Physician with Physical Examination of pupils in
Grades 1 and 4, 8-12.
Number of reportable defects 43
Number of reportable defects corrected 19
Number of visits to school 540
Number of pupils given first aid 297
Number of visits to homes of school children 201
Number of ill cliildren transported to their homes 113
Number of sanitary inspections 16
Grades 1 through 12 given Massachusetts Vision test
Grades 1 through 12 ears tested with Audiometer
Number of children given triple Antigen Booster Injection 262
Respectfully submitted,
CATHERINE A. ROE, School Nurse
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ENROLLMENT — October 1, 1957
Grade Elementary Grace F. Cole High School Totals
i 34 26 14/
1 33 27
1 27
2 ZD ooOZ 111
2 24 2Q
3 33 20 106
3 31 22
4 29 21 . 102
4 - 30 22
5 29 . 21 102
5 31 21
6 34 35 102
6 33
7 38 74
7 36
8 36 82
8 38
9 35 70
9 35
10 19 58
10 19
10 20
11 26 52
11 26
12 31 31
Total 300 302 427 1029
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SCHOOL COMMITTEE REPORT — 1957
To the Residents of Norwell:—
At the March, 1957 meeting of the Committee the following
officers were chosen:
Ernest W. Haskins, Jr., Chairman
Nellie L. Sparrell, Secretary
In accordance with the Town By-Laws the Committee has given
public notice that it would receive bids on all material and services on
jobs amounting to $300.00 or over. All bids received were opened
publicly, recorded and the successful bidder notified. They are as
follows
:
Milk — Homogenized in M Pint containers
Hood Milk Co.
$.0685 (firm for 1 year)
White Bros.
$.0545 (in glass bottles)
$.059 (in paper cartons firm for 1 year)
Homestead Farms
$.0675 firm except if milk goes up, then up Ic per quart
$.065 Homogenized & DV. unless price change, then
Ic quart
Voted contract be awarded White Bros, for 1 year.
Fuel
Brockton Ice & Coal Co.
No. 5 Fuel Oil for all three schools $4.03 per barrel
N. E. Petroleum Association
No. 5 Fuel Oil for all three schools $4.11 per barrel
Bridgewater Ice & Coal Co.
No. 5 Fuel Oil for all three schools $4.06 per barrel
Contract awarded to Brockton Ice & Coal Co. at $4.03 per barrel.
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Painting Exterior Elementary School
Allen Hoyt $300.00
W. C. Hamilton 766.00
Tow Line Contracting Co. 685.00
Doll Painting Co. 822.00
Contract awarded Allen Hoyt for $300.00.
Removal of Stumps and Logs at Cole School
William H. Mason $796.00
Breen & Co. 775.00
Kenneth H. Gauley 320.00
Contract awarded Kenneth H. Gauley for $320.00.
Your committee has been actively engaged in the neighborhood
discussions of many phases of education. Members have attended
meetings in Scituate, Hanson and at Boston University to study salary
discussions, Regional High School for Hanover and Norwell and
Regional Vocational School.
One member served on the Regional High School Survey Com-
mittee, another served on the Elementary Addition Building Com-
mittee, one on Regional Vocational School, one on Long Range School
planning and a fifth on the Salary Study Committee; reports of which
will be found elsewhere.
The question of whether the Superintendence Union of Hanson,
Hanover and Norwell should be dissolved was studied. At a joint
meeting of the Union Committee it was voted to continue the Union
as all the committee felt it unwise to dissolve at this time when many
other problems confront us.
To relieve the load carried by the Superintendent in Norwell, we
have appointed Frederick A. Small, our High School principal as
Assistant Superintendent of Schools working under and with Mr.
Bradley.
The question of Teachers' Salaries was studied by a committee
consisting of one member from each of the following: Advisory Board,
School Committee, Teachers' Club, P.T.A., one at large and Superin-
tendent ex-oflficio. This Salary Committee made the following pre-
liminary report: "On July 30, 1957, the Salary Study Committee voted
to recommend the following salary changes in the 1953 salary schedule
and that this revision go into effect on September 1, 1957.
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No Degree Bachelor's Degree Master's Degree
1 $3,100.00^ $3,300.00 $3,500.00
2 3,300.00 3,500.00 3,700.00
3 3,500.00 3,700.00 3,900.00
4 3,700.00 3,900.00 4,100.00
5 3,900.00 4,100.00 4,300.00
6 4,000.00 4,200.00 4,400.00
7 4,100.00 4,300.00 4,500.00
8 4,200.00 4,400.00 4,600.00
9 4,300.00 4,500.00 4,700.00
10 4,400.00 4,600.00 4,800.00
11 4,700.00 4,900.00
12 4,800.00 5,000.00
13 4,900.00 5,100.00
14 5,000.00 5,200.00
15 5,100.00 5,300.00
The reasons for this revision are:
1. The State Law requires a minimum of $3,300.00.
2. The salary schedule of 1953 recommends that the maximums be
raised whenever the minimum is increased.
3. The new law takes effect on or about September 17, 1957.
This committee realizes that the recommended revision will not
put Norwell on a competitive basis with other towns in this vicinity.
Hence, this revision is temporary and will allow this committee suffi-
cient time to work out a more permanent salary schedule this Fall."
The School Committee voted to accept the report and to establish
the minimum salary at $3,300.00.
The Salary Committee continued their study through the fall, and
after checking with other communities in the area, it was found neces-
sary to raise the schedule to $3,600.00 for the bachelor's degree, and
$3,800.00 for the master's degree. This was recommended to the
School Committee and was adopted to be effective January 1, 1958.
An Elementary School Addition Committee consisting of Robert
Kroeger, Clinton MacCoy, Edmund V. Anderson, Reginald Smith and
George H. Whitcher, Jr. was appointed by the Selectmen and School
Committee acting jointly and George H. Whitcher, Jr. chosen to repre-
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sent the School Committee. The Committee organized as follows
within 30 days after the Town Meeting: George H. Whitcher, Chair-
man, Robert H. Kroeger, Clerk. Five architects were interviewed and
the firm of Harold C. Knight Associates selected to draw up prelimin-
ary plans and specifications. These were accepted by the townspeople
at the Special Town Meeting and it was further voted that working
plans and specifications with firms bids be brought to another Special
Town Meeting.
With the start of 1958, one full year has passed with the Grace
Farrar Cole School in operation. Every room is now in use. By Sep-
tember 1958 it will be necessary to have makeshift classrooms in the
cafeteria and auditorium, thus shortchanging certain classes and cer-
tain activities curtailed until a new addition is completed. We feel
it is important to start planning for an addition immediately.
The grounds about Hatch's pond, in the rear of the Cole School,
were improved to provide a safer area for play. This coming year the
playfield will be ready for school and neighborhood recreation.
At the time of the removal of stumps and logs at Hatch's pond, Dr.
Vinal received a letter from Phillip Shute, owner of the land west of
the pond in which he wrote "At such time as the Town of Norwell is
ready to actually go ahead with a plan to clear the whole pond area
and make a recreation area, I would be willing to de^d to the town on
the westerly shore a strip of land approximately 100 feet deep from the
Norwell Shore line."
The School Committee endorses the idea that the town finish
cleaning the area and publicly acknowledges the generosity of Mr.
Shute's offer.
The Selectmen appointed two members of the School Committee
to serve as Norwell's representatives on the Plymouth Old Colony Day
Committee to welcome the Mayflower H. No money was appropri-
ated but donations were accepted and our High School band partici-
pated in the parade. A replica of the Town Seal mounted on two poles
was carried by two pupils at the head of the band. The band re-
splendent in new uniforms received very favorable comment.
Early in 1957 the Committee improved the Center Elementary
School playfield so it would be suitable for Little League baseball.
Supervisors of the League program further improved the grounds
by rolling the field and adding fencing. Thus the younger baseball
players did not conflict with the High School teams.
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One member of our Committee has served on the Regional High
School Survey Committee, visiting several Regional Schools, making
necessary trips to the State School Assistance Commission in Boston
and has made periodic reports to the School Committee which latter
group has met with the Regional Committee.
It was necessary to extend the transportation system. A bus now
covers Bowker Street and another goes into Norwell Homes.
From reports from all Committees studying the school situations
comes the overwhelming fact that Norwell must have more buildings
and facilities immediately.
The Long Range Study Committee has had many meetings and
after careful study of the tables of emollment present and future made
the following recommendations:
1. The present plan to add 6 rooms to the Central Elementary
be voted with all dispatch.
2. That Cole School needs 6 rooms by September 1959.
3. That High School facilities are needed. Two choices —
Town owned or Regional.
4. Do not recommend additions to present High School
building.
All minds must turn to the problem and come up with the best
possible solution for the Town and the pupils.
The citizens of Norwell must be made completely aware of the
needs for expanded school plant facilities. School administration has
"blueprinted" an educational plan to best serve the pupil population
over the next several years. It must be apparent, however, that books,
supplies, j>ersonnel, and buildings are essential to the functioning of
any educational plan and program. Norwell schools can provide any
educational service to any number of pupils provided the citizens can
and do support that service. Continuing high educational standards
depend on that support.
In closing this report, the Committee wishes to express its appre-
ciation for your support and solicit your continued interest and assist-
ance in the years to come.
NELLIE L. SPARRELL, Secretary
GUNVOR N. ARMSTRONG
WILLIAM G. VINAL
GEORGE H. WHITCHER, jR.
ERNEST W. HASKINS, JR.,' Chairman
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Report of Town Treasurer for Year 1957
RECEIPTS:
Balance January 1, 1957 $323,518.42
Received during the year 1,009,233.10
TOTAL $1,332,751.52
PAYMENTS:
Total of Warrants $1,082,573.33
Balance December 31, 1957 250,178.19
TOTAL $1,332,751.52
Eightieth Annual Report of Coffin Cemetery 8C Charity Fund
Amount of Fund $2,000.
Interest available January 1, 1957 $838.09
Interest added during 1957 87.75
$925.84
Withdrawn during 1957 105.00
Interest available January 1, 1958 $820.84
Seventy-Second Annual Report of Abigail T. Otis Poor Fund
Amount of Fund $2,000.
Interest available January 1, 1957 $460.49
Interest added during 1957 75.86
$536.35
Withdrawn during 1957 100.00
Interest available January 1, 1958 $436.35
Seventy-Second Annual Report of Abigail T. Otis Cemletery Fund
Amount of Fund $1,000.
Interest available January 1, 1957 $104.62
Interest added during 1957 34.78
$139.40
Withdrawn during 1957 5.00
Interest available January 1, 1958 $134.40
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Seventy-Second Annual Report of Abigail T. Otis Tomb Fund
Amount of Fund $500.
Interest available January 1, 1957 $56.60
Interest added during 1957 17.51
$74.11
Withdrawn during 1957 5.00
Interest available January 1, 1958 $69.11
Twenty-Ninth Annual Report of Annabel Wakefield Poor Fund
Amount of Fund $1,000.
Interest available January 1, 1957 $941.41
Interest added during 1957 59.51
$1,000.92
Withdrawn during 1957 100.00
Available January 1, 1958 $900.92
Twenty-Ninth Annual Report of Annabel Wakefield Library Fund
Amount of Fund $100.
Interest available January 1, 1957 $11.26
Interest added during 1957 3.49
$14.75
Withdrawn during 1957 0.00
Interest available January 1, 1958 $14.75
Thirteenth Annual Report of Rehabilitation Fund
Balance of Fund January 1, 1957 $1,465.36
Interest added during 1957 46.14
$1,511.50
Withdrawn during 1957 0.00
Balance January 1, 1958 $1,511.50
Washington Street Cemetery Fund
Balance January 1, 1957 $4,599.25
Received for sale of lots 150.00
Interest added during 1957 146.35
$4,895.60
Withdrawn by vote of the Town 350.00
Balance of account January 1, 1958 $4,545.60
Fred B. Clapp Fund Benefit of Pinehurst Cemetery
Amount of Fund $1,000.
Interest added during 1957 $31.25
Paid to Pinehurst Cemetery 31.20
0.00
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Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds
Name of Fund Amount Income Wd. Available
Eliza Josselyn $200.00 $6.61 $6.61 $10.18
Samuel C. Cudworth 200.00 7.41 7.41 35.49
Prudence C. Delano 300.00 10.71 10.71 40.55
Nancy Hersey 100.00 3.28 3.28 4.47
Mary O. Robbins 200.00 6.74 6.74 14.78
Charles H. Merritt 100.00 3.18 3.18 1.02
Tames W. Sampson 250.00 8.25 8.25 12.23
Susan C. Damon 100.00 3.44 3.44 9.47
Davis Damon 100.00 3.60 3.60 14.90
Anson Robbins 100.00 3.45 3.45 10.09
George H. Bates 100.00 3.27 3.27 4.27
Adeline Payne and
Benjamin Jacobs 200.00 6.90 6.90 19.16
N. P. Brownell 150.00 4.76 4.76 1.10
George Otis Torrey 185.48 6.34 6.34 15.57
Leaffie B. Curtis Miller 150.00 5.03 6.00 12.25
Hosea J. Stockbridge 540.92 20.18 0.00 120.59
Rptspv Tnlman 100.00 3.41 0.00 12.31
George P. Clapp 100.00 3.91 0.00 28.74
Thomas Sampson 75.00 2.55 0.00 9.25
John H. Knapp 100.00 3.44 0.00 13.39
Albert S. Greene 200.00 10.27 0.00 136.80
Charles Tolman 300.00 11.18 0.00 66.71
ChesterS. Barker 100.00 3.51 0.00 14.86
Samuel D Stetson 75.00 2.43 0.00 5.11
Sarah T David 75.00 2.43 0.00 5.15
Melvin Little 200.00 6.96 0.00 28.02
F. Chamberlain & M. Tvler 100.00 3.44 0.00 13.06
Gad Leavitt 100.00 4.80 0.00 57.63
Samuel Eels 100.00 3.74 0.00 22.91
Abbie S. Bates 200.00 16.79 53.75 296.56
Olive Brigham 100.00 3.18 0.00 4.31
Benjamin P. Nichols* 75.00 2.49 0.00 7.09
Timothy Chapman 100.00 3.18 0.00 4.31
Lewis W. Kilburn 100.00 3.18 0.00 4.31
W. Wallace Earrar 200.00 6.36 5.80 2.84
Robert K. Stoddard 150.00 5.71 18.50 20.24
Wilbur Nichols 100.00 3.24 0.00 6.50
Henry L. Nichols 100.00 3.24 0.00 6.37
Charles E. Brewster 100.00 3.30 6.00 2.63
Maurice E. Pratt 100.00 3.32 0.00 9.15
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Name of Fund Amount Income Wd. Available
Vadilla A. Damon 200.00 6.74 0.00 20.83
Floretta Whiting 100.00 3.33 0.00 9.66
Peter Tomansen 50.00 1.70 0.00 6.35
Rufus H. Binney 200.00 6.73 0.00 20.56
Arthur Stoddard 100.00 3.33 0.00 9.66
Herbert T. Howard 100.00 3.33 0.00 9.66
NelHe & Willard Thatcher 50.00 1.70 0.00 6.35
Rufus H. Binney Flower Fund 200.00 6.84 5.00 22.06
Robert J. Coulter 100.00 3.33 0.00 9.66
John M. Hall Lot 41F 100.00 3.33 0.00 9.66
Mrs. Peter Larsen 100.00 3.33 0.00 9.66
Alice K. Henderson* 100.00 3.30 0.00 8.63
Walter A. Wood 90.00 3.08 0.00 11.46
John M. Hall Lot 34F 100.00 3.43 0.00 12.76
Chester A. Robinson 100.00 3.43 0.00 12.76
John R. Collamore 200.00 6.86 0.00 25.55
Louis W. Wheeler 100.00 3.43 0.00 12.76
Charles E. Chadwick 200.00 6.86 0.00 25.55
Conrad Willers 200.00 6.86 0.00 25.55
Walter R. Hall 100.00 3.35 0.00 9.87
Charles Holden 100.00 3.27 0.00 7.45
Martha E. French 100.00 3.33 6.66 3.00
Alpheus Thomas 100.00 3.33 8.33 1.33
George Wilder & Asa Vining 100.00 3.33 4.00 5.66
William Purtle 100.00 3.43 9.53 3.23
John J. McGrail 100.00 3.43 10.00 2.76
Albert L Farrar 200.00 6.86 10.00 15.55
Lillie C. Wilder 200.00 8.29 0.00 71.37
George V. Jackson 50.00 1.70 0.00 6.35
Lorenzo D. F. Marston 50.00 1.70 0.00 6.35
Hilda S. Currie 100.00 3.43 0.00 12.76
Niel D. Dwyer 100.00 3.27 0.00 7.45
Ray Clark 150.00 4.84 0.00 8.67
H. Elizabeth Turner 150.00 4.84 0.00 8.67
Charles A. & Elizabeth Bates 100.00 3.33 0.00 9.52
Florence A. Wiggin 100.00 3.27 0.00 7.45
Joseph E. Reagan 200.00 6.40 0.00 9.79
George A. Poole 150.00 4.86 0.00 9.57
M. Josephine Farrar
Flower Fund 500.00 16.34 13.75 28.96
Bessie P. Keene 200.00 6.40 0.00 9.79
Eva Delaney 200.00 6.40 0.00 9.79
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Name of Fund Amount Income Wd. Available
Minot F. Williamson 200.00 6.40 0.00 9.79
Muriel Smellie 50.00 1.70 0.00 6.35
John W. Ekstrom 100.00 3.27 0.00 7.45
Anna M. Carey 200.00 6.49 0.00 12.88
Withers 100.00 3.28 0.00 8.26
Mabel T. Rowell 200.00 6.40 0.00 9.79
Truman C. Crowner 100.00 3.27 0.00 7.70
Albin J. Johnson 50.00 1.70 0.00 6.21
Charles Cutler 200.00 6.52 0.00 13i^3
Frank E. Lind and
Henry G. Burnside 200.00 6.40 0.00 9.70
William W. Leonard 200.00 6.49 8.35 4.38
W. H. Sharp 100.00 3.20 0.00 5.66
James F. Murray 30.00 1.00 0.00 3.14
Mrs. Henry Hines 50.00 1.68 0.00 5.00
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Young 100.00 3.33 0.00 9.71
Anna Curtis 200.00 6.52 0.00 14.13
Anna Curtis Flower Fund 100.00 3.17 3.00 2.73
J. W. and B. E. Hall 200.00 6.49 0.00 12.77
Thomas B. Gallagher 100.00 3.30 0.00 8.63
Mr. & Mrs. F. Winsor Damon 75.00 2.43 0.00 4.89
Mrs. Patrick Kerins 75.00 2.43 0.00 4.50
Bertha MacFadden 100.00 3.19 0.00 4.69
Gustaf A. Anderson 100.00 3.18 0.00 4.18
Herman H. Kenney 100.00 3.16 0.00 3.66
Carl W. Buckler 100.00 2.74 0.00 3.04
Sigurd and Belle Sjurson 50.00 0.85 0.00 0.95
Harold and Efhe Osborne 100.00 OTA0.14 u.uu 0.14
Mary Curtis 400.00 11.58 7.25 4.33
Henry N. Powers 200.00 5.28 0.00 5.28
Alexander Black 50.00 1.19 0.00 1.19
Edward P. Keefe 37F 50.00 1.06 0.00 1.06
Edward P. Keefe 36F 200.00 2.17 0.00 2.17
Wallace H. Damon 200.00 0.54 0.00 0.54
Ainslie Lot No. 85 200.00 0.54 0.00 0.54
Joseph R. Mason 200.00 1.63 0.00 1.63
Charles H. Pike 200.00 6.00 0.00 9.07
$16,346.40 $537.27 $253.86 $1,841.81
Respectfully submitted,
MARGARET CROWELL,
Town Treasurer.
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Report of the Planning Board
To the Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen
:
There was a significant reduction of activity during 1957 in the
subdivision of parcels of land in Norwell for residential use. The
Board examined and endorsed 40 plans not requiring approval under
the subdivision control law as compared to 64 during 1956. There was
a proportionate drop in the issuance of building permits.
The Board considered the use within the town of automotive type
trailers for occupancy as living or business purposes. We concluded
such use of trailers to be detrimental to the sound planning for de-
velopment of the town and an article amending the Zoning By-Law
forbidding such use was voted at the October 14, 1957 Special Town
Meeting.
The urgency and importance of the proposed Southeast Express-
way prompted the Board to call a joint meeting of the Planning Boards
of the towns of Rockland, Hingham, Hanover, Pembroke, Marshfield
and Norwell, to hear Mr. Whitcomb, Locations and Survey Engineer
of the Department of Public Works, speak on this subject. The meet-
ing was held at the Gushing Memorial Town Hall on August 29, 1957.
It was the general consensus of those present that the meeting was
very informative and worthwhile. We continue to keep in touch with
the Department of Public Works on this project and our planning
consultants are following these developments closely to ascertain its
efFect upon our long range planning program.
The long range planning program is now developing rapidly. In
March, 1956, the town voted 2,500. for this work. A considerable
amount of work was done by the Planning Board and in December,
1956 application was made to the Massachusetts Department of Gom-
merce for Federal Matching Funds under the Urban Planning Assist-
ance program. Approval was finally received and during November
and December, 1956 contracts were entered into between the Board,
the Department of Gommerce and the consulting firm of Adams,
Howard and Greeley of Gambridge. The fees for these services will
be $4,500 - of which Norwell will pay $2,250. - and matching Federal
Funds account for the balance. The following elements of work are
included:
A. Review the Existing Land Use study prepared previously by the
Planning Board.
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B. Prepare an analysis of future population and distribution.
C. Prepare an Economic Base study including an analysis of the in-
come and expenditure pattern and the probable impact of man-
ufacturing and commercial industries which might locate in town.
Also consider municipal cost and income in relation to the future
needs.
D. Review existing school facilities, sites and needs and prepare a
Plan with recommendations for future needs, sites and facilities.
E. Make a study of future needs for the community facilities and
present proposals and recommendations.
F. Prepare Preliminary General Plan of land use and circulation
covering also the above items:
1. As a basis for rezoning.
2. As a basis for residential, industrial and commercial
changes and development.
G. Prepare recommendations and general proposals for the revision
of the Zoning By-Law and Zoning map outlining the reasons for
these changes.
H. Prepare a Capital Improvement Program establishing priorities
for all major public improvements for a six-year period after con-
sultation with the Planning Board.
It is hoped that a preliminary report will be available by March,
1958. The work should be completed and final report published be-
fore the end of September, 1958.
It was with deep regret that the Board received and accepted the
resignation from the Planning Board of Charles H. Crombie in Decem-
ber, 1957. Mr. Crombie was more instrumental than any other individ-
ual' in the work of the Community Survey Committee on which he
served as Chairman. We were indeed fortunate, however, in filling
this vacancy with Mr. Albert Maverick, who was appointed jointly by
the Board of Selectmen and the Planning Board to serve until the next
regular town election, at which time the unexpired term will be
filled by election.
Respectfully submitted,
G. HERBERT REPASS, Chairman
H. PHILLIP CAUSER
RALPH H. COLEMAN
FREDERICK C. TRUELOVE, Clerk.
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Report of the Insurance Survey Committee
To the Citizens of Norwell:
Authorized by your vote under Article 44 at the 1957 Annual
Town Meeting, the Committee, in accordance with its instructions, re-
ports as follows:
Existing Insurance — As Disclosed by our Survey
School Department
Fire Insurance — All coverage is for Fire, Extended Coverage, Vandal-
ism and Malicious Mischief.
Buildings @ 80% Contents @ 90%
High School - Front Section $255,950.00 $51,285.00
High School - Rear Section 192,488.00 19,108.00
Elementary - Main Street 296,610.00 30,338.00
Elementary - High Street 324,000.00 40,960.00
$1,069,048.00 $141,691.00
This insurance is gradually being incorporated into a 5-year in-
stallment premium plan which originated August 1, 1956. All policies
not yet on the Master policy have been endorsed to cover as per the
schedule.
Other Insurance
Liability Insurance — Covering Superintendent of Schools and the
School Committee as follows:
Bodily Injury $10,000/20,000 on a per pupil basis
Driver Training Vehicle
Bodily Injury $25,000/100,000
Property Damage $5,000.
Medical Payments $500.
Fire and Theft Comprehensive
Collision $50 deductible
Student Protection Plan
Subscribed to on an individual basis by the parents. At no cost
to the Town of Norwell.
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Fire Department
Fire Insurance — Fire Stations and Contents. Including Extended
Coverage No. 4 @ 80%
Buildings Contents
Norwell Center $7,500.00 $500.00
Ridge Hill 10,000.00 1,000.00
Tiffany Road 7,500.00 500.00
All coverage in one policy on a 5-year installment premium basis.
Group Accident Insurance on Volunteers
Principal Sum $5,000.00
Medical Payments 2,000.00
Weekly Indemnity 40.00
Fleet Coverage on Fire Trucks — Liability
Bodily Injury $5,000/10,000
Property Damage 5,000
Material Damage on Fire Trucks
Fire, Lightning and Transportation, Theft — Broad Form. All
trucks in process of being incorporated in schedule.
Police Department
Automobile Liability on Cruiser
Bodily Injury $10,000/20,000
Property Damage 5,000
Fire and Theft Comprehensive
Collision $100 deductible
Group Insurance on Members
Principal Sum $5,000
Medical 2,000
Weekly Indemnity 40
Water Department
Fire Insurance
Stock in Town Hall Annex (Fire Ins. only) $3,000
Building Contents
Pump House - Pleasant St. $2,000.00 $4,000.00
Fire, Extended Coverage No. 4, Vandalism & Malicious Mischief.
Burglary
Mercantile Open Stock 3,000
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General Town Insurance
Workmen's Compensation — Statutory
Liability
Town Offices, Including Annex
Bodily Injury
Property Damage
Individual Bonds
Town Collector
Treasurer
Town Clerk
Asst. Treasurer
Burglary
Town Collector's Office
Messenger and Int(
Safe Burglary
Town Treasurer's Office
Broad Form, Monies & Securities, Inside $2,500
Broad Form, Monies & Securities, Outside 2,000
Fire Insurance
Building @ 80% Contents
Town Hall $100,000.00* $10,000.00
Town Hall Annex 12,000.00 None
Including Extended Coverage No. 4
* Subsequently Increased. See Note Below.
Early in its deliberations, through the offices of Donald Shepherd,
your committee had the advantage of a meeting with Mr. Roger Gates
of Wellesley, as an independent consultant, at no cost to the Town.
This provided an outside, unbiased scrutiny of the existing insurance.
The major portion of the insurables of the Town consists of the
school buildings and their contents. It was found that this insurance
began to be included in a master policy on the 5-year installment pre-
mium basis on August 1, 1956. Coverage outstanding on that date
will be added thereto as it expires. Had all existing coverage been
cancelled, higher rates would have applied for short terms and any
premiums returned would, by statute, have gone to the E & D account
rather than to the School Committee. The gradual change is thus not
$5,000/10,000
5,000
Donald C. Wilder
Margaret Crowell
Nellie L. Sparrell
Florence Baker
erior Robbery $5,000
5,000
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a drain on the school budget. The 5-year installment premium plan
provides definitely known premiums for 5 successive years and is the
lowest cost plan available.
* Note: The insurance on Gushing Memorial Town Hall was sub-
jected to considerable examination. The Town Hall was built as a
portion of a bequest by Miss Florence Gushing. The income from the
remainder of the bequest has been applied for maintenance of the
building. Thus the trustees of this fund have purchased insurance for
the Town Hall and contents by expenditures not appearing in the
Town records. Our investigation into these matters had two results:
1. A clarification of understanding between the Selectmen and the
trustees under the Gushing bequest.
2. The Selectmen have increased the fire insurance on Gushing
Memorial Town Hall from $100,000 to $130,000.
This higher figure has been determined on the same 80% co-
insurance basis as applies on the school buildings. $52,000 of
this insurance was instituted on the 5-year installment premium
plan in November, 1957. The remainder of the policies have
been modified by endorsement to provide for extended cover-
age No. 4. As they expire, we understand, they will be added
to the 5-year plan.
It should be noted that there is $10,000 insurance on Town Hall
contents. We have found no insurance on contents of the Town Hall
annex. The explanation offered here was that the several departments
using the annex had no budget funds for such insurance. This situ-
ation should be remedied in the 1958 budget provision.
During our consultation with Mr. Roger Gates, it developed that
there is available a special policy, only offered by one company, which
would provide comprehensive liability coverage, even for elected and
appointed individuals using privately registered vehicles while on
Town business. The cost of such insurance can only be determined
on the basis of a detailed questionnaire which is presently in the hands
of the Selectmen for completion.
Several quarters offered the suggestion that it would be desirable
to provide accident and/or compensation coverage for such elected
officials as Selectmen, Assessors, Members of the Board of Public Wel-
fare, Highway Surveyor, Tree Warden, Members of the Board of
Water Gommissioners and Fire Warden. There was some comment
that, by vote, the Town could extend the benefits of the Workmen's
Gompensation Act to such individuals. This possibility was explored
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and there was a firm denial by the Industrial Accident Board of any
such extension of benefits to such elected and supervisory officials.
Should any way appear subsequently to accomplish this end, your
committee will make appropriate recommendations.
It is the feeling of the committee that there should be included
in this insurance committee report the fact that there is available, un-
der Chapter 32B, group insurance for employees of the Town. This
may make available for employees Group Life Insurance and Acci-
dental Death Insurance and also may make available Blue Cross and
Blue Shield benefits together with Prolonged Illness coverages. If all
such coverages were made available for employees of the Town, the
maximum gross cost to the Town would approximate $50.00 per em-
ployee with a possible reduction of $10. to $15. per year from divi-
dends. However, the Town, in considering the adoption of such a
plan for its employees, should consider a gross cost of approximately
$50.00 per employee to be on the conservative side. Each employee
would also be permitted to buy coverage for his dependents by paying
the full cost thereof. It would seem to be beneficial that the Town
provide for its employees the benefits of Group Insurance as this today
is part of the American way of life and our Town employees do not
have the advantage of group coverages which are effective for em-
ployees in many other towns and which are available to most em-
ployees in industry.
It is known that some towns have elected to set up a single in-
surance schedule for all town insurance. This is usually administered
by the Selectmen. To do this would result, perhaps, in a minor saving
in total cost. It would greatly simplify paper work for brokers and
agents involved but it would also require the relinquishment, on the
part of the several autonomous boards and departments, of their in-
surance concerns to the Selectmen. In the light of the generally com-
plete and business-like handling of insurance by the several boards
and departments, we make no recommendation of this kind.
We express our appreciation for the cooperation we have had
from the various boards and agencies of the Town.
Respectfully submitted,
HORACE ROSS, Chairman
EVERETT F. OSBORNE
DONALD SHEPHERD
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Report of Town Collector
1957 Real Estate
Committed
Refunds
Overpayment
$496,081.04
3,278.22
.84
$499,360.10
Ret'd. to Treas.
Abated
Tax Titles
O. S. 12/31/5.7
$457,162.30
11,834.02
1,174.88
29,188.90
$499,360.10
O. S. 12/31/56
Refunds
Auditors Adjustment
1956 Real Estate
$22,806.84
417.12
4.00
$23,227.96
Ret'd. to Treas.
Abated
Tax Titles
O. S. 12/31/57
$22,365.64
457.20
373.92
31.20
$23,227.96
Committed
Refunds
1957 Personal Property
$20,809.04 Ret'd. to Treas.
.60 Abated
O. S. 12/31/57
$20,809.64
$19,155.40
156.80
1,497.44
$20,809.64
O. S. 12/31/56
Committed
Refunds
O. S. 12/31/56
Auditor Adjustment
Committed
1956 Personal Property
$410.32 Ret'd. to Treas.
Abated
$410.32
1957 Polls
$2,706.00
6.65
Ret'd. to Treas.
Abated
O. S. 12/31/57
$2,712.65
1956 Polls
$10.00
2.00
Ret'd. to Treas.
Abated
O. S. 12/31/57
$12.00
1957 Farm Animal Excise
$33.00 Ret'd. to Treas.
$341.07
69.25
$410.32
$2,328.65
332.00
52.00
$2,712.65
$6.00
4.00
2.00
;i2.oo
33.00
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Committed
Refunds
Overpaid
1957 Motor Vehicle Excise
$65,357.28
2,638.30
1.00
$67,996.58
Ret'd. to Treas.
Abated
O. S. 12/31/57
;55,212.94
5,523.86
7,259.78
167,996.58
O. S. 12/31/56
Committed
Refunds
1956 Motor Vehicle Excise
$8,984.68 Ret'd. to Treas.
13,131.85 Abated
9 66.01 Adjustment
$23,082.54
16,683.56
6,390.09
8.89
:23,082.54
1955 Motor Vehicle Excise
Abatements Cancelled $10.00 Ret'd. to Treas. $10.00
Committed
O. S. 12/31/56
1957 Moth
$60.00 Ret'd. to Treas.
O. S. 12/31/57
$60.00
1956 Moth
$7.00 Ret'd. to Treas.
;57.00
3.00
$60.00
$7.00
O. S. 12/31/56
Committed
Overpayments
Water Liens
$128.65
835.11
.10
Ret'd. to Treas.
O. S. 12/31/57
5963.86
$923.86
40.00
$963.86
O. S. 12/31/56
Committed
Refunds
O. S. 12/31/56
Committed
Water Rates
$3,044.51 Ret'd. to Treas.
23,305.30 Abated
28.69 Water Liens
O. S. 12/31/57
$26,378.50
Washington Strelet Cemetery
$136.50
353.50
Ret'd. to Treas.
Abated
O. S. 12/31/57
$21,145.88
261.49
835.11
4,136.02
$26,378.50
$374.50
21.00
94.50
$490.00 $490.00
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Old Age Assistance
O. S. 12/31/56
Committed
O. S. 12/31/56
Committed
O. S. 12/31/51
Committed
Committed
i361.07
325.98
Ret'd. to Treas.
O. S. 12/31/57
$687.05
Public Welfare
Ret'd. to Treas.$1,667.09
1,106.15
$2,773.24
Board of Health
5 442.05 Ret'd. to Treas.
117.72
$559.77
Trailer Fees
$2,052.00 Ret'd. to Treas.
William J. Leonard Memorial Library
O. S. 12/31/56
Committed
8.26 O. S. 12/31/57
Refunds
Veterans' Benefits
$50.00 Ret'd. to Treas.
1955 Real Estate
$54.00 Abatements
$476.08
210.97
:687.05
$2,773.24
$2,773.24
$559.77
$559.77
;2,052.00
$8.26
$50.00
;54.00
Respectfully submitted.
DONALD C. WILDER,
Town Collector.
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Report of the Highway Surveyor
To the Selectmen of the Town of Norwell
Gentlemen;
The schedule of Chapter 81 was carried on under the supervision
of the State Engineers and an itemized report of same is printed.
The Bond Issue money, Chapter 718, was used with Chapter 90
money on Main Street, also under the supervision of the State En«
gineers.
The special appropriation of $3,000.00 for Old Oaken Bucket
Road completes the resurfacing of said road.
The Pleasant Street special appropriation for mix and place was
carried on in the usual manner.
On the special drainage appropriation of $3,000.00 for Norwell
Avenue and Main Street, $1,000.00 was used for Norwell Avenue and
the remaining $2,000.00 is being used with $6,000.00 which the Select-
men were able to obtain under Chapter 90 from the County and the
State, on Main Street.
Respectfully submitted,
PERRY H. OSBORN,
Highway Surveyor.
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Town Accountant's Report
To the Board of Selectmen
Gentlemen:
I submit herewith the annual report of the Town Accountant for
the year ended December 31, 1957.
The report is arranged and classified as prescribed by the Director
of Accounts and in accordance with Chapter 41, Section 61, General
Laws of Massachusetts. Following the listings of Receipts and Pay-
ments is a Recapitulation and Balance Sheet.
1957 Tax L/evy:
Poll
Personal
Real Estate
Receipts
GENERAL. REVENUE
$2,328.65
19,155.40
457,162.30
Previous Years' Tax Levies:
Poll
Personal
Real Estate
Tax Titles
Income Tax
Meals Tax
Corporation Tax
Court Fines
Licenses and Permits
6.00
341.07
21,585.19
727.53
4,302.03
1,136.00
12,798.40
73.00
1.170.00
$478,646.35
21,932.26
20,206.96
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Federal Grants:
Old Age Assistance 16,429.28
Aid to Dependent Children 2,285.68
Disability Assistance 2,026.25
Public Law 874 9,149.49
George-Barden Fund 400.00
30,290.70
State Grants:
School Building Assistance 29,491.18
School Aid—Chapter 70 G.L. 46,211.55
School Tuitions 693.18
School Superintendent 1,252.75
School Transportation 23,781.91
Vocational Training 301.11
Public Health 261.43
101,993.11
$653,069.38
COMMERCIAL REVENUE
Tax Title Releases $27.00
Sale of Fish Rights 8.00
Costs on Taxes 515.00
Municipal Lien Certificates 180.00
Collector's Petty Cash Refund 100.00
Sale of Residents' Lists 37.25
Board of Appeals — Fees 12.00
Planning Board — Fees 25.00
Sale of Maps 1.50
Town Hall Rentals 512.00
F. M. Gushing Fund 4,600.00
Transfer— F. M. Gushing Fund 4,600.00
Fire Dept. — Sale of Equipment 25.00
Sealer Weights and Measures Fees 55.40
Board of Health 549.05
Trailer Fees 2,052.00
Mass. — Highways 40,240.09
Mass. —Flood Relief 2,498.10
County — Highways 4,999.99
Disability Assistance 1,077.63
Public Welfare 1,449.39
Aid to Dependent Children 1,059.89
Old Age Assistance 17,627.86
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Veterans' Benefits 1,336.20
Scliool Lunch 34,511.65
School Lunch — Petty Cash 2 5.00
School Athletics 516.00
School Rentals 22.00
School -— Sale of Material and Equipment 567.18
School — Recoveries and Restitutions 160.18
Library Fines 2 6.49
Dog License Refund 1,059.42
Sale of Tax Possessions 6 50.00
Farm Animal Excise Tax 33.00
Moth Assessments 60.00
Motor Vehicle Excise Tax 72,690.98
Profit U. S. Notes 2,069.66
195,979.91
PUBLIC SERVICES
Water Revenue 21,145.88
Water Liens 9 23.86
Service Connections 1,652.00
23,721.74
Washington Street Cemetery 3 74.50
INTEREST
Interest on Taxes 762.93
Interest on Tax Titles 22.54
785.47
MUNICIPAL INDEBTEDNESS
Temporary Loan — In anticipation of revenue 75,000.00
AGENCY
Withholding Taxes 41,586.32
Retirement Fund 3,896.44
Mass. Hospital Service 3,039.50
School Employees Protection Plan 412.95
Dog Licenses for County 1,462.70
50,397.91
TRUST AND INVESTMENTS
Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds 1,430.11
Washington Street Cemetery 500.00
Trust Funds 11.00
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REFUNDS AND RECOVERIES
Civil Defense 79.50
Fire Department 1,808.72
Welfare Department 5,421.06
Water Department 270.75
School Department 158.84
Collector's Department 127.75
Veterans' Benefits 25.00
Selectmen's Department 65.75
Interest 5.71
7,963.08
Total Receipts $1,009,233.10
Cash Balance January 1, 1957 323,518.42
Total Receipts and Cash Balanct $1,332,751.52
PAYMENTS
MODERATOR — SALARY
Joseph M. Silvia $80.00
Appropriation 50.00
Transfers — Reserve Fund 30.00
80.00
SELECTMEN'S SALARIES
Chairman 192.66
Clerk 869.34
Members 900.00
1,962.00
To Revenue 38.00
• 2,000.00
Appropriation 2,000.00
SELECTMEN'S DEPT. — CLERK'S SALARY
Emily J. Paradise 1,144.00
Appropriation 1,144.00
SELECTMEN'S DEPT. — EXPENSES
Board — extra days 133.00
Board — expenses 200.15
Printing, Stationery, postage 19 2.93
Clerk Hire 12.50
Equipment Rental and Repairs 33.50
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Books
Recording Fees
Association Dues
Advertising
To Revenue
Appropriation
Transfer — Reserve Fund
45.00
61.30
31.00
11.75
721.13
16.87
488.00
250.00
738.00
738.00
SELECTMEN'S DEPT.
Signs
Express
SIGN ACCOUNT
528.30
25.22
To Revenue
Transfer — Reserve Fund
553.52
11.58
565.10
565.10
ACCOUNTANT'S SALARY
Harry L, Chase, Jr.
Appropriation
2,000.00
2,000.00
ACCOUNTANT'S DEPT.
Clerk Hire
Printing, Stationery and Postage
Dues and Attendance
Equipment and Repairs
Advertising
To Revenue
EXPENSES
23.75
36.33
7.00
52.70
4.50
124.28
.72
Appropriation
125.00
125.00
TOWN HALL CLERK
Edith P. Devine
To Revenue
Appropriation
SALARY
2,306.40
193.60
2,500.00
2,500.00
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TREASURER'S SALARY
Margaret Crowell 1,500.00
Appropriation 1,500.00
TREASURER'S DEPARTMENT — EXPENSES
Clerk Hire 2 5.31
Printing, Stationery and Postage 519.71
Bonds 264.00
Insurance 63.20
Dues and Attendance 25.28
Repairs 3 6.50
Certifications 4.00
938.00
To Revenue 62.00
1,000.00
Appropriation 1,000.00
19 57 TREASURER'S TAX TITLE ACCOUNT
Services and Expenses 24 7.42
Land Court Fees 3 5.00
282.42
Balance December 31, 1957 217.58
500.00
Appropriation 500.00
COLLECTOR'S SALARY
Donald C. Wilder 4,000.00
Appropriation 4,000.00
COLLECTOR'S DEPARTMENT — EXPENSES
Clerk Hire 1,089.93
Printing, Stationery and Postage 634.25
Bonds and Insurance 369.65
Petty Cash Advance 100.00
Recordings 138.00
Dues and Attendance 23.10
Advertising 60.76
Notary Fees 11.50
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Repairs 8 0.00
Express 5.85
Telephone 12 2.55
2,635.59
To Revenue 5.91
Appropriation 2,420.50
Transfer — Reserve Fund 121.00
Petty Cash Refund 100.00
ASSESSORS' SALARIES
Chairman 200.00
Clerk 1,200.00
Members 833.64
2,233.64
To Revenue 66.36
1,963.78
To Revenue 36.22
2,641.50
2,641.50
2,300.00
Appropriation 2,300.00
ASSESSORS' DEPARTMENT — CLERK'S SALARY
Emily J. Paradise 1,144.00
Appropriation 1,14 4.00
ASSESSORS' DEPARTMENT — EXPENSES
Board — extra days 322.00
Board — expenses 204.40
Clerk Hire 769.37
Printing, Stationery and Postage 3 27.71
Transfers 134.91
Books and Maps 51.74
Equipment 117.15
Equipment Rental and Repairs 27.50
Association Dues 9.00
2,000.00
Appropriation 2,000.00
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TOWN COUNSEL FEES
Choate, Hall and Stewart, Retainer Fees
Extra Legal Expenses
To Revenue
1,200.00
1,402.41
2,602.41
597.59
Appropriation
3,200.00
3,200.00
Nellie L. Sparrell
Appropriation
TOWN CLERKS SALARY
2,000.00
2,000.00
TOWN CLERK'S EXPENSES
Clerk Hire 533.93
Recording Fees 232.00
Bookbinding 8 7.50
Printing, Stationery and Postage 286.47
Bond 7.50
Dues 17.50
Repairs 11.25
Equipment 4.43
Advertising 31.00
Telephone 159.25
To Revenue
Appropriation
1,370.83
209.17
1,580.00
1.580.00
TOWN CLERK
Nellie L. Sparrell
Appropriation
OUT OF STATE TRAVEL
150.00
150.00
REGISTRARS' SALARIES
Charles G. Prouty
Harry G. Pinson
Ruth Murray
To Revenue
Appropriation
30.00
30.00
30.00
90.00
15.00
105.00
105.00
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ELECTION AND REGISTRATION DEPT. — CLERK'S SALARY
Nellie L. Sparrell 150.00
Appropriation 150.00
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT
ELECTION OFFICERS
Officers 320.00
Appropriation 200.00
Transfers — Reserve Fund 120.00
320.00
ELECTION AND REGISTRATION DEPARTMENT
EXPENSES
Clerk Hire "45.00
Janitor's Services 57.00
Street Listings 303.76
Printing, Stationery and Postage 348.03
753.79
To Revenue 446.21
1,200.00
Appropriation 1,200.00
PLANNING BOARD — EXPENSES
Dues 20.00
Advertising 22.05
Recording Fees 2.00
Printing, Stationery and Postage 3 2.15
Repairs 26.00
Equipment 110.00
212.20
To Revenue 37.80
250.00
Appropriation 250.00
PLANNING BOARD — REPORT
Adams, Howard and Greeley 250.00
Balance December 31, 1957 2,250.00
2,500.00
Balance January 1, 1957 2,500.00
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BOARD OF APPEALS — EXPENSES
Advertising 14.50
Printing, Stationery and Postage 13.25
27.75
To Revenue 122.25
150.00
Appropriation 150.00
PURCHASE OF WEST PROPERTY — ARTICLE 26
L. S. and B. S. West 15,000.00
Appropriation 15,000.00
INCIDENTAL EXPENDITURES
Clerk Hire 55.00
Dues 15.00
Equipment Rental 318.00
Materials 6.21
Moving Expenses 283.75
1957 Real Estate — Scituate 21.56
Snow Plowing 10.00
Recording Fees 101.71
Advertising 16.76
Licenses 25.00
Signs 50.00
Printing, Stationery and Postage 90.62
Bridge Expenses 230.55
Fuel 25.01
1,249.117
To Revenue 32.63
Appropriation 1,200.00
Transfer — Reserve Fund 81.80
TOWN HALL — JANITOR'S SALARY
Walter L. Brown — Salary 2,860.00
Overtime 1,189.00
Appropriations 3,660.00
Transfers —• Reserve Fund 389.00
1,281.80
1,281.80
4,049.00
4,049.00
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TOWN HALL EXPENSES
Labor
Fuel
Light and Power
Janitor's Supplies
Repairs
Insurance
Telephone
Equipment
Water
Rubbish Collections
Equipment Rental
To Revenue
Appropriation
00.75
68.01
44.86
89.39
62.80
19.29
00.55
73.50
19.05
18.00
5.00
2,901.20
98.80
000.00
000.00
TOWN HALL ANNEX
Walter L. Brown
Appropriation
JANITOR'S SALARY
3^^.00
360.00
TOWN HALL ANNEX
Rent
Light and Power
Fuel
Repairs
Water
Insurance
Janitor's Supplies
EXPENSES
750.00
178.17
480.55
683.62
22.00
183.63
3.00
To Revenue
Appropriation
Transfer — Reserve Fund
2,300.97
9.03
2,260.00
50.00
2,310.00
2,310.00
TOWN HALL ANNEX
Labor and Materials
Express
Appropriation
REPAIRS Article 15
394.68
5.32
400.00
400.00
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TOWN HALL ANNEX — REMODELLING — Article 27
Labor and Material 1,000.00
Appropriation 1,000.00
F. M. GUSHING MAINTENANCE FUND
Labor and Material 1,545.48
Transfer 4,600.00
6,145.48
Balance December 31, 1957 3,054.52
F. M. Gushing Fund Receipt 4,600.00
Transfer 4,600.00
1,832.66
To Revenue 3.74
9,200.00
9,200.00
POLIGE DEPARTMENT — GHIEF'S SALARY
Kenneth J. Bradeen 4,500.00
Appropriation 4,500.00
POLIGE DEPARTMENT— REGULAR POLICE
Theodore A. Baldwin 3,000.00
Appropriation 3,000.00
POLIGE DEPARTMENT — PAYROLLS
Payrolls 5,945.75
To Revenue 16.25
5,962.00
Appropriation 5,962.00
POLIGE DEPARTMENT — EXPENSES
Equipment and Repairs 532.19
Mileage 108.53
Dues and Attendance 111.50
Printing, Stationery and Postage 113.76
Telephone 377.68
Clerk Hire 275.00
Tuition 100.00
Books 18.00
Insurance 190.50
Gleaning 5.50
1,836.40
Appropriation 1,836.40
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
Insurance
Equipment
Gas, Oil and Repairs
To Revenue
Appropriation
CRUISER EXPENSE
154.41
237.00
2,495.51
2,886.92
37.76
2,924.68
2,924.68
POLICE DEPARTMENT —
Joseph's Garage
Balance December 31, 19 57
Appropriation
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Payrolls
Appropriation
Transfers -— Reserve Fund
To be raised in 1958 Levy
NEW CRUISER
1,879.00
121.00
PAYROLL
5,000.00
3,258.15
1,762.60
2,000.00
2,000.00
10,020.75
10,020.75
($2,500.00 Legal Overdraft Authorized)
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Stewards
Appropriation
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Light and Povv^er
Fuel
Telephone
Repairs
Dues and Attendance
Insurance
Material and Supplies
Water
Books and Subscriptions
Printing, Stationery and Postage
Gasoline, Oil and Repairs
To Revenue
Appropriation
Refund
STEWARDS
EXPENSES
403.66
645.27
1,107.17
555.88
27.50
1,351.08
227.62
66.34
17.85
107.00
1,757.83
6,267.20
1,275.65
7,540.00
2.85
720.00
720.00
7,542.85
7,542.85
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FIRE DEPARTMENT — GENERAL EQUIPMENT
Equipment 1,765.54
To Revenue 13 5.46
1,901.00
Appropriation 1,901.00
FIRE DEPARTMENT — ALARM SYSTEM
The Fairwood Co. 1,011.00
To be raised in 1958 Levy 1,011.00
($1,011.00 Legal overdraft authorized)
FIRE DEPARTMENT — NEW FIRE TRUCK
Maxim Motor Co. 13,317.38
Balance December 31, 1957 " ' 182.62
13,500.00
Appropriation. 13,500.00
FIRE STATION NO. 1 — ALTERATIONS
Labor and Material 2,300.00
Balance January 1, 1957 2,300.00
FIRE AND POLICE BUILDING COMMITTEE — EXPENSE
W. M. Gaffney Associates 150.00
Balance December 31, 1957 850.00
1,000.00
Balance January 1, 1957 1,000.00
SEALER OF WEIGHTS AND MEASURES
John D. Dickman 119.84
Equipment and Supplies 30.53
Insurance 24.63
175.00
Appropriation 175.00
TREE WARDEN
Labor 2,034.50
Equipment Rental 566.55
Trees 95.75
Equipment and Supplies 103.20
2,800.00
Appropriation 2,800.00
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J. M. Hackett
Transfer
TREE WARDEN
Reserve Fund
CHAIN SAW
439.25
439.25
DUTCH ELM DISEASE
Labor
Equipment Rental
Grasoline and Oil
Equipment and Repairs
Tree Topping
Appropriation
2,781.25
834.00
36.17
228.58
120.00
4,000.00
4,000.00
ELM TREE BEETLE
Labor
Equipment Rental
Equipment
Appropriation
380.00
117.00
3.00
500.00
500.00
MOTH
Labor
Equipment Rental
Sprays
Gasoline and Oil
Equipment and Repairs
To Revenue
Appropriation
Labor
Equipment Rental
Equipment and Repairs
Appropriation
MOWING BUSHES
1,006.75
259.50
448.36
43.06
41.53
1,799.20
.80
385.00
93.00
2.00
1,800.00
1,800.00
480.00
480.00
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SQUARES AND TRIANGLES
Labor 218.50
Equipment Rental 70.25
Material 10.00
298.75
To Revenue 1.25
300.00
Appropriation 300.00
TENT CATERPILLAR
Labor 190.00
Equipment Rental 60.00
250.00
Appropriation 250.00
MOSQUITO CONTROL
South Shore Mosquito Control 7,350.00
Appropriation 7,200.00
Appropriation 150.00
7,350.00
DOG OFFICER
Robert L. Molla 249.00
To Revenue 1.00
250.00
Appropriation 250.00
BOARD OF HEALTH — SALARIES
Chairman 150.00
Members 186.94
336.94
To Revenue 13.06
350.00
Appropriation 350.00
BOARD OF HEALTH — AID AND EXPENSES
Clerk Hire 10.32
Printing, Stationery and Postage 74.06
Board and Treatment 9 34.25
Medical Supplies 121.07
Professional Services 425.00
Laboratory Fees 32.00
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Board Members — Services and Expenses 288.50
Equipment 249.15
Express 1.93
2,136.28
To Revenue 549.72
2,686.00
Appropriation 2,686.00
INSPECTOR OF ANIMALS
R. E. Cugnasca 202.00
To Revenue 38.00
240.00
Appropriation 240.00
SCHOOL NURSE — SALARY
Catherine A. Roe 3,000.00
Appropriation 3,000.00
SCHOOL NURSE — TRANSPORTATION
Norwell Visiting Nurse Ass'n. 500.00
Appropriation 500.00
SCHOOL DENTIST — SALARY
Salary 2,360.00
Appropriation 2,200.00
Transfer — Reserve Fund 160.00
2,360.00
SCHOOL PHYSICIAN — SALARY
Raymond G. Vinal 720.00
Appropriation 720.00
SCHOOL DENTAL HYGIENIST
Salary 442.00
To Revenue 52.00
494.00
Appropriation 494.00
TOWN DUMP — SALARY
Clifford S. Wyman 585.00
To Revenue 195.00
780.00
Appropriation 780.00
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TOWN DUMP — EXPENSES
Labor and Materials 734.05
To Revenue 465.95
— 1,200.00
Appropriation 1,200.00
HIGHWAYS — TOWN
Labor 555.26
Equipment Rental 422.63
Sand, Gravel and Material 567.97
Equipment and Repairs 1,175.32
Express 4.30
Telephone 17.17
Fuel 165.47
Signs 91.88
3,000.00
Appropriation 3,000.00
HIGHWAYS — CHAPTER 81
Labor 7,262.37
Equipment Rental 6,667.75
Sand, Gravel and Material 5,571.23
Pipe 259.20
Culverts ^ 237.08
Telephone 2.37
20,000.00
Appropriation 20,000.00
HIGHWAYS — CHAPTER 90
Laibor 4,203.90
Equipment Rental 7,071.26
Sand, Gravel and Material 6,264.77
Culverts, Pipes and Fittings 2,330.28
Blasting 123.60
Lumber 6.00
Postage .19
20,000.00
Appropriation 20,000.00
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HIGHWAYS — CHAPTER 718
Labor 921.75
Equipment Rental 1,822.00
Sand, Gravel and Material 8,746.35
11,490.10
To Revenue .02
11,490.12
Receipt — Comm. of Mass. 11,490.12
HIGHWAYS — SNOW REMOVAL AND SANDING
Labor 3,736.64
Equipment Rental 5,381.44
Sand and Salt 2,406.94
Fuel 15.00
Equipment and Repairs 1,012.19
12,552.21
To Revenue 2,447.79
15,000.00
Appropriation 15,000.00
HIGHWAYS — CENTRAL STREET
Labor 142.00
Equipment Rental 254.00
Sand, Gravel and Material 693.90
1,089.90
Balance December 31, 1957 107.23
1,197.13
Balance January 1, 1957 1,197.13
HIGHWAYS — DORIS AVE. W. E.
Title Examination 16.25
Balance December 31, 1957 233.03
249.28
Balance January 1, 1957 249.28
HIGHWAYS — DORIS AVE. E. E.
Title Examination 16.25
Balance Decem,ber 31, 1957 353.40
369.65
Balance January 1, 1957 369.65
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HIGHWAYS — LEIGH ROAD
Title Examination 16.25
Balance December 31, 1957 153.42
169.67
Balance January 1, 1957 169.67
HIGHWAYS — DRAINAGE NORWELL. AVE. AND MAIN ST.
Labor 210.00
Equipment Rental 283.00
Culverts and Pipes 661.00
1,154.00
Balance December 31, 1957 1,846.00
3,000.00
Appropriation 3,000.00
HIGHWAYS— ENTRANCES — FRANKLIN,
GERARD AND WILDER ROADS
Gino Rugani, Inc. 311.00
Balance December 31, 1957 119.30
430.30
Balance January 1, 1957 430.30
HIGHWAYS — OLD MEETING HOUSE LANE
Title Examination 16.25
Balance December 31, 1957 28.10
44.35
Balance January 1, 1957 44.35
HIGHWAYS — OLD OAKEN BUCKET ROAD
Labor 396.25
Equipment Rental 592.75
Sand, Gravel and Material 1,994.34
2,983.34
Balance December 31, 1957 16.66
3,000.00
Appropriation 3,000.00
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HIGHWAYS — PLEASANT STREET
Labor 200.25
Equipment Rental 568.50
Sand, Gravel and Material 1,723.83
2,492.58
Balance December 31, 1957 507.42
3,000.00
Appropriation 3,000.00
HIGHWAYS — SAND SPREADER
Sandberg Equipment Co. 1,771.00
Balance January 1, 1957 1,771.00
HIGHWAYS — SOUTH STREET
Labor 57.00
Equipment Rental
... _ j/ . ^ 87.00
Sand, Gravel and Material 1,119.89
1,263.89
Balance December 31, 1957 ' ^ " 15.91
,1,279.80
Balance January 1, 1957 1,279.80
HIGHWAYS — SIGNS AND ROAD MARKINGS
Labor 88.00
Equipment Rental 78.00
Signs 225.00
Express 4.10
395.10
To Revenue 4,90
400.00
Appropriation 400.00
HIGHWAYS — STREET LIGHTS
Brockton Edison Co. 2,986.66
To Revenue 245.34
3,232.00
Appropriation 3 232.00
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BOARD OF PUBLIC WELFARE — SALARIES
Chairman 500.00
Members 266.82
766.82
To Revenue 33.18
800.00
Appropriation 800.00
WELFARE AGENT — SALARY
Helen E. Norris 1,980.00
Appropriation 1,980.00
WELFARE DEPARTMENT — CLERK'S SALARY
Clerks 650.00
Appropriation
- 650.00
PUBLIC WELFARE — AID AND EXPENSES
Payments 2,379.84
To Revenue 620.16
3,000.00
Appropriation 3,000.00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE — TOWN AID
Payments 26,060.00
To Revenue
.55
Appropriation 26,000.00
Refunds 60.55
26,060.55
26,060.55
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE — TOWN ADMINISTRATION
Payments 100.00
Appropriation 100.00
OLD AGE ASSISTANCE — U. S. AID
Payments 15,899.89
Balance December 31, 1957 11,218.44
Balance January 1, 1957 11,631.94
Refunds 5.10
Recoveries 1,762.88
Receipts 13,718.41
27,118.33
27,118.33
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OLD AGE ASSISTANCE — U. S. ADM.
Payments 3,526.52
Balance December 31, 1957 3,590.04
Balance January 1, 1957 4,405.69
Receipts 2,710.8 7
7,116.56
7,116.56
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN — TOWN AID
Payments 1,432.20
To Revenue 67.80
1,500.00
Appropriation 1,500.00
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN — TOWN ADM.
Payments 25.00
Appropriation 25.00
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN— U. S. AID
Payments 1,910.70
Balance December 31, 1957 2,570.09
Balance January 1, 1957 2,851.29
Receipts 1,629.50
4,480.79
4,480.79
AID TO DEPENDENT CHILDREN — U. S. ADM.
Balance December 31, 1957 3,088.60
Balance January 1, 1957 2,432.42
Receipts 656.18
3,088.60
DISABILITY ASSISTANCE — TOWN AID
Payments 2,778.77
To Revenue 1,221.23
• 4,000.00
Appropriation 4,000.00
DISABILITY ASSISTANCE — TOWN ADM.
Payments 25.00
Appropriation 25.00
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DISABILITY ASSISTANCE — U. S. AID
Payments 906.80
Balance December 31, 1957 1,459.57
Balance January 1, 1957 662.69
Receipts 1,703.68
DISABILITY ASSISTANCE — U. S. ADM.
Payments 8 5.29
Balance December 31, 1957 1,133.00
Balance January 1, 1957 895.72
Receipts 322.57
VETERANS' BENEFITS
Payments 4,953.70
To Revenue 1,046.30
Appropriation
SCHOOL COMMITTEE — SALARIES
Clerk 300.00
Members 300.00
Appropriation
SCHOOLS — GENERAL CONTROL
School Committee Expenses 13 6.82
Superintendent's Salary 2,667.00
Superintendent's Expenses 531.50
Superintendent's Clerks 1,266.40
Superintendent's Office Machine & Supplies 93.96
Attendance Officer 50.00
Census 100.00
2,366.37
2,366.3^
1,218.29
1,218.29
6,000.00
6,000.00
600.00
600.00
Appropriation
To Revenue
4,845.68
170.32
5,016.00
5,016.00
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — INSTRUCTION
Principal's Expense 101.54
Principal's Clerks 3,333.46
Dual Control Car 1,180.77
Teachers' Salaries 195,266.49
Books and Supplies 12,354.95
Science Fair 127.72
Shop Supplies 1,243.07
213,608.00
Appropriation 213,608.00
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — OPERATION
Janitor's Services 14,857.00
Fuel 9,003.66
Light and Power 6,668.08
Telephone 863.91
Water 658.15
Janitors' Supplies and Equipment 3,419.86
Rubbish Removal 759.00
Snow Plowing 50.00
36,279.66
To Revenue 818.34
37,098.00
Appropriation 37,098.00
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — MAINTENANCE
Repairs 1,277.21
To Revenue 1.8 5
1,279.06
Appropriation 219.64
Dog Tax Refund 1,059.42
1,279.06
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — AUXILIARY AGENCIES
Health 641.16
Transportation 29,233.23
Physical Education and Athletics 3,761.90
Insurance 4,257.59
Library Books 5 4.70
Supervisor — Lunchroom 2,880.00
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Lunch Rooms Equipment 1,193.20
Miscellaneous 809.51
42,831.29
To Revenue 893.71
43,725.00
Appropriation 43,725.00
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — OUT OF STATE TRAVEL
C. E. Bradley 21.21
To Revenue 18.79
40.00
Appropriation 40.00
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — CAPITAL OUTLAY
Equipment 1,404.39
To Revenue 1,068.61
2,473.00
Appropriation 2,473.00
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — PUBLIC LAW 874
Repairs 2,755.74
Equipment 761.36
Grounds 444.25
Licenses 40.00
Books and Supplies 1,200.89
Teachers' Salaries 6,343.79
Principals' Expense 47.68
Dual Control Car 159.28
Vocational-Transportation and Training 332.70
12,085.69
Balance December 31, 1957 944.74
13,030.43
Balance January 1, 1957 3,880.94
Receipts 9,149.49
13,030.43
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — GEORGE-BARDEN ACCOUNT
Teachers' Salaries 573.00
Balance December 31, 1957 379.50
952.50
Balance January 1, 1957 552.50
Receipts 400.00
952.50
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SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — VOCATIONAL TRAINING
AND TRANSPORTATION
Payments 1,111.69
To Revenue 8 8.31
• 1,150.00
Appropriation 1,150.00
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — ADULT PRACTICAL ART CLASSES
Payments 211.88
To Revenue 46 8.12
680.00
Appropriation 680.00
SCHOOL LUNCH
Payments 32,851.23
Balance December 31, 1957 2,967.05
Balance January 1, 1957 1,281.63
Receipts 34,536.65
SCHOOL ATHLETICS
Payments 505.96
Balance December 31, 1957 422.63
Balance January 1, 1957 412.59
Receipts 516.00
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — PERMANENT
SCHOOL BLDG. COMMITTEE EXPENSE
Printing 12.70
To Revenue 17.80
35,818.28
35,818.28
928.59
928.59
30.50
Balance January 1, 1957 30 50
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
RIDGE HILL
Construction 8 2,275.01
Architects Fees 6,000 00
Equipment Sl,o9SA2
Moving and Storage 35 50
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Insurance 290.92
Landscaping 750.00
Fencing 650.50
Labor and Equipment Rental 1,086.85
122,682.20
Balance December 31, 1957 2,649.14
125,831.34
Balance January 1, 1957 125,331.34
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — NORWELL ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
ADDITION — PLANS AND SPECIFICATIONS
H. C. Knight Associates 2,000.00
Balance December 31, 1957 500.00
2,500.00
Appropriation 2,500.00
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT — REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
PLANNING COMMITTEE EXPENSE
Printing, Stationery and Postage 320.95
Balance December 31, 1957 279.05
600.00
Appropriation 600.00
W. J. LEONARD MEMORIAL LIBRARY
Salaries 3 43.48
Books and Periodicals 39 0.07
Printing, Stationery and Postage 14.01
747.56
To Revenue 2.44
750.00
Appropriation 750.00
JAMES LIBRARY
James Library 1,000.00
Appropriation 1,000.00
AID TO AGRICULTURE
County of Plymouth 100.00
Appropriation 100.00
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CIVIL DEFENSE
Clerk Hire 5.00
Labor 156.00
Traveling Expenses 30.00
Express 77.60
Telephone 128.83
Equipment and Repairs 589.33
986.76
Balance December 31, 1957 27.07
Balance January 1, 1957 13.83
Appropriation 1,000.00
MEMORIAL DAY
Flowers and Wreaths 95.70
Flags 54.50
Transportation and Express 15.00
Printing 28.00
Supplies 91.71
284.91
To Revenue 90.09
Appropriation
RECREATION COMMISSION EXPENSE
Printing 20.00
Lease 1 Oq
1,013.83
1,013.83
375.00
Appropriation 375.00
PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT
J. L. Hammett Co. 440.30
Balance December 31, 1957 359.70
800.00
Appropriation 800.00
PLYMOUTH COUNTY RETIREMENT FUND
County of Plymouth 3,780.20
Lester D. West 100.00
3,880.20
3,880.20
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Surveying 2 5.00
46.00
To Revenue 4.0 0
50.00
Appropriation 50,00
TOWN REPORTS AND BUDGETS
Printing 2,200.05 " '
'
Postage 39.13
Delivery 95.00
2, 334. is
Appropriation 2,175.05
Transfer — Reserve Fund 15 9.13
2,334.18
UNPAID BILLS OF 1956
Payments 5,056.50
Appropriation 5,056.50
WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION INSURANCE
A. G. Gordon 1,565.03
To Revenue 9 34.97
2,500.00
Appropriation 2,500.00
CARE OF VETERANS GRAVES
Payments to Cemeteries 340.00
To Revenue 60.00
400.00
Appropriation 400.00
WATER DEPARTMENT — COMMISSIONERS' SALARIES
Members 75.00
Appropriation 75.00
WATER DEPARTMENT — CLERK'S SALARY
Emily J. Paradise 572.00
Appropriation 572.00
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WATER DEPARTMENT — EXPENSES
Payrolls — Labor 3,092.25
Mileage 350.71
Light and Power 2,038.81
Insurance 149.56
Water 420.00
Telephone 6 8.40
Supervision 591.50
Commissioners' Expenses 244.58
Equipment Rental 72.12
Express 4.94
Equipment and Repairs 563.95
Books, Maps and Plans 11.82
Pipe and Fittings 582.12
Meters 165.62
Gas and Oil 4.50
Fuel 263.63
Clerk Hire 78.08
Contractors 1,231.01
Surveying 24.40
Stationery, Printing and Postage 89.15
Laboratory Fees 1.00
Rubbish Collection 6.75
Asphalt 155.62
Concrete 24.98
Association Dues 15.00
Appropriation 7,750.00
Refunds 5.75
Transfer Reserve Fund 1,000.00
To be raised in 1958 Levy 1,494.75
($1,500.00 Legal Overdraft Authorized)
WATER DEPARTMENT — SERVICES
Sand, Gravel and Material 91.96
Labor 183.75
Mileage 17.37
10,250.50
10,250.50
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Contractor 3,663.22
Pipe and Fittings 242.00
Meter 51.00
Appropriation 3,750.00
To be raised in 1958 Levy 499.30
($500.00 Legal Overdraft Authorized)
TEST WELL DEVELOPMENT
Contractor 2,200.50
Equipment 146.07
Express 6.45
Equipment Rental 33.00
Gas, Oil and Repairs 44.32
Pipe and Fittings 82.98
Supervision 67.38
Commissioners' Expenses 9.09
2,589.79
Balance December 31, 1957 899.22
1,151.74
Balance December 31, 1957 3,9 49.16
Balance January 1, 1957 28,641.77
Refund 50.00
4,249.30
4,249.30
3,489.01
Balance January 1, 1957 3,489.01
WATER DEPARTMENT — ARTICLE 14
Construction 96.00
Electrical Work and Supplies 43.74
Fencing 952.00
I>oor 60.00
5,100.90
Balance January 1, 1957 5,100.90
WATER DEPARTMENT — ARTICLE 16
Equipment 984.72
Transfer to Wells and Well Fields 2,000.00
Balance December 31, 1957 25,707.05
28,691.77
28,691.77
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WATER DEPARTMENT — ARTICLE 17
Labor and Equipment Rental 221.50
Balance December 31,1957 840.95
1,062.45
Balance January 1, 1957 877.45
Refunds 185.00
1,062.45
1956 WATER LOAN PREMIUM
Rockland Trust Co. 13.80
Balance January 1, 1957 13.80
WASHINGTON STREET CEMETERY — EXPENSES
Labor 649.41
Equipment Rental 95.75
Seeds and Flowers 21.41
Gas, Oil and Repairs 33.28
799.85
To Revenue .15
800.00
Appropriation 800.00
WASHINGTON STREET CEMETERY — ROADS
P. Lanzillotta and Sons 350.00
Transfer from Washington Street Cemetery
Permanent Fund 350.00
INTEREST — MATURING DEBT
Rockland Trust Co. 27,950.25
Appropriations:
High School Addition Loan 5,437.50
Elementary School Loan 4,387.50
Ridge Hill Elementary School Loan 9,758.33
1947 Water Loan 2,306.25
1951 Water Loan 210.00
1955 Water Loan 4,994.00
1956 Water Loan 715.00
Transfer — Reserve Fund
Ridge Hill Elem. School 141.67
27,950.25
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REFUNDS
Taxes
Motor Vehicle Excise
Water
Overpayments to Collector
3,756.59
3,604.31
28.69
111.62
7,501.21
TOTAL PAYMENTS $1,082,573.33
RECAPITTJl-ATION
Cash on Hand January 1, 1957 $323,518.42
Receipts 1,009,233.10
$1,332,751.52
Payments
Cash on Hand December 31, 1957
1,082,573.33
250,178.19
$1,332,751.52
RESERVE FUND TRANSFERS
Election Officers 120.00
Interest on Temporary Loans 806.25
Selectmen's Sign Account 565.10
Interest Ridge Hill Elementary School Loan 141.67
Incidentals 81.80
Fire Department — Payroll 3,258.15
Tree Warden — Chain saw 439.25
Moderator 30.00
Town Hall Janitor — Overtime 389.00
Town Reports and Budgets 159.13
Selectmen's Expense 250.00
Water Department — Expenses 1,000.00
Town Hall Annex Expense 50.00
School Dentist Salary 160.00
Collector's Expense 121.00
To Overlay Surplus
Transfer Overlay Surplus
7,571.35
428.65
,000.00
,000.00
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INTEREST
Interest on Temporary Loans 79 2.81
Interest on Real Estate Taxes 9.11
801.92
To Revenue 4.33
806.25
Transfer Reserve Fund 806.25
PRINCIPAL— MATURING DEBT
Rockland Trust Co. 89,986.20
Appropriations:
High School Addition Loan 15,000.00
Elementary School Loan 15,000.00
Ridge Hill Elementary School Loan 25,000.00
1947 Water Loan 5,000.00
1951 Water Loan 3,000.00
1955 Water Loan 22,000.00
1956 Water Loan 4.986.20
9,986.20
PRINCIPAL — TEMPORARY LOANS
Second Bank-State Street Trust Co. 74,955.21
AGENCY, TRUST AND TRANSFERS
State Parks and Reservations 1,069.68
State Audit 59.40
County T. B. Hospital Assessment 5,500.70
County Tax 13,182.51
County Dog Taxes 1,468.20
Washington Street Cemetery Transfers 150.00
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund Payments 28 5.11
Cemetery Perpetual Care Fund Transfers 845.00
Trust Fund Payments 300.00
Withholding Taxes 44,673.21
Retirement Fund 4,219.36
Blue Cross 3,039.50
School Employees Protection Plan 412.95
7 K 0(\K a
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TOWN OF NORWELL
BALANCE SHEET — December 31, 1957
ASSETS
Cash $250,178.19
Accounts Receivable:
1957 Personal Property Taxes
1956 Real Estate Taxes
1957 Real Estate Taxes
1956 Poll Taxes
1957 Poll Taxes
1957 Motor Vehicle Excise Taxes
1957 Moth
Tax Titles
Tax Possessions
Departmental
:
Old Age Assistance 210.97
Aid to Dependent Children 375.39
Washington St. Cemetery 94.50
Libraries 8.26
1,497.44
31.20
29,188.06
2.00
52.00
7,258.78
3.00
5,272.91
868.34
689.12
Aid to Highways:
State
Water Rates
Water Liens
Underestimates:
1957 State Parks &
Reservations
1957 County Tax
19 57 T.B. Hosp. Assess.
To be raised in 1958 Levy:
1955 Overlay
19 57 Overlay
Fire Dept. — Payroll
Fire Alarm System
Water Dept. — Expenses
Water Dept. — Services
49.16
2,149.65
584.31
54.00
2,322.82
1,762.60
1,01(1.00
1,494.75
499.30
13,750.00
4,134.02
39.90
2,783.12
7,144.47
192 ONE HUNDRED EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT
DEBT ACCOUNTS
Fixed Debt:
Inside Debt Limit 250,000.00
Outside Debt Limit 879,000.00
- 1,129,000.00
TRUST ACCOUNTS
In custody of Treasurer 34,209.61
In custody of State 200.00
34,409.61
1,236,123.97
$1,486,302.16
LIABILITIES AND RESEHVES
Agency and Trust Reserves:
Dog Licenses due County $3.50
C. H. Pike Fund Income 9.07
Sawyer Fund Income 8.17
Land Damage Awards—Town 137.50
Land Damage Awards—County 205.00
Tailings (unclaimed checks) 1.93
Old Age Assistance Recoveries 4,046.26
4,411.43
Overlay Surplus 1,941.78
1956 Overlay 33.20
Unexpended Balances:
195 7 Tax Title Account 217.58
1955 Tax Title Account 960.05
Assessors Maps 2,720.17
Planning Board Report 2,250.00
Planning Board Bond 400.00
F. M. Gushing Fund 3,054.52
Police Dept.—New Cruiser 121.00
Fire Dept.—New Truck 18 2.62
Fire and Police Building
Committee Expense 850.00
Union Bridge 15,000.00
Highways
:
Central Street 107.23
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Doris Ave. W. E.
Doris Ave. E. E.
Leigh Road
Drainage
Entrances
Leigh Road Drainage
Main & South Sts.
Old Meeting House Lane
Old Oaken Bucket Road
Pleasant Street
South Street
Washington Park
Ridge Hill Elem. School
Elementary School Addition
Committee Expense
Elementary School Addition
Plans & Specifications
Elementary School Addition
Firm Bid
Regional School Planning
Committee Expense
Civil Defense
Playground Equipment
Water Department:
Test Wells
Well Fields
Article 14
Article 15
Article 16
Article 17
Article 19
Article 20
Special Accounts:
School Lunch
School Athletics
233.03
353.40
153.42
1,846.00
119.30
587.50
6,000.00
28.10
16.66
507.42
15.91
410.43
2,649.14
400.00
500.00
10,000.00
279.05
27.07
359.70
899.22
2,000.00
3,949.16
8,000.00
25,707.05
840.95
88.91
34.06
2,967.05
422.63
91,868.65
3,389.68
194 ONE HUNDRED EIGHTH ANNUAL REPORT
Federal Grants:
School Dept. P. L. 874 944.74
Bookbinding 81.50
School Dept. Geo. Harden Fund 3 79.50
Old Age Assistance Aid 11,218.44
Old Age Assistance Adm. 3,590.04
Aid to Depend't Children Aid 2,570.09
Aid to Depend't Children Adm. 3,088.60
Disability Assistance Aid 1,459.57
Disability Assistance Adm. 1,133.00
24,383.98
Revenue Reserved Until Collected:
Motor Vehicle Excise
Tax Revenue 7,258.78
Special Assessment Revenue 3.00
Tax Title Revenue 6,141.25
Departmental Revenue 689.12
Aid to Highways Revenue 13,750.00
Water Revenue 4,173.92
• 32,016.07
Excess and Deficiency 164,847.76
DEBT ACCOUNT
Elementary School Loan 180,000.00
High School Addition Loan 210,000.00
Ridge Hill Elementary
School Loan 400,000.00
1947 Water Loan 100,000.00
1951 Water Loan 9,000.00
1955 Water Loan 205,000.00
1956 Water Loan 25,000.00
1,129,000.00
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TRUST ACCOUNTS
Annabel Wakefield Library Fund 114.75
Annabel Wakefield Charity Fund 1,900.92
Abigail T. Otis Charity Fund 2,43 6.3 5
Abigail T. Otis Cemetery and
Tomb Fund 1,703.51
Fred B. Clapp Cemetery Fund 1,000.00
Sawyer Cemetery Lot Fund 20 0.00
Cemetery Perpetual Care Funds 18,176.14
Washington St. Cemetery
Permanent Fund 4,545.60
Coffin Cemetery & Charity Fund 2,820.84
Post War Rehabilitation Fund
Income 1,511.50
34,409.61
1,486,302.16
Respectfully submitted,
HARRY L. CHASE, JR.
Town Accountant.
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